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Abstract
The Web of Data contains a wealth of knowledge belonging to a large number of domains. Retrieving
data from such precious interlinked knowledge bases is an issue. By taking the structure of data
into account, it is expected that upcoming generation of search engines is approaching to question
answering systems, which directly answer user questions. But developing a question answering over
these interlinked data sources is still challenging because of two inherent characteristics: First, different
datasets employ heterogeneous schemas and each one may only contain a part of the answer for a certain
question. Second, constructing a federated formal query across different datasets requires exploiting links
between these datasets on both the schema and instance levels. In this respect, several challenges such as
resource disambiguation, vocabulary mismatch, inference, link traversal are raised. In this dissertation,
we address these challenges in order to build a question answering system for Linked Data. We present
our question answering system Sina, which transforms user-supplied queries (i.e. either natural language
queries or keyword queries) into conjunctive SPARQL queries over a set of interlinked data sources. The
contributions of this work are as follows:
1. A novel approach for determining the most suitable resources for a user-supplied query from
different datasets (disambiguation approach). We employed a Hidden Markov Model, whose
parameters were bootstrapped with different distribution functions.
2. A novel method for constructing federated formal queries using the disambiguated resources and
leveraging the linking structure of the underlying datasets. This approach essentially relies on a
combination of domain and range inference as well as a link traversal method for constructing a
connected graph, which ultimately renders a corresponding SPARQL query.
3. Regarding the problem of vocabulary mismatch, our contribution is divided into two parts, First, we
introduce a number of new query expansion features based on semantic and linguistic inferencing
over Linked Data. We evaluate the effectiveness of each feature individually as well as their
combinations, employing Support Vector Machines and Decision Trees. Second, we propose a
novel method for automatic query expansion, which employs a Hidden Markov Model to obtain
the optimal tuples of derived words.
4. We provide two benchmarks for two different tasks to the community of question answering
systems. The first one is used for the task of question answering on interlinked datasets (i.e.
federated queries over Linked Data). The second one is used for the vocabulary mismatch task.
We evaluate the accuracy of our approach using measures like mean reciprocal rank, precision, recall,
and F-measure on three interlinked life-science datasets as well as DBpedia. The results of our accuracy
evaluation demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Moreover, we study the runtime of our
approach in its sequential as well as parallel implementations and draw conclusions on the scalability of
our approach on Linked Data.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Given the ever-increasing amount of information being published on the Web, organizing and in-
tegrating this information, data and knowledge is a major challenge. The Semantic Web initiative
responds to this challenge by introducing standards such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF)1,
RDF-Schema2 and OWL3 for publishing information in machine-readable formats. The heart of the
technologies behind Semantic Web is the RDF, which is a standard for describing Web resources. A
resource can be any thing (either physical or conceptual). For example, a resource can be a Web site, a
person, a device or anything else. The RDF data model expresses statements about Web resources in
the form of subject-predicate-object (triple). The subject denotes a resource; the predicate expresses a
property of subject or a relationship between the subject and the object; the object is either a resource
or literal. For example, the statement “Jack knows Alice” in RDF denotes the relationship “knowing”
between the two resources “Jack” and “Alice”. For identifying resources, RDF uses Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs)4 and Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRIs)5. The rationale behind is that the
names of resources must be universally unique.
RDF is used by Semantic Web tools and frameworks to publish structured data whose meaning is
described in RDF Schema (RDFS) or the Web Ontology Language (OWL). In addition to the publishing
of structured data, RDF allows the interlinking and merging of data across the Web [13, 14]. As a
result of the Semantic Web vision and, more importantly publishing large amounts of structured data
on the Web, the concept of the Web of Data emerged. The Web of Data refers to the set of knowledge
bases published according to the Linked Data principles6, i.e. a set of best practices for publishing and
connecting structured data on the Web [15, 16].
Since its creation in 2007, the Linked Data Web has been growing at an astounding rate. Currently,
LOD Cloud reports publishing more than 31 Billion triples7. The sheer amount of data contained
therein poses an important challenge as to how to query this amount of knowledge. In other words, it is
increasingly difficult for end users to find the information they are looking for on this enormous Web of
Data.
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-concepts/
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
3 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/
4 A URI is a string of characters used as unique identifier for a Web resource.
5 A generalization of URIs enabling the use of international character sets.
6 http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
7 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/lodcloud/state/ (Last update: September 19th, 2011)
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Moreover, by taking into account the structure of data on the Web of Data, it is expected that search
approaches directly provide answers to queries. Traditional information retrieval approaches are not
applicable here because they cannot exploit the internal structure of data due to their use of bag-of-words
semantics. Although traditional search services like Google have extended their functionality to provide
direct answers to simple queries which match certain templates, e.g., “Capital of Spain”, yet, they lack
the ability to answer complex queries or consolidate information from different resources (i.e. integration
of, and reasoning on, data on the Web.). These limitations are due to the inherently unstructured nature
of information in the Web of Documents. Thus, we need to investigate new search approaches relying
on the structure of data for retrieving information. With this consideration, retrieval of information is
more semantic-oriented leading to a more intelligent Web. We should note that a main obstacle to the
realization of this approach lies in the sheer size of the Data Web, which requires efficient and scalable
retrieval approaches.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Objective of a Question Answering System on Linked Data
SPARQL8 is an RDF query language, which enables the retrieval of data from RDF knowledge
bases. SPARQL queries permit to express unambiguously which entities and relations are relevant to be
retrieved. In order to express information needs in terms of SPARQL queries, non-expert users have to
(a) understand the SPARQL concepts, (b) understand the SPARQL syntax (in absence of a visual query
builder) and (c) know what information structures (i.e. schemas) are actually available. In other words,
for a common user, textual query (either natural language or keyword-based) is a more convenient way
of retrieving information.
To enable common users to access the Data Web, it becomes necessary to simplify the access to the
Web of Data by providing search interfaces that resemble the search interfaces commonly used on the
document-based Web. Figure 1.1 envisions three phases of such search engines on the Web of Data: (a)
first, a user inserts a textual query, (b) then, it is transformed to a SPARQL query and (c) finally, the
SPARQL query is run and desired entities are retrieved. These entities are the actual resources that the
user desires.
1.1.2 Influence of a Question Answering System on Society
Advancing question answering can positively influence society in many ways, especially when, in
addition to textual interfaces, voice interfaces are provided. Voice interfaces are more accessible for
people with disabilities (e.g. vision impaired) or in situations in which typing is inconvenient (e.g. when
driving a car). In the following, we discuss the influence of question answering systems on four important
sectors of society: (i) science and technology, (ii) welfare, (iii) education, (iv) health and wellbeing (as
shown in Figure 1.2. As the proof of applicability, we exemplify the influence of two recent technologies
i.e. Google Glass and IBM Watson. Google Glass, developed by Google, is a optical head-mounted
display with an integrated computer. It has a voice interface that allows users to interact with Internet
services via natural language voice commands. Watson, developed by IBM, is an intelligent computer
system which is able to answer natural language questions. Watson was build on the IBM’s DeepQA
software technology which generates hypotheses, gathers massive evidence, and analyzes data [17]. IBM
intends to market the DeepQA software to large corporations for various applications.
8 http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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Figure 1.1: A bird’s-eye view of the envisioned semantic search engine on the Web of Data: (a) an input textual
query (b) the equivalent SPARQL query and (c) the retrieved entities after running the SPARQL query.
Science and technology
The amount of structured as well as unstructured data is growing enormously. We need advanced
technologies to help us make sense of this data and make better decisions. Question answering is the area
which harnesses the right information to act upon and make us more aware of existing knowledge. A
question answering system can be integrated in various applications and devices like web and mobile
applications, GPS systems etc. Thus, completely new categories of science and ubiquitous technology
become possible. “Cognitive computing systems” is one of the emerging fields which models human
brain, reasons, senses9. IBM defines a cognitive computing system as “a system which learns and
interacts naturally with people to extend what either humans or machine could do on their own. They help
human experts make better decisions by penetrating the complexity of Big Data.” Watson is a cognitive
technology which processes information more like a human than a computer by understanding natural
language, generating hypotheses based on evidence and learning as it goes.
IBM aims to market the Watson technology in the healthcare, finance, marketing and service domains.
For instance, regarding finances, IBM states that: “the challenges the financial services industry faces are
complex. On the one hand, regulatory measures as well as social and governmental pressure for financial
institutions to be more inclusive, have increased; On the other hand, customers whom the industry serves,
are more empowered, demanding and sophisticated than ever before.” With Watson IBM, in particular,
aims to support three areas of finance: (a) increasing customer satisfaction and attracting new capital
using personalised advice as well as wealth advisor, (b) financial analysis and (c) risk management.
Welfare
It is necessary that information on the Web is accessible and usable to all users regardless of their
capabilities. Question answering systems as an emerging assistive technology10 provide simpler access
to information especially when equipped with a voice interface. Thus, a question answering system will
benefit people with different capabilities like children, elderly people, disabled or vision impaired people
in particular. Since these groups of people are interested in minimum interactions with an application,
9 http://www.research.ibm.com/cognitive-computing
10 Basically, assistive technology is referring to a device, piece of equipment or product devised to increase functional capabilities
of individuals. For example, a screen reader is a software application presenting what is displayed on the screen.
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Figure 1.2: Influence of a question answering system on society.
question answering systems help them by reducing the complexity of interacting with an application via
automatic access to information.
There is only little research on the accessibility of interfaces of web search engines. Oppenheim was
one of the pioneers who challenged the accessibility of web search engine interfaces for vision impaired
and blind users [18]. Yang proposed a specialized search engine for blind users [19]. This search engine
is constructed with an accessible interface and some improved functions for blind users (i.e., searching
assistance functions and specialized design). In September 2013, Google offered alternative access
modes11, such as the Chrome browser which supports assistive technologies including screen readers and
magnifiers. This browser offers people with low vision a number of tools, including full-page zoom and
high-contrast colour.
One of the recent technologies which is capable of helping blind and impaired vision people is
Google Glass technology. The OpenGlass Project12 is a project employing Google Glass technology to
develop applications enabling blind and visually impaired users to identify objects and environments via
established crowdsourcing technologies. The VisionAware13 portal of the American Foundation for the
Blind describes two OpenGlass applications which have been developed so far as follows:
1. The Question-Answer application enables blind and visually impaired users to use Google Glass
to take a picture with a question attached, which is related to the context of the picture. Then
this question is submitted to Twitter14 or Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform15 where sighted
respondents answer. Finally, the answer is read aloud to the user through the speaker of the Google
11 http://www.google.com/accessibility/products/
12 http://www.openshades.com/
13 http://www.visionaware.org/
14 https://twitter.com/
15 https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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Glass headset.
2. The Memento application automatically recites notes when the blind or visually impaired user faces,
or looks at, a recognizable scene. To use Memento, sighted users must first record descriptions
or commentary about environmental features or a room setup. When a blind or visually impaired
person using Google Glass approaches the same spot, Google Glass will recognize the feature or
scene and read back the pre-recorded commentary.
Such examples show that assistive technology based on question answering enables completely new
opportunities to compensate for disabilities or varying capabilities.
Education
Leveraging recent question answering and assistive technologies (i.e. also IBM Watson and Google
Glass) opens new opportunities in education. For instance, these technologies assist learners as well as
researchers with finding information faster; or they support integrating data from different data sources
which will help teachers as well as researchers to make better decisions. In the following, we mention
different possibilities of using these two recent technologies in education.
Watson helps researchers to find information faster. IBM says16: “The Economist estimates companies
spent $603 billion on research and development in 2012. That is a lot of information to wade through.
The IBM Watson Discovery Advisor is a research assistant that helps researchers collect information and
synthesize insights to stay updated on recent findings and share information with colleagues. New York
Genome Center17 plans to use the IBM Watson cognitive computing system to analyze the genomic data
of patients diagnosed with a highly aggressive and malignant brain cancer, and to more rapidly deliver
personalized, life-saving treatment to patients of this disease.”
Google Glass, as a portable technology, has the potential to bring new possibilities to teachers and
students. Foradian18, a provider of enterprise software solutions for education institutions, reports the use
cases of Google Glass as follows:
1. “Google Search is phenomenal, and the Glass will allow the student as well as teacher to stay
connected to an interactive environment featuring online tools all the time. This could pave way to
a leap into the future of educational system. Teachers as well as students can refer to topics related
to their studies on the go. No fiddling through phones in the middle of the lecture; all you have to
do is speak and voila, your search is done.
2. Teachers could use Google glass coupled with facial recognition to take attendance and could be
used to generate Student Information System. Just by looking at the student you will get access to
his/her student records with details of academic and non-academic performance, attendance etc.
Creating students reports, schedules and class timings for students is only the tip of the iceberg.”
Health and wellbeing
There is a vast amount of biomedical data (either structured or unstructured) which has been published19
so far. A question answering system over such data can help researchers, doctors and ordinary people
16 http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/work.html
17 http://www.nygenome.org/
18 http://foradian.com/
19 Regarding structured format, RDF biomedical datasets are available at: http://download.bio2rdf.org/release/3/
release.html
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gain recent biomedical knowledge; for example about drugs, diseases etc. Researchers can leverage a
question answering system on biomedical data to update their knowledge about the recent findings in
their own field or related fields and thus make interesting discoveries. A question answering system helps
doctors in diagnosing and treatment phases [20, 21] like AskHermes20 [22]. Previously, crowdsourcing
was one of the first attempts to assist ordinary people in order to find answers for their questions related
to health and wellbeing such as CreateHealth.io21. Nowadays, a question answering system empowers
ordinary peoples to directly access information. In the following, we present the use cases of Watson as
well as Google Glass in the field of healthcare.
Healthcare is the first real use case of Watson. IBM declares22: “In health care, Watson and Watson-like
technologies are now assisting doctors at Memorial Sloan Kettering23 in diagnosing patients by providing
a variety of possible causes for a set of symptoms. Watson can help doctors narrow down the options and
pick the best treatments for their patients. The doctor still does most of the thinking, but Watson is there
to make sense of the data and help make the process faster and more accurate.”
Several proofs of concept for Google Glass have been proposed in healthcare. In July 2013, Lucien
Engelen initiated research on the usability of Google Glass in the health care field24. This research was
carried out in operating rooms, ambulances, a trauma helicopter, general practice, and home care as well
as the use in public transportation for visually or physically impaired25. Research contained making
pictures, videos streaming to other locations dictating operative log, having students watch the procedures
and tele-consultation through Hangout. On June 20, 2013, Rafael J. Grossmann, a Venezuelan surgeon
practicing in the USA, was the first surgeon to ever demonstrate the use of Google Glass during a live
surgical procedure26.
In conclusion, question answering technology is increasingly penetrating various domains of society
and technology. However, most systems currently available mainly use unstructured and semi-structured
content or fixed, predefined structured data
1.1.3 Existing Question Answering Systems
In the following, we present a number of well-known question answering systems running on structured
or unstructured data.
1. IBM Watson27 is a question answering system developed by IBM. In 2011 it answered Jeopardy
questions and outperformed former human winners. Watson uses a corpus containing more than
200 million pages of unstructured information as well as semi-structured data like Wikipedia and
DBpedia. Watson applies advanced natural language processing, information retrieval, knowledge
representation, automated reasoning, and machine learning technologies to analyze the natural
language input query and find the answer in the corpus.
2. START28 was initiated by the InfoLab Group at the MIT in 1993. Up to now, this system can
answer millions of English questions about places, movies, people, dictionary definitions. START
20 http://www.askhermes.org/index2.html
21 http://createhealth.io/
22 http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/work.html
23 Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center is a cancer treatment and research institution founded in 1884 as the New York
Cancer Hospital.
24 http://exponential.singularityu.org/medicine/
25 Recent findings at: http://brengkenniscentrum.nl/blog/2013/12/een-nieuw-perspectief-google-glass/
26 http://www.forbes.com/fdc/welcome_mjx.shtml
27 http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/
28 http://start.csail.mit.edu/index.php
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receives natural language queries, then parses them in order to create parse trees, then it matches
the created trees against its knowledge base and provides the appropriate information to the user.
3. Ephyra29 is a modular framework for open domain question answering. Similar to other question
answering systems, Ephyra retrieves answers for a given natural language question. It uses the
whole of the Web as the underlying corpus.
4. WolframAlpha30 is a question answering system which was developed by Wolfram research group
and released in 2009. It is a computational knowledge engine or answer engine run on a curated
structured datasets31. It answers factual queries (i.e. phrased natural-language fact-based questions)
directly by computing the answer from different sources.
5. PowerAqua32 is a multi-ontology-based question answering system running on Linked Data sources.
It receives a natural language query as input and then returns answers drawn from the relevant
distributed resources on the Semantic Web. PowerAqua is not restricted to a single ontology and
therefore supports various domains.
6. TBSL33 is a template-based question answering system on a single Linked Data knowledge base
(i.e. DBpedia). It parses an input natural language question and then produces a SPARQL template
reflecting the internal structure of the question.
1.1.4 Existing Search Engines on Linked Data
In the following, we present existing search services, which have been launched on the Linked Data so
far.
1. Sindice34 is a document-oriented index on Web of Data. Sindice collects RDF documents from
the Semantic Web and indexes them on resource URIs, Inverse Functional Properties (IFPs) and
keywords. This index allows applications to automatically locate documents containing semantic
resources via an API. Furthermore, Sindice offers a user interface through which human users can
retrieve these documents based on keywords, URIs, or IFPs.
2. Sigma35 is established on top of Sindice which gives a very visual and interactive access to the Web
of Data as a whole. Sigma is an entity-based retrieval service which employs large scale Semantic
Web indexing, logic reasoning, data aggregation heuristics, ad-hoc ontology consolidation, external
services and responsive user interaction to create entity descriptions. Sigma offers both a service
and an end user application to access the Web of Data as an integrated information space.
3. Watson36 is a search service indexing ontologies as well as semantic documents. Watson collects
the available semantic content on the Web and then analyzes it to extract useful metadata and
indexes. Watson enables user to query semantic data using either keyword interface or API.
29 http://www.ephyra.info/
30 http://www.wolframalpha.com/
31 Curated datasets are checked for quality either by a scientist or an expert in an associated field
32 http://poweraqua.open.ac.uk:8080/poweraqualinked/jsp/index.jsp
33 http://autosparql-tbsl.dl-learner.org/
34 http://sindice.com/
35 http://sig.ma/
36 http://watson.kmi.open.ac.uk/WatsonWUI/
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1.2 Problem
While various search approaches differ in their details, they can all be positioned on the following
spectrum: On one end of the spectrum are simple keyword search systems that rely on traditional
information retrieval approaches to retrieve resources that bear a label similar to the “the user’s input”.
We dub such approaches as data-semantics-unaware keyword search since they do not take the semantics
explicated by the data into consideration. The main advantage of such approaches is that they scale
well as they can make use of the results of decades of research carried out in the field of information
retrieval. On the other end of the spectrum, we find question answering systems, which assume a
natural-language query as input and convert this query into a full-fledged SPARQL query. These systems
rely on natural-language processing tools such as Part of Speech (POS) tagging and dependency parsers
to detect the relations between the elements of the query. The detected relations are then mapped to
SPARQL constructs. The basic idea behind our work is to devise a data-semantics-aware keyword search
approach, which stands in the middle of the spectrum as shown in Figure 1.3 Our approach, which is
called SINA, aims to achieve maximal flexibility by being able to generate SPARQL queries from both
natural-language queries and keyword queries. Several challenges need to be addressed to devise such an
approach. In the following sections, we introduce these challenges.
Comparison of Search Approaches 
Data-Semantics 
unaware  
Data-Semantics 
aware  
Keyword-based 
 query  
Natural language 
 query  
Ques%on(
Answering(
Systems(
Informa%on(
Retrieval(
Systems(
Our(approach:(
SINA(
1"
Figure 1.3: Comparison of search approaches.
1.3 Challenges
We aim to realize a search engine for the Data Web, which is as easy to use as search engines for the
Document Web, but allows to create complex queries and returns comprehensive structured query results.
In order to achieve this goal, a number of challenges are raised:
• Query Segmentation
• Resource Disambiguation
• Query Expansion
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• Query Cleaning
• Formal Query Construction
• Data Fusion on Linked Data
In the rest of this section, we briefly describe each challenge. In order to obtain a better insight on
these challenges, we use a few running examples throughout the discussion. Before presenting them,
we introduce the datasets employed in this dissertation. We employed four different knowledge bases:
first is DBpedia [23] as an individual knowledge base. DBpedia is a large knowledge base extracted
from Wikipedia. Additionally, we used three interlinked knowledge bases i.e., Drugbank, Sider and
Diseasome which have been published in RDF. Sider37 contains information about drugs and their side
effects. Diseasome [24]38 contains information about diseases and genes associated with these diseases.
Drugbank [25]39 is a comprehensive knowledge base containing information about drugs, drug target (i.e.
protein) information, interactions and enzymes. As can be seen in Figure 1.4 the classes representing
drugs in Drugbank and Sider are linked using owl:sameAs and diseases from Diseasome are linked to
drugs in Drugbank using Diseasome:possible-Drug and Drugbank:possible-Disease-target
properties. Also, the diseases and side effects between Sider and Diseasome are linked using the
owl:sameAs property.
Diseasome 
Sider 
Drugs 
sameAs 
Disease 
Drug Side Effect 
Genes 
enzymes 
Drug interactions 
references targets 
DrugBank 
Figure 1.4: Schema interlinking between three datasets: DrugBank, Sider and Diseasome.
We use two query examples throughout our discussion in order to clarify better. Assume that the input
queries are as follows:
Example 1.1 What are the side effects of drugs used for Tuberculosis?
Example 1.2 Who produced films starring Natalie Portman?
37 http://sideeffects.embl.de/
38 http://diseasome.kobic.re.kr/
39 http://www.drugbank.ca/
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1.3.1 Query Segmentation
Query segmentation is the process of identifying the right segments of data items that occur in the
keyword queries. Regarding example 1, the input query ‘What is the side effects of drugs used for
Tuberculosis?’ is transformed to the 4-keyword tuple (side, effect, drug, Tuberculosis). This tuple can be
segmented into (‘side effect drug’, ‘Tuberculosis’) or (‘side effect’, ‘drug’, ‘Tuberculosis’). Similarly,
the query of example 2 can be segmented to (‘produce’, ‘film star’, ‘Natalie’, ‘Portman’) or (‘produce’,
‘film’, ‘star’,‘Natalie Portman’). Note that in both cases, the second segmentation is more likely to lead
to a query that contains the results intended by the user.
1.3.2 Resource Disambiguation
In addition to detecting the right segments for a given input query, we also have to map each of
these segments to a suitable resource in the underlying knowledge base. This step is dubbed entity
disambiguation and is of increasing importance since the size of knowledge bases and the hetero-
geneity of schemas on the Linked Data Web grows steadily. With respect to example 1, the seg-
ment ‘Tuberculosis’ is ambiguous when querying both Sider and Diseasome because it may refer
to the resource diseasome:Tuberculosis describing the disease Tuberculosis or to the resource
sider:Tuberculosis being the side effect caused by some drugs. Regarding the example 2, the seg-
ment ‘film’ is ambiguous because it may refer to the class dbo:Film (the class of all movies in DBpedia)
or to the properties dbo:film or dbp:film (which relates festivals and the films shown during these
festivals). In fact in this step, we aim to map the input keywords to a suitable set of entity identifiers, i.e.
resources R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm}. Note that several adjacent keywords can be mapped to a single resource,
i.e. m ≤ n. Thus, for each segment, a suitable resource has to be determined.
1.3.3 Query Expansion
Automatic query expansion is a long-standing research topic in information retrieval. It is a way of
reformulating the input query in order to overcome the vocabulary mismatch problem. In case of a
vocabulary mismatch, schema-aware search systems are unable to retrieve data. For instance, consider
the input query altitude of Everest. The keyword altitude, should be matched to the keyword elevation,
because the relevant property resource has the label elevation and not altitude. Therefore, query expansion
can be a crucial step in question answering or keyword search pipeline. A naive way for automatic
query expansion adds words derived from linguistic resources. In this regard, expansions are synonyms,
hyponyms and hypernyms of the input keywords. In practice, this naive approach fails because of high
retrieval cost and substantially decreasing precision. Regarding Linked Data, a research question arising
here is whether interlinked data and vocabularies provide features, which can be taken into account for
query expansion and how effective those new semantic features are in comparison to traditional linguistic
ones.
1.3.4 Query Cleaning
The input query might contain some keywords, which semantically are either not related to the rest of
the keywords or extra (i.e. does not have any matched resource in the corresponding SPARQL query).
Since user usually is looking for information semantically closely related to each other, these unrelated
keywords (i.e. noise) should be cleaned. An example is the question “Through which countries does the
Yenisei river flow?” The keyword flow is not a stop word but does not have any matched resource in the
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corresponding SPARQL query of the benchmark (our benchmark contains a couple of natural language
queries and their equivalent SPARQL query); and therefore should be ignored.
1.3.5 Formal Query Construction
Once the resources are detected, adequate formal queries (i.e. SPARQL queries) have to be generated.
In order to generate a formal query (here: a conjunctive query), a connected subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of the
knowledge base graph G = (V, E), called the query graph, has to be determined. The intuition behind
constructing such a query graph is that it has to fully cover the set of mapped resources R = {r1, . . . , rm}.
In linked data, mapped resources ri may belong to different graphs Gi. Thus, the query construction
algorithm must be able to traverse the links between datasets at both schema and instance levels. With
respect to the example 1, after applying disambiguation on the identified resources, we would obtain the
following resources from different datasets:
sider:sideEffect, diseasome:possibleDrug, diseasome:1154. The appropriate conjunctive
query contains the following triple patterns which the second triple pattern bridges between the Drugbank
and Sider datasets.:
1. diseasome:1154 diseasome:possibleDrug ?v1 .
2. ?v1 owl:sameAs ?v2 .
3. ?v2 sider:sideEffect ?v3 .
1.3.6 Data Fusion on Linked Data
We aim at an approach for question answering over a set of interlinked data sources. In this respect,
new challenges are raised that we have to deal with. A first challenge is that information for answering a
certain question can be spread among different datasets employing heterogeneous schemas. This makes
the mapping of the input keywords to data more challenging when compared to querying a single dataset.
An example is the query: “side effect and enzymes of drugs used for ASTHMA”. The answer to that
query can only be obtained by joining data from Sider (side effects) and Drugbank (enzymes, drugs).
The second challenge is constructing a formal query from the matched resources across different datasets
which have to exploit links between the different datasets on the schema and instance levels. An example
is the query: “side effects of drugs used for Tuberculosis”. Tuberculosis is defined in Diseasome, drugs
for curing Tuberculosis are described in Drugbank, while we find their side effects in Sider.
1.4 Approach and Contribution
To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first approach for answering questions on interlinked
datasets by constructing a federated SPARQL query. Our approach led to the implementation of the Sina
search engine. Sina is a Java based web application, which is available online. We deployed two demo
instances, one employing DBpedia as background knowledge40 and the second one operating on three
interlinked life-science datasets41. Sina has a simple interface similar to common search engines. All the
steps are carried out automatically by Sina and the user does not have to interact with the system during
the search process. Figure 1.5 illustrates the high-level architecture of Sina, which comprises of six main
components. Each component consumes the output of the previous component.
The challenges, which our approach has addressed so far, are as follows:
40 http://sina.aksw.org/
41 http://sina-linkeddata.aksw.org/
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Figure 1.5: Architecture of the Sina search engine.
• Query Segmentation (QS)
• Resource Disambiguation (RD)
• Query Expansion (QE)
• Formal Query Construction (FQC)
• Data Fusion on Linked Data (DF on LD)
• Benchmark Creation
In addition to the contribution in the above challenges, we took part in the RDF Data Slicing (RDF DS)
project. Table 1.1 corresponds each challenge to the list of publications which address it. Furthermore,
Table 1.2 presents an overview of the structure of this dissertation. Each chapter is dedicated to one of
our publications, which addresses one or more challenges. Appendix A provides one of our papers [9]
comprising a more experimental study on the approach employed for query segmentation and resource
disambiguation. The article associated with our contribution in the RDF Data Slicing projects are
included in Appendix B. In the rest of this chapter, we briefly point out the methodology employed for
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each challenge as well as the research questions used for the evaluation and the achievements. In order to
gain a full insight, we refer you to the associated chapters and publications.
Challenges Publications
Query Segmentation [1, 6, 9, 11]
Resource Disambiguation [1, 6, 9, 11]
Query Expansion [5, 7]
Formal Query Construction [1, 2, 6, 10]
Data Fusion on Linked Data [1, 6]
RDF Data Slicing [3, 8]
Table 1.1: List of the challenges and the publications addressing them.
1.4.1 Query Segmentation and Resource Disambiguation
As shown in Table 1.2, our contribution on this part can be found in chapter 3 or in our publications [1,
6, 9, 11]. We shortly describe the main attributes of the proposed model.
Methodology: To tackle this challenge, we propose an automatic query segmentation and resource
disambiguation approach leveraging background knowledge. We employ a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) to obtain the optimal input query segmentation and disambiguation of possible matches in a
single step. In fact, query segmentation and resource disambiguation are mutually tightly interwoven.
Before running this model, we carry out two preprocessing functions as follows:
1. The segment validation which groups keywords to form segments. This function validates the
grouped segments with respect to the available resources in the underlying knowledge base(s).
Recognizing segments are based on a naive approach (we compare this approach with a gready
fashion in [9, 11]).
2. The resource retrieval function obtains relevant resources from the underlying knowledge bases.
The retrieval is based on the string matching between valid segments and the rdfs:label of
resources. Furthermore, more resources are inferred from lightweight owl:sameAs reasoning.
In this model, the input n-tuple of keywords is considered as the sequence of observations. The state
space is populated with states which a valid segment can be observed. Background knowledge (i.e.
semantic relatedness of two resources) is used for parameter estimation. The semantic relatedness is
defined in terms of two parameters: the distance between the two resources and the popularity of each
Chapters QS & RD FQC QE DF on LD RDF DSTemplate Inference Semantic Features Query Reformulation
Chapter 2 [2] - 4 - - - - -
Chapter 3 [1] 4 - 4 - - 4 -
Chapter 4 [7] - - - 4 - - -
Chapter 5 [5] - - - - 4 - -
Appendix A [9] 4 - - - - - -
Appendix B [3] - - - - - - 4
Table 1.2: Overview of the thesis structure: chapters along with their corresponding publication & the addressed
challenges.
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of the resources. The distance between two resources is the path length between those resources. The
popularity of a resource is simply the connectivity degree (sum of both in and out degree) of the resource
with other resources available in the state space. We use the HITS algorithm for transforming these two
values to hub and authority values [1, 6].
Natural language processing (NLP) techniques are commonly used for text segmentation. We also
developed a technique which is a combination of named entity and multi-word unit recognition services
as well as POS-tagging for segmenting the input-query. Named entity, multi-word unit recognition and
POS-tagging fail in the case of an incomplete sentences (e.g. for keyword-based queries), we show that
our statistical approach is robust with respect to query expression variance (see Appendix A).
Evaluation: We rely on bootstrapping, a technique used to estimate an unknown probability dis-
tribution function. We test different bootstrapping methods for the HMM parameters using various
distributions (Normal, Zipf, Uniform) as well as an algorithm based on Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search
(HITS). The goal of ultimate evaluation was to determine effectiveness and efficiency the resource
disambiguation. We measured the effectiveness of our resource disambiguation approach using the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR).
Results: Our proposed functions for HMM parameters produce the best results for both segmentation
and disambiguation. As the output, this model can provide a ranked list of all paths generating the
observation sequence with the corresponding probability. The following example shows a sample of the
output.
Example 1.3 Let us consider the query: What are the side effects of drugs
used for Tuberculosis?. The validated segments are: ‘side effect’, ‘drug’ and
‘Tuberculosis’. After the retrieval and pruning process, the state space contains the re-
sources listed in Table 1.3. By running the Viterbi algorithm with the associated probabilities,
we obtain a ranked list of the chosen resources that the sequence {side effect, drug, Tubercu-
losis} is observable through them. In the following, we show the top-4 most likely paths
along with their associated probability.
1. 0.0033: Sider:sideEffect, Diseasome:possibleDrug, Diseasome:1154.
2. 0.0017: Sider:sideEffect, Diseasome:possibleDrug, Sider:C0041296.
3. 6.0257E-4: Sider:sideEffect, Sider:drugs, Diseasome 1154.
4. 4.0805E-4: Sider:sideEffect, Drugbank:Offer, Diseasome:1154.
Segment Resources Label Type
side effect 1. Sider:sideEffect side effect property
2. Sider:side_effects side effect class
drug
1. Drugbank:drugs drug class
2. Drug bank:offer drug class
3. Sider:drugs drug class
4. Diseasome:possibleDrug possible drug property
Tuberculosis 1. Diseasome:1154 tuberculosis instance
2. Sider:C0041296 tuberculosis instance
Table 1.3: The resources contained in the state space for a given query.
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1.4.2 Query Expansion
Our research and contribution in this field is divided in two parts. First, we introduce a number of
new query expansion features based on semantic and linguistic inferencing over Linked Open Data. We
evaluate the effectiveness of each feature individually as well as their combinations employing several
machine learning approaches. Second, we propose a method for automatic query expansion. We employ
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to obtain the optimal tuple of words. In the following, we shortly
describe each part. The first part is presented in chapter 4 and the second part is presented in chapter 5.
Keyword Query Expansion on Linked Data Using Linguistic and Semantic Features
The idea here is that automatic query expansion methods can use the graph structure of RDF and
follow interlinks between datasets.
Methodology: We introduce several semantic features for query expansion. In addition to linguistic
features (i.e. synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms), the semantic features are defined as the following
semantic relations:
• sameAs: deriving resources having the same identity as the input resource using owl:sameAs.
• seeAlso: deriving resources that provide more information about the input resource using rdfs:seeAlso.
• class/property equivalence: deriving classes or properties providing related descriptions for the
input resource using owl:equivalentClass and owl:equivalentProperty.
• superclass/-property: deriving all super classes/properties of the input resource by following the
rdfs:subClassOf or
rdfs:subPropertyOf property paths originating from the input resource.
• subclass/-property: deriving all sub resources of the input resource ri by following the rdfs:subClassOf
or
rdfs:subPropertyOf property paths ending with the input resource.
• broader concepts: deriving broader concepts related to the input resource ri using the SKOS
vocabulary properties skos:broader and skos:broadMatch.
• narrower concepts: deriving narrower concepts related to the input resource ri using skos:narrower
and skos:narrowMatch.
• related concepts: deriving related concepts to the input resource ri using skos:closeMatch,
skos:mappingRelation and skos:exactMatch.
Evaluation: When applying expansion methods, there is a risk of yielding a large set of irrelevant
words, which can have a negative impact on further processing steps. For this reason, we measure the
effectiveness of all linguistic as well as semantic features individually in order to decide which of those
are effective in query expansion. In order to do that we employ two kinds of classifiers (i.e., Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree). The second goal of our experimental study is how well a
linear weighted combination of features can predict the relevant words? We do this by using machine
learning methods to generate a linear combination of linguistic and semantic query expansion features
with the aim of maximizing the F1-score and efficiency on different benchmark datasets.
Results: Interestingly, the setting with only semantic features result in an accuracy at least as high as
the setting with only linguistic features. This observation is an important finding that semantic features
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appear to be competitive with linguistic features. Our results allow developers of new search engines to
integrate automatic query expansion with good results without spending much time on its design. This
is important, since query expansion is usually not considered in isolation, but rather as one step in a
pipeline for question answering or keyword search systems.
Query Reformulation on RDF Knowledge Bases using Hidden Markov Models
Methodology: In order to address the vocabulary mismatch problem, we introduce a novel method for
automatic query expansion with respect to background knowledge. We define the concept of triple-based
co-occurrence of words in RDF knowledge bases. Our method uses a Hidden Markov Model to determine
the most suitable derived words from linguistic resources. We test different bootstrapping methods for
the HMM parameters using various distributions as well as an algorithm based on Hyperlink-Induced
Topic Search (HITS).
Evaluation: We analyze the effect of this approach for both queries requiring expansion and those
which do not. The goal of our evaluation is to determine: (1) How effective is our method with regard
to a correct reformulation of queries which have vocabulary mismatch problem? (2) How robust is the
method for queries which do not have vocabulary mismatch problem?
Results: Our experimental study shows the feasibility and high accuracy of the method. This
implementation can provide a ranked list of all paths generating the observation sequence with the
corresponding probability.
Example 1.4 Let us consider the input query: altitude of Everest. The observation
list is shown in the first column of Table 1.4. After constructing and pruning the state space,
it contains the words listed in the second column of Table 1.4 (only a subset of state space is
presented). By running the Viterbi algorithm, we have a ranked list of the chosen words that
the sequence altitude of Everest is observable through. In the following, we show the
top-4 most likely paths along with their associated probability.
0.02451: altitude, Everest.
0.01681: elevation, Everest.
0.01145: length, Everest.
0.01145: height, Everest.
Observation States Origin Type
Everest Everest original keyword
altitude
altitude original keyword
elevation synonym
height synonym
ceiling hyponym
level hyponym
distance hypernym
altitude Everest altitude Everest original keyword
Table 1.4: A subset of the state space along with the origin type, list of all observations for the given query
altitude Everest.
1.4.3 Formal Query Construction
We propose two methods for generating formal queries. In the first method presented in chapter 2, we
use a set of predefined templates. This method is restricted to work only for a limited number of input
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keywords. In the second method presented in chapter 3, we do not have any predefined template and
instead we dynamically generate templates using inference over the type of the identified resources. Thus,
we do not have any limitation on the number of input keywords. In the following, we shortly present
these two methods.
Generating SPARQL Queries using Templates
Figure 2.2 shows an overview of our approach. Our approach firstly retrieves relevant IRIs related to
each user-supplied keyword from the underlying knowledge base and secondly injects them to a series
of graph pattern templates for constructing formal queries. To find these relevant IRIs, two steps as (1)
mapping keywords to IRIs and (2) ranking and selecting IRIs are carried out.
Figure 1.6: Overview of the proposed method.
Methodology: We propose a novel approach for generating SPARQL queries using graph pattern
templates. We define the concept of graph pattern template as a set of triple patterns containing
placeholders and variables. As an example, (s1, ?p1, ?o1)(?o1, p2, ?o2) is a graph pattern template that
contains two triple pattern templates. Symbols preceded by question marks denote variables while
symbols without question marks are placeholders (e.g. s1 and p2 are placeholders). Placeholders are
replaced by IRIs associated with the input keywords. A placeholder can stand either for a property
(when occurring in the predicate position), an instance (when occurring at subject or object position)
or a class (when occurring at the object position). The SPARQL queries generated with our approach
are a restricted kind of SPARQL queries, since they use only basic graph patterns. We analysed 1,000
distinct queries from the query log of the public DBpedia endpoint42 and learned that the number of
IRIs is usually larger than the number of triple patterns occurring in the query. As a consequence of
this finding we decided to assume graph patterns for generating SPARQL queries for two user-supplied
keywords to consist of either one or two triple patterns. Therefore, this assumption leads to 17 possible
graph pattern templates. We perform an accuracy study on all combinatorial possible graph pattern
templates. This study showed that a filtered set of patterns limit the search space (thus leading to more
efficiency) without reducing the accuracy of our approach significantly. Consequently, we only consider
these patterns during the SPARQL-query generation process.
Example 1.5 After applying the mapping and ranking functions to the user query island
of germany, we obtain two IRIs, i.e. http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Island with the
42 The DBpedia SPARQL endpoint is available at: http://dbpedia.org/sparql/ and the query log excerpt at: ftp:
//download.openlinksw.com/support/dbpedia/.
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type class and http://dbpedia.org/resource/Germany with the type instance. The
possible graph pattern templates for these two IRIs are:
1. (?island, a, dbo:Island), (?island, ?p, dbr:Germany)
2. (?island, a, dbo:Island), (dbr:Germany, ?p, ?island)
Our method would generate the following two queries:
1. SELECT * WHERE {
?island a dbo:Island .
?island ?p dbr:Germany . }
2. SELECT * WHERE {
?island a dbo:Island .
dbr:Germany ?p ?island . }
Evaluation: We introduce two new accuracy metrics used for evaluation. Since the user’s intention in
keyword-based search is ambiguous, judging the correctness of the retrieved answers is a challenging
task. Therefore, we introduce the Correctness Rate (CR) as a measure for the preference of certain
RDF terms. This metric allows a user to rate the correctness of each individual answer based on its
own perception. Furthermore, we introduce fuzzy precision metric (FP), which measures the overall
correctness of a template’s corresponding answers with respect to a set of keyword queries Q.
This experiment was done in the following three levels:
1. Accuracy evaluation of possible graph pattern templates: In this study we aim at selecting those
templates that lead to a high accuracy
2. Application evaluation: we evaluated the approach based on the three metrics, i.e. fuzzy precision,
recall and f-score.
3. Comparative study based on relevance feedback: We compared our approach with a traditional
Web search engine (Google) and three Semantic Web search engines (Sindice, Sig.ma and Falcon).
Results: Since the approach is based on simple operations, it can generate and execute SPARQL
queries very efficiently. Another advantage of this approach is that it is completely agnostic of the
underlying knowledge base as well as its ontology schema. We implemented it as a Java Web application
which is publicly available at: http://lod-query.aksw.org. The whole query interpretation and
processing is performed typically on average in 15 seconds (while first results are already obtained
after one second) when using DBpedia as knowledge base. We currently use DBpedia as background
knowledge, but the approach is easily transferable to the whole Web of Data.
Generation of SPARQL Queries using Inference
Here, the goal is to construct a conjunctive queries (i.e. SPARQL queries) for a given set of resource
identifiers. We address automatic construction of conjunctive queries without using any predefined
templates.
Methodology: The core of SPARQL queries is basic graph patterns, which can be viewed as a query
graph QG. We define relevance probability for triple patterns. We aim at constructing QG with the
highest relevance probability. As a result of these considerations, we devise an algorithm that minimizes
the number of both free variables and triple patterns in a query graph.
Forward Chaining: One of the prerequisites of our approach is the inference of implicit knowledge on
the types of resources as well as domain and range information of the properties. To construct possible
query graphs, we generate in a first step an incomplete query graph IQG such that the vertices are either
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equal or subset of the vertices (resp. edges) of the final query graph. In fact, an incomplete query graph
(IQG) contains a set of disjoint sub-graphs, i.e. there is no vertex or edge in common between the
sub-graphs. For the second step, we use an extension of the minimum spanning tree method that takes
subgraphs (and not sets of nodes) as input and generates a minimal spanning graph as output. Since in
the second step, the minimum spanning tree does not add any extra intermediate node (except nodes
connected by owl:sameAs links), it eliminates both the need of keeping an index over the neighborhood
of nodes, and of using exploration for finding paths between nodes.
Example 1.6 We look at the query: What is the side effects of drugs used
for Tuberculosis?. Assume the resource disambiguation process has identified the fol-
lowing resources:
1. diseasome:possibleDrug (type property)
Domain={diseasome:disease}, Range={drugbank:drugs}
2. diseasome:1154 (type instance)
Type={diseasome:disease}
3. sider:sideEffect (type property)
Domain={sider:drug}, Range={sider:sideeffect}
After running the IQGs generation, we will have two disjoint graphs shown in Figure 1.7.
Then we connect these two disjoint graphs depicted in Figure 1.8 and thier corresponding
SPARQL queries are as follows:
The corresponding SPARQL queries are as follows:
1. SELECT * WHERE {
diseasome:1154 diseasome:possibleDrug ?v0 .
?v1 sider:sideEffect ?v2 .
diseasome:1154 owl:SameAs ?v2 . }
2. SELECT * WHERE {
diseasome:1154 diseasome:possibleDrug ?v0 .
?v1 sider:sideEffect ?v2 .
?v0 owl:SameAs ?v1 . }
1154$ ?v0$
possibleDrug$
Graph$1$
?v1$ ?v2$
sideEffect$
Graph$2$
Figure 1.7: IQG for the Example 14.
Evaluation: The goal of our evaluation was to determine effectiveness and efficiency of the query
construction with respect to accuracy and runtime. we measured the accuracy of the query construction
in terms of precision and recall. The results of the experimental study show high accuracy on our
benchmarks. In addition, in other to speedup runtime, we implement parallelization.
Results: The output of this algorithm is a set of graph templates. Each graph template represents a
comprehensive set of query graphs, which are isomorphic regarding edges.
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1154$ ?v0$
possibleDrug$
Template$1$
?v1$ ?v2$
sideEffect$
Owl:SameAs+
1154$ ?v0$possibleDrug$
?v1$ ?v2$sideEffect$
Owl:Sam
eAs+
Template$2$
Figure 1.8: Generated query graph templates.
1.4.4 Data Fusion on Linked Data
The main challenges associated with data fusion on Linked Data are 1. How to disambiguate resources
retrieved from different datasets, and 2. How to generate a federated formal query using resources from
different datasets. This part of work has been published in [1, 6].
Methodology: Regarding the first challenge, our approach resembles a horizontal search, where query
segments derived from an input query are matched against all available datasets. Then, we extend the
Hidden Markov Model approach for disambiguating resources from different datasets. As an example of
this extension, we mention the extension of the state space with reasoning. It includes resources inferred
from lightweight owl:sameAs reasoning. Consequently, for extending the state space, for each state
representing a resource x we just include states for all resources y, which are in an owl:sameAs relation
with x. With respect to the second challenge, we construct a formal query (expressed in SPARQL) using
the disambiguated matches by traversing links in the underlying datasets. By taking links between the
matched resources (including owl:sameAs links) into account we obtain the minimum spanning graph
covering all matches in the different datasets.
Example 1.7 Let us consider the input query: Which are the drugs whose side
effects are associated with the gene TRPM6?. According to our approach, the
following federated SPARQL query (on two datasets, i.e. Diseasome and sider) is generated.
SELECT ?v2 WHERE {
?v0 diseasome:associatedGene diseasome:TRPM6 .
?v0 owl:sameAs ?v1 .
?v2 sider:sideEffect ?v1 . }
Evaluation: The goal of our evaluation was to determine effectiveness and efficiency of (1) the
resource disambiguation and (2) the query construction on interlinked datasets with respect to accuracy
and runtime. We measure the effectiveness of our resource disambiguation approach using the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and the accuracy of the query construction in terms of precision and recall. Our
underlying knowledge base is life-science benchmark. We study the runtime in its mono-core and parallel
implementations and draw preliminary conclusions on the scalability of keyword search on Linked Data.
Results: The result of evaluation shows the effectiveness as well as scalability of this approach. We
are able to answer queries on distributed sources. The output is a federated query connecting resources
from different datasets.
1.4.5 Benchmark Creation
A significant contribution of this thesis is providing two benchmarks to the community of question
answering systems. We developed two benchmarks for two different tasks. First one is used for federated
queries over Linked Data task. The second one is used for query expansion task.
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Since there was no benchmark for federated queries over Linked Data, we created a benchmark
consisting of 25 queries (natural language queries and their equivalent SPARQL queries) on the three
interlinked datasets Drugbank, Sider and Diseasome43 [1, 6]. Currently, our created benchmark as an
standard benchmark is contributed in QALD-444 campaign. QALD-4 is the fourth in a series of evaluation
campaigns on multilingual question answering over linked data.
Moreover, since there is no benchmark for query expansion tasks over Linked Data we created
one benchmark dataset [7]. This benchmark contains 37 keyword queries obtained from the QALD-1
and QALD-2 benchmarks45. The QALD-1 and QALD-2 benchmarks are essentially tailored towards
comparing question answering systems based on natural language queries. We extracted all those
keywords contained in the natural language queries requiring expansion for matching to the target
knowledge base resource. An example is the keywords wife and husband which should be matched to
dbpedia-owl:spouse.
1.4.6 RDF Data Slicing
Motivation: An increasing amount of structured data is being published on the Web as Linked Open
Data (LOD). Yet, consuming and using Linked Open Data within an organization is still a substantial
challenge because many of the LOD datasets are quite large. In this work, we focus on the selection and
extraction processes. Selection comprises the definition and specification of a relevant fragment of a
dataset, which is envisioned to be used internally by a consuming organization. Extraction processes the
dataset dump and extracts the relevant fragment.
Methodology: We devise a fragment of SPARQL dubbed SliceSPARQL, which enables the selection
of well-defined slices of datasets fulfilling typical information needs. SliceSPARQL supports graph
patterns for which each connected subgraph pattern involves a maximum of one variable or IRI in its join
conditions. This restriction guarantees the efficient processing of the query against a sequential dataset
dump stream [3, 8].
Evaluation: The goal of our evaluation was to determine: 1. How efficient is the slicing approach for
various queries? 2. How does the slicing scale for datasets of different size? 3. How does our approach
compare to the traditional approach (i.e. loading complete dumps into the triple store and extracting by
querying).
Results: As a result, our evaluation shows that dataset slices can be generated an order of magnitude
faster than by using the conventional approach of loading the whole dataset into a triple store and
retrieving the slice by executing the query against the SPARQL endpoint of triple stores.
1.5 Conclusion and Future Work
Massive amount of structured data, which are distributed and interlinked has been published on Linked
Data. Yet, retrieving data from such precious interlinked knowledge bases is a challenge. Thus, a new
generation of search approaches is demanding to enable common users to easily but more semantically
retrieve knowledge. The aim of this thesis was to research and address challenges in the way of a semantic
search system on Linked Data. Such a system lies on a simple interface (i.e. textual query) similar to
traditional search engines, but it takes the structure of data into account, therefore, retrieval of data is
more semantic-oriented. During our research, we tackled a number of existing challenges (i.e. query
43 The benchmark queries are available at http://wiki.aksw.org/Projects/lodquery
44 http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/
45 http://www.sc.cit-ec.uni-bielefeld.de/qald-n for n = 1, 2.
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segmentation and disambiguation, query expansion, formal query construction and data fusion on Linked
Data). We summarize our contributions as follows:
1. A novel approach for determining the most suitable resources for a user-supplied query from
different datasets (disambiguation approach). We employed a Hidden Markov Model, whose
parameters were bootstrapped with different distribution functions.
2. A novel method for constructing federated formal queries using the disambiguated resources and
leveraging the linking structure of the underlying datasets. This approach essentially relies on a
combination of domain and range inference as well as a link traversal method for constructing a
connected graph, which ultimately renders a corresponding SPARQL query.
3. Regarding the problem of vocabulary mismatch, our contribution is divided into two parts: First, we
introduce a number of new query expansion features based on semantic and linguistic inferencing
over Linked Data. We evaluate the effectiveness of each feature individually as well as their
combinations, employing Support Vector Machines and Decision Trees. Second, we propose a
novel method for automatic query expansion, which employs a Hidden Markov Model to obtain
the optimal tuples of derived words.
4. We provide two benchmarks for two different tasks to the community of question answering
systems. The first one is used for the task of question answering on interlinked datasets (i.e.
federated queries over Linked Data). The second one is used for the vocabulary mismatch task.
In each part, we evaluate the accuracy of our approach using measures like mean reciprocal rank,
precision, recall, and F-measure. The results of our accuracy evaluation demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach. Moreover, we study the runtime of our approach in its sequential as well as parallel
implementations and draw conclusions on the scalability of our approach on Linked Data.
Our proposed method for query segmentation and resource disambiguation as well as query expansion
achieved significant accuracy. Nevertheless, there is still room for further improvements. Furthermore,
there are challenges which have not been addressed yet. Below, we briefly mention research areas in
which we can extend the work.
1. Our proposed methods for query segmentation and resource disambiguation as well as query
expansion achieved significant accuracy. But its parameters were estimated using bootstrapping.
We ponder that the accuracy can be enhanced further using a learning approach. To employ a
learning approach, we need large enough benchmarks as training and test datasets.
2. Our method for query construction is limited to generating only conjunctive queries, we may
extend this method to be able to generate quantifiers, comparative as well as superlative clauses.
3. With respect to scalability, we must apply our approach on a bigger number of interlinked datasets
in order to figure out upcoming challenges.
4. Query cleaning is a challenge that was not addressed in this thesis; thus it is one of our main
focuses in future.
Apart from the above plans, we can extend our system to interact with traditional search engines. This
is because traditional search engines retrieve data from rich textual content on the Web. Researchers
separately have investigated information retrieval from structured and unstructured data. The envisioned
plan for future can be defined as a hybrid search which takes both the unstructured as well as structured
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data into account. Therefore, we can take advantage of the high amount of data, which is unstructured.
In other words, we aim at promoting search by a mutual benefit from both types of data (i.e. structured
and unstructured). With this respect, the following challenges are raised:
1. How can we retrieve data using an approach that combines schema-unaware techniques (i.e. infor-
mation retrieval techniques) and schema-aware techniques (NLP as well as inference techniques)?
2. How can structured data (resp. unstructured data) support data retrieval on unstructured data (resp.
structured)?
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CHAPTER 2
Generating SPARQL Queries Using Templates1
Abstract: The search for information on the Web of Data is becoming increasingly difficult due to
its considerable growth. Especially novice users need to acquire both knowledge about the underlying
ontology structure and proficiency in formulating formal queries (e. g. SPARQL queries) to retrieve
information from Linked Data sources. So as to simplify and automate the querying and retrieval of
information from such sources, this paper presents an approach for constructing SPARQL queries based
on user-supplied keywords. Our approach utilizes a set of predefined basic graph pattern templates for
generating adequate interpretations of user queries. This is achieved by obtaining ranked lists of candidate
resource identifiers for the supplied keywords and then injecting these identifiers into suitable positions
in the graph pattern templates. The main advantages of our approach are that it is completely agnostic
of the underlying knowledge base and ontology schema, that it scales to large knowledge bases and is
simple to use. We evaluate all 17 possible valid graph pattern templates by measuring their precision
and recall on 53 queries against DBpedia. Our results show that 8 of these basic graph pattern templates
return results with a precision above 70%. Our approach is implemented as a Web search interface and
performs sufficiently fast to provide answers within an acceptable time frame even when used on large
knowledge bases.
2.1 Introduction
Google2 is the most widely used search engine in retrieving information from documents on the Web.
Recently, Google has extended its functionality so as to provide direct answers to queries which match
certain templates, e.g., “Capital of Spain”. However, web search engines still lack the ability to answer
complex queries or consolidate information from different resources (i.e. integration of, and reasoning
on, data on the Web.). These limitations are due to inherent unstructured nature of information in Web of
Documents.
The Semantic Web introduces technologies (RDF, OWL, SKOS, SPARQL, etc.) for publishing
machine-readable formats of information3. The heart of the technologies behind the Semantic Web is
1 Corresponding publication is: Saeedeh Shekarpour, Sören Auer, Axel-Cyrille Ngonga Ngomo, Daniel Gerber, Sebastian
Hellmann, and Claus Stadler, “Generating SPARQL queries Using Templates”, Web Intelligence and Agent Systems Journal
11.3 (2013) pp. 283–295
2 http://www.google.com
3 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-concepts/
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the Resource Description Framework (RDF). RDF uses URIs4 and IRIs5 to refer to entities (an entity
can be every thing) and is used by Semantic Web tools and frameworks to publish structured data whose
meaning is defined in ontologies described in RDF Schema(RDFS) or the Web Ontology Language
(OWL). In addition to the publishing of structured data, RDF allows the interlinking and merging of data
across the Web [13, 14]. As a result of the Semantic Web idea and more importantly the existence of
large amounts of structured data distributed across the Web, the idea of the Web of Data emerged. The
Web of Data refers to the set of knowledge bases published according to the Linked Data principles, i.e.,
a set of best practices for publishing and connecting structured data on the Web [16].
Since its creation in 2007, the Linked Data Web has been growing at an astounding rate. Currently, it
amounts to more than 31 Billion triples6. The mere amount of data contained therein poses an important
challenge as to how to query this amount of knowledge. In fact, it is increasingly difficult for end users
to find the information they are looking for. Services such as Sindice [26], Sig.ma [27], Swoogle [28]
or Watson [29] offer simple search services7, but are either restricted to the retrieval of single RDF
documents or in the case of Sig.ma to the retrieval of information about a single entity from different
sources. Some services8 on the other hand load the complete the Data Web into a large triple store cluster
and enable issuing SPARQL queries on top of it. However, in order to express their information needs
in terms of SPARQL queries, users have to (a) understand the SPARQL concepts, (b) understand the
SPARQL syntax (in absence of a visual query builder) and (c) know what information structures are
actually available in order to formulate queries that also return results. To enable lay users to access the
Data Web, it becomes necessary to simplify the access to the Data Web by providing search interfaces
that resemble the search interfaces commonly used on the document-oriented Web. However, because
queries based on natural language (NL) are inherently ambiguous, their precise interpretation is extremely
challenging. While SPARQL queries permit to express unambiguously which entities and relations are
relevant for the query, keyword-based search as implemented in current web search engines does not
permit the explicit expression of relations. Services such as PowerAqua9[30] demand from the user to
enter a question in natural language, but this is often inconvenient because most users prefer to obtain
information by the lowest number of keywords10. Another obstacle to the realization of this approach lies
in the sheer size of the Data Web, which requires very efficient and scalable query processing algorithms.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for generating SPARQL queries based on user-supplied
keywords. Our approach presupposes the availability of background knowledge in the form of a set
of Linked Data sources upon which the user wants her search to be carried out. Based on a set of
user-supplied keywords, we first compute a list of candidate IRIs for each of the keywords issued by the
user. In a second step, we restrict the set of valid IRIs to those which are related to each other via a link in
the background knowledge. Finally, we use the filtered set of IRIs to generate SPARQL queries that aim
to encompass the semantics of the query supplied by the user. We currently use DBpedia as background
knowledge, but the approach is easily transferable to the whole Data Web. The basis for this claim is
simple. Knowledge bases differ in the schemas they use and not in their format, which is always RDF. As
our approach is clearly schema-agnostic, it can be deployed on any Linked Data source on the Web of
data. Since the approach is based on simple operations, it can generate and execute SPARQL queries
4 Uniform resource identifier, a string of characters used as unique identified for a resource.
5 Internationalized Resource Identifier, a generalization of URIs.
6 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/lodcloud/state/ (Febriuary 25th, 2013)
7 These systems are available at: http://sindice.com, http://sig.ma, http://swoogle.umbc.edu, http://kmi-web05.open.
ac.uk/WatsonWUI
8 For example http://lod.openlinksw.com
9 http://poweraqua.open.ac.uk:8080/poweraqua2
10 http://www.keyworddiscovery.com/keyword-stats.html
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Figure 2.1: Example query in GUI available at lod-query.aksw.org for the search keywords germany and
island.
very efficiently. Another advantage of this approach is that it is completely agnostic of the underlying
knowledge base as well as its ontology schema.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2.2 we present the background definitions and an
overview of the approach along with our method for choosing candidate IRIs. The subsequent section
introduces all possible graph pattern templates for pairs of IRIs. In section 2.4 we describe our approach to
the construction of SPARQL queries based on graph pattern templates. We elaborate on our experimental
setup and the selection of graph patterns, as well as analyze our results in section 3.6. The related work is
reviewed in section 2.6. We close with concluding remarks and an outlook on future work in the last
section.
2.2 Approach
2.2.1 Preliminaries
The basic assumption underlying our approach is that natural language queries cannot always be
converted into formal queries automatically. This is due to the meaning of some of the query elements
being either unknown, ambiguous, or implicit. For example, in the query ’Which are the islands in
Germany?’, the relation between Germany and islands is indicated by are, but the precise relationship is
are located in. The problem of mapping a user query to a formal query gets even more complex when
the user uses keywords instead complete natural language queries, because even more information is
omitted. In addition, experience with classical search engines shows that users prefer to enter the lowest
possible number of keywords in order to retrieve information related to their query. For example, the
query mentioned above would be naturally expressed with the keywords Germany and islands.
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In the context of the Semantic Web, the expected answer to a query is usually a set of RDF resources
linked by certain relations (representing a connected graph). Consequently, the second assumption
underlying our approach is that user-supplied keywords must play the role of anchor points (i.e., matched
nodes or edges of the RDF graph) that are to be used to retrieve knowledge from the background
knowledge via some form of bootstrapping. We illustrate the difficulties of the bootstrapping processing
with the following examples:
Example 2.8 Consider two keywords "Germany" and "capital" which a user uses to
search for an RDF graph containing Berlin as the answer. The corresponding SPARQL
query is11:
SELECT * WHERE {
dbr:Germany dbp:capital ?var .
}
and the desired answer is shown as an RDF triple as follows:
dbr:Germany dbp:capital dbr:Berlin .
Example 2.9 Consider two keywords "Germany" and "island" used with the intention to
search for the list of Germany’s islands. The suitable SPARQL query is:
SELECT * WHERE {
?island a dbo:Island .
?island ?p dbp:Germany .
}
Some desired answers to be retrieved are:
1:db:Sylt a dbo:Island .
db:Sylt dbp:country dbr:Germany .
2:db:Vilm a dbo:Island .
db:Vilm dbp:country dbr:Germany .
3:db:Mainau a dbo:Island .
db:Mainau dbp:country dbr:Germany .
Here, we encounter two issues. First, we need to find a set of IRIs (anchor points) corresponding to
each keyword. Second, we have to construct suitable triple patterns based on the anchor points extracted
previously so as to retrieve appropriate data. These goals are achieved by the approach presented in the
following.
2.2.2 Terminology and Definitions
We call an IRI matching to a keyword an anchor point. The process of finding a sub-graph covering
all anchor points is called induction. Note, that most semantic search approaches (e.g., [30–34]) perform
induction first on the ontology level to extract appropriate graph pattern templates, and then apply those
templates to the instance level. We, however, do not separate induction in the ontology level from the
11 for the prefixes see http://prefix.cc/[dbpedia | dbp | dbo | dbr]
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instance level since ontology statements are usually available either in the knowledge base or via Linked
Data de-referencing as RDF triples. Consequently, instances and ontology statements are connected
based on rdf:type properties, allowing our induction not to have to separate between ontology and
instance knowledge. Formally, we base our approach on the following definitions:
Definition 1 (Keyword set). We define the set of user-supplied keywords as K = {k1, k2, ..., kn}.
Definition 2 (Knowledge base signature). The knowledge base signature KBS is represented by KBS =
(C, I, P) , where C denotes the set of classes, I denotes the instances of these classes and P denotes the set
of properties used in the relationships between classes or instances (also including datatype properties).
Definition 3 (Connected query result). A single connected query result denoted R = {(s, p, o)|(s, p, o) a triple},
consists of a set of triples which are connected through common subjects or objects, i.e.:
(|R| ≤ 1) ∨ (∀(s1, p1, o1) ∈ R : ∃(s2, p2, o2) ∈ R|
(s2 = s1 ∨ s2 = o1 ∨ o2 = o1 ∨ o2 = s1))
These sets of triples express sentences which represent a sort of integrated information around the user
keywords.
2.2.3 Overview
Figure 2.2: Overview of the proposed method.
Figure 2.2 shows an overview of our approach. Our approach firstly retrieves relevant IRIs related to
each user-supplied keyword from the underlying knowledge base and secondly injects them to a series of
graph pattern templates for constructing formal queries. So as to find these relevant IRIs, the following
two steps are carried out:
2.2.4 Mapping Keywords to IRIs
The goal of this function is the retrieval of entities that match with the user-supplied keywords.
Matching entities and keywords is carried out by applying a string similarity function on the keywords
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Figure 2.3: Accuracy of each categorized graph pattern.
and the label properties of all entities in the knowledge base. This similarity evaluation is carried out on
all types of entities (i.e., classes, properties and instances). As a result, for each keyword, we retrieve a
list of IRI candidates, i.e. anchor points.
Definition 4 (Mapping function). Let K be the set of user-supplied keywords. The mapping function
M : K → 2C∪I∪P applies the sub-string similarity measure on each ki ∈ K and on the rdfs:label of
all IRIs in our underlying knowledge base and returns the set APki ⊆ C ∪ I ∪ P (where C, I and P are
the sets of classes, instances and properties contained in the knowledge base respectively), whose labels
contain ki as a sub-string or are equivalent to ki.
Ranking and Selecting Anchor Points
This step aims at excluding anchor points which are probably unrelated to any interpretation of the user
keyword; thereby reducing the potentially high number of anchor points to a minimum. This reduction is
carried out by applying a ranking method over the string similarity score and the connectivity degree of
the previously detected IRIs in each APki . For each u ∈ APki a specificity score, denoted by S , is defined
based on two parameters, i. e. a string similarity score and a connectivity degree.
The string similarity score σ calculates the similarity of the rdfs:label of u ∈ APki and of the
keyword ki by measuring the normalized edit distance between urd f s:label and ki. As the query we use
for retrieving IRIs guarantees that ki is a substring of ulabel, computing the edit distance between these
two strings is equivalent to computing the difference in their length. Note that edit distance is the most
common string similarity metric for typos. We normalize the string similarity score of each label by
using the max-min normalization method to compute similarity values between 0 and 1. Consequently,
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σ(ulabel, ki) = 1 means that the two strings are equal. Formally,
σ(ulabel, ki) = 1 −
|ulabel| − min
v∈AP(ki)
|vlabel|
max
v∈AP(ki)
|vlabel| − |ki| (2.1)
We also compute a simplified approximation of the connectivity degree CD(u) for each u ∈ APki
by counting how often u occurs in the triples of the knowledge base. It is important to note that IRIs
with type class and property have higher CD values. In DBpedia, for example, classes have an
average connectivity degree of 14,022, while properties have in average 1,243 and instances 37. Since
connectivity degree values are exponential, we use the logarithm of these values to compute S (u). The
intuition is that both string similarity score and connectivity degree has a direct effect on the specificity S
of each u. Therefore, the specifity for each u ∈ AP(ki) is finally calculated as the multiplication of both
of these parameters as follows:
S (u) = σ(ulabel, ki) × log(CD(u)) (2.2)
Definition 5 (Ranking and selection function). The ranking and selection function RS maps APki to the
set Uki as top-10 of the IRIs contained in APki sorted in descending order based on S (u) where u ∈ APki .
2.3 Graph Pattern Templates
Throughout the paper, we use the standard notions of the RDF12 and SPARQL13 specifications, such
as graph pattern, triple pattern and RDF graph. The SPARQL queries generated with our approach
are a restricted kind of SPARQL queries, since they use only basic graph patterns without blank nodes.
We analysed 1,000 distinct queries from the query log of the public DBpedia endpoint14 and learned
that the number of IRIs is usually larger than the number of triple patterns occurring in the query. As a
consequence of this finding we decided to assume graph patterns for generating SPARQL queries for two
user-supplied keywords to consist of either one or two triple patterns.
Definition 6 (Graph pattern template). Let H be a set of placeholders and V be a set of variable
identifiers being disjoint from each other and from C ∪ I ∪ P. A graph pattern template is defined as
GPT = {(s, p, o)|(s ∈ V ∪ H) ∧ (p ∈ V ∪ H) ∧ (o ∈ V ∪ H)} that contains exactly two placeholders. Two
triple patterns being part of the same graph pattern template have to share a common subject or object.
In our triple pattern templates, a placeholder can stand either for a property (when occurring in the
predicate position), an instance (when occurring at subject or object position) or a class (when occurring
at the object position) depending on its position. After replacing the placeholders in a graph pattern
template with the detected IRIs, a graph pattern with triple patterns of the form (V∪I)×(V∪P)×(V∪C∪I)
is obtained.
Note that our notion of graph pattern templates is a slight restriction of the SPARQL basic graph
patterns in the general case, since our definition does not consider blank nodes and restricts the set of
possible IRIs at a certain position in the triple pattern. Definition 6 leads to the 17 possible graph pattern
templates shown in Table 2.1. In this table, we subdivided the patterns in different categories, depending
12 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
13 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
14 The DBpedia SPARQL endpoint is available at: http://dbpedia.org/sparql/ and the query log excerpt at: ftp:
//download.openlinksw.com/support/dbpedia/.
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Category Patterns Pattern Schema
Instance-Property (IP)
IP.P1 (s, p, ?o)
IP.P2 (?s, p, o)
IP.P3 (?s1, ?p1, o1)(?s1, p2, ?o2)
IP.P4 (?s1, ?p1, o1)(?o2, p2, ?s1)
IP.P5 (s1, ?p1, ?o1)(?s2, p2, ?o1)
IP.P6 (s1, ?p1, ?o1)(?o1, p2, ?o2)
Class-Instance (CI) CI.P7 (?s1, a, c)(?s1, ?p1, o1)CI.P8 (?s1, a, c)(s2, ?p1, ?s1)
Instance-Instance (II)
II.P9 (s, ?p, o)
II.P10 (s, ?p1, ?x)(?x, ?p2, o)
II.P11 (s1, ?p1, ?x)(s2, ?p2, ?x)
II.P12 (?s, ?p1, o1)(?s, ?p2, o2)
Class-Property (CP) CP.P13 (?s, a, c)(?s, p, ?o)CP.P14 (?s, a, c)(?x, p, ?s)
Property-Property (PP)
PP.P15 (?s, p1, ?x)(?x, p2, ?o)
PP.P16 (?s1, p1, ?o)(?s2, p2, ?o)
PP.P17 (?s, p1, ?o1)(?s, p2, ?o2)
Table 2.1: Categorization of all possible graph pattern templates for each typed pair of placeholders.
Category Patterns Pattern Schema
Instance-Property(IP) IP.P1 (s, p, ?o)IP.P4 (?s1, ?p1, o1)(?o2, p2, ?s1)
IP.P6 (s1, ?p1, ?o1)(?o1, p2, ?o2)
Class-Instance(CI) CI.P7 (?s1, a, c)(?s1, ?p1, o1)CI.P8 (?s1, a, c)(s2, ?p1, ?s1)
Instance-Instance(II) II.P9 (s, ?p, o)II.P10 (s, ?p1, ?x)(?x, ?p2, o)
Class-Property(CP) CP.P14 (?s, a, c)(?x, p, ?s)
Property-Property(PP) - -
Table 2.2: Appropriate identified graph pattern templates.
on whether they map instances to instances, classes to instances etc. Symbols preceded by question
marks denote variables while symbols without question marks are placeholders which will be replaced
by IRIs referring to the identified anchor points.
Example 2.10 After applying the mapping and ranking functions to the user keywords
(from Example 9), we obtain two IRIs, i.e. http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Island
with the type class and http://dbpedia.org/resource/Germany with the type instance.
The possible graph pattern templates for these two IRIs are:
1. (?island, a, dbo:Island), (?island, ?p, dbr:Germany)
2. (?island, a, dbo:Island), (dbr:Germany, ?p, ?island)
As detailed in section 3.6, we performed an accuracy study on all combinatorial possible graph pattern
templates. This study showed that the patterns contained in Table 2.2 limit the search space (thus leading
to more efficiency) without reducing the accuracy of our approach significantly. Consequently, we only
considered these patterns during the SPARQL-query generation process described below.
2.4 SPARQL Query Generation
Algorithm 17 outlines the procedure for generating SPARQL queries based on the graph pattern
templates shown in Table 2.2. After selecting the top ranked IRIs based on Definition 5, according to the
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type of each pair of IRIs issued from the cross-product of Uki , a set of suitable graph pattern templates is
selected from Table 2.2 for generating SPARQL queries.
Example 2.11 For the pair of IRIs http://dbpedia.org/resource/Germany and
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Island, our algorithm would generate the following
two queries:
1. SELECT * WHERE {
?island a dbo:Island .
?island ?p dbr:Germany . }
2. SELECT * WHERE {
?island a dbo:Island .
dbr:Germany ?p ?island . }
The results of this algorithm are the output of our approach. To validate the approach, we implemented
as a Java Web application which is publicly available at: http://lod-query.aksw.org. A screenshot
of the search results is shown in Figure 2.1. The whole query interpretation and processing is performed
typically on average in 15 seconds (while first results are already obtained after one second) when using
DBpedia as knowledge base.
Data : K Keyword Set, knowledge base KB
Result : A set of connected query results
1 foreach keyword ki do
2 retrieve APki ;
3 sort APKi ;
4 RS (APKi) = top-10 ranked IRIs from APKi ;
5 end
6 foreach u ∈ RS (APKi) & u′ ∈ RS (APK j) do
7 switch Category of u, u′ do
8 endsw
9 case Class-Instance
10 query(CI.P7,u, u′);
11 query(CI.P8,u, u′);
12 case Class-Property
13 query(CP.P14,u, u′);
14 case Instance-Instance
15 query(II.P9,u, u′);
16 query(II.P10,u, u′);
17 end
Algorithmus 1 : Query generation algorithm. The function query constructs the query based on the
query pattern given as first argument and the entity identifier to placeholder mapping supplied as 2nd
and 3rd argument.
2.5 Evaluation
This section is divided to four parts. First, we introduce the accuracy metrics used for evaluation.
Second, we outline the results of an accuracy study on all valid graph pattern templates introduced in
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Table 2.1 with the aim of selecting those templates that lead to a high accuracy. Third, we evaluate
our whole application by using the metrics presented in the following subsection. In the last section, a
comparison study based on relevance feedback is presented.
2.5.1 Accuracy Metrics
Since the user’s intention in keyword-based search is ambiguous, judging the correctness of the
retrieved answers is a challenging task. Let us consider the following example:
Example 2.12 Given the keywords France and President the following RDF graphs
(i.e. answers) are presented to the user:
1. Nicolas_Sarkozy nationality France .
Nicolas_Sarkozy a President .
2. Felix_Faure birthplace France .
Felix_Faure a President .
3. Yasser_Arafat deathplace France .
Yasser_Arafat a President .
...
The input of the user can be interpreted in at least two ways:
1. Who is the current president of France?
2. Who are the people that have ever been presidents of France?
Depending on the meaning intended by the users, these patterns can be considered as being accurate or
not. If the second interpretation is correct, then Felix Faure, who was the president of France from 1895
to 1899, is a correct answer, else it is not. We only consider those answers correct that meet our original
intention whereas all other ones are considered incorrect. According to this the correct answers are (1)
and (2). However, among the correct answers note the difference in the involved predicates, namely
birthplace and nationality. An observation is that we can draw a distinction between whether an answer
contains statements relevant to our search intention and whether these statements are the preferred ones.
We will measure the preference of an answer based on the occurring RDF terms. RDF terms (short
terms) comprise each individual subject, object or predicate in the triples of the answer. In our example,
we prefer nationality over birthplace because if a person is born in one country may be president in a
different one, it is very unlikely that a president has a different nationality than the country he is president
in.
Therefore, besides distinguishing between answers related to different interpretations, we also differ-
entiate between pure answers (just containing preferred terms) and those which contain some impurity.
In fact, the correctness of an answer is not a bivalent value but based on the user’s perception. Rather,
it may vary between completely irrelevant and exactly correct. In essence, within this evaluation, we
address two main questions: 1) For how many of the keyword queries do the templates yield answers at
all with respect to the original intention? 2) If answers are returned, how correct are they?
Therefore, we introduce the Correctness Rate (CR) as a measure for the preference of certain RDF
terms. This metric allows a user to rate the correctness of each individual answer based on its own
perception.
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Definition 7 (Correctness rate). For an individual answer a for a query q, we define CRq(a) as the
fraction of correct (preferred) RDF terms occurring in it.
CRq(a) =
|correct terms|
|total terms|
Based on the CR for individual answers, we can derive the average CR (ACR) for a set of answers:
Definition 8 (Average CR). For a given set of answers A of a query q, we define ACRq(A) as the
arithmetic mean of the CRs of its individual answers.
ACRq(A) =
1
|A| ∗
∑
a∈A
CRq(a)
The ACR is the basis for the fuzzy precision metric (FP), which measures the overall correctness of a
template’s corresponding answers Aq with respect to a set of keyword queries Q.
FP =
∑
q∈Q ACRq(Aq)
|queries with answers|
By using the fuzzy precision, we can now measure the quality of the results returned by each individual
graph pattern template. The rationale between our measurements is that a template is not required to
contribute answers to the set of all answers (as other templates of the same corresponding category may
compensate for that. However, if answers are provided, they are subject to the correctness evaluation.
We also measured the recall as the fraction of keyword queries for which answers were found:
Recall =
|queries with answers|
|total queries|
Finally, we use the following definition of the F-Score [35]:
F = 2 ∗ FP ∗ R
FP + R
2.5.2 Accuracy Evaluation of Possible Graph Pattern Templates
Since we are interested in using those graph pattern templates which typically result in precise answers
with respect to the user intention of keywords, we evaluated the accuracy of each graph pattern template
by running a SPARQL query containing each individual graph pattern template introduced in Table 2.1
by injecting a series of IRI pairs. We selected 40 natural language queries15 of the TREC-9 - question
answering track from which we extracted the two main keywords conveying the general meaning. The
selection was performed based on balancing between different query types (i.e. associations, similar
instances and characteristics) and expressibility by two keywords. For example, the query ’How many
people live in Chile?’ can be expressed by the keywords Chile and population. Thereafter, the mapping
function was applied to these keywords and from the retrieved IRIs, the most suitable ones were manually
selected and assigned to the related dataset with regard to their type. We used DBpedia 3.5.1 [23] as the
underlying knowledge base. After preparing the datasets, we performed a series of SPARQL queries for
each single graph pattern template over the corresponding dataset. The results of the SPARQL queries
along with the keywords were shown to two evaluators to score the CR metric for each individual answer.
15 Queries are available online at:http://aksw.org/Projects/lodquery.
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After rating CR for all retrieved answers related to a graph pattern template, f uzzy precision, recall and
F − score were computed. Figure 2.3 shows the accuracy of each graph pattern template based on these
three metrics. In the category Property-Property, the number of retrieved answers for all graph pattern
templates was zero.
Our results show that some pattern templates such as P1 in the Instance-Property category as well as
P7 and P8 in the Instance-Class category have a high fuzzy precision while their recall is low. In the case
of P11 from the Instance-Instance category we have a high recall while the fuzzy precision is low. Hence,
this graph pattern template generates a large number of irrelevant answers.
We discarded all templates with a fuzzy precision of less than 0.5, resulting in an increase of the overall
precision and only a small loss in recall. We monitored the ACR for a set of queries before and after the
reduction of graph pattern templates in the category IP and II, because most reductions occurred there. In
the category IP, all queries with ACR higher than 0.4 and in the category II with ACR higher than 0.6
were properly answered with the same accuracy. So, this reduction maintained precise results (i.e. high
ACR value).
As an interpretation of graph pattern templates, we present different scenarios in which a user is
interested in retrieving different kinds of information. This categorization is based on the matter of
information which is retrieved from the knowledge base.
Finding special characteristics of an instance Data type properties which emanate from in-
stances/classes to literals or simple types and also some kinds of object properties state characteristics
of an entity and information around them. So, in the simplest case of a query, a user intends to retrieve
specific information of an entity such as “Population of Canada” or “Language of Malaysia”. Since this
information is explicit, the simple graph patterns IP.P1, IP.P4 and IP.P6 can be used for retrieving this
kind of information.
Finding similar instances In this case, the user asks for a list of instances which have a specific
characteristic in common. Examples for these type of queries are: "Germany Island" or "Countries with
English as official language". A possible graph structure capturing potential answers for this query type
is depicted in Figure 2.4. It shows a set of instances from the same class which have a certain property in
common. Graph pattern templates CI.P7, CI.P8, and CP.P14 retrieve this kind of information.
Figure 2.4: Similar instances with an instance in common.
Finding associations between instances Associations between instances in knowledge bases are
defined as a sequence of properties and instances connecting two given instances (cf. Figure 2.5).
Therefore, each association contains a set of instances and object properties connecting them which is the
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Category Recall Fuzzy precision F-score
General accuracy 0.625 0.724 0.670
Similar instances 0.700 0.735 0.717
Characteristics of an instance 0.625 0.700 0.660
Associations between instances 0.500 0.710 0.580
Table 2.3: Accuracy results.
purpose of the user query. As an example, the query Volkswagen Porsche can be used to find associations
between the two car makers. The graph pattern templates II.P9 and II.P10 extract these associations.
Figure 2.5: Associations between two instances.
2.5.3 Application Evaluation
In this step, we evaluated the approach based on the three previously defined metrics, i.e. fuzzy
precision, recall and f-score. The experimental setup consisted of giving a novice user 40 queries from
TREC 9, and asking him to run each of the queries against DBpedia using our prototype implementation.
Then, for each single answer of a query, he assigned CR according to his own intention. Subsequently,
fuzzy precision and recall were computed based on the user’s ratings. Note that since hyperlinks among
pages are inserted as wikilink in DBpedia and they do not convey special meaning between resources,
we removed all triples containing the IRIs http://dbpedia.org/property/wikilink. Table 2.3
shows the evaluation results after running 40 queries against DBpedia. The overall precision of our
system is 0.72.
Essentially, the accuracy of this method, specifically recall, does not depend on using suitable graph
pattern templates, because on the one hand, the mapping approach for choosing relevant IRIs significantly
influences the results, and on the other hand the quality of the data in DBpedia severely affects the
accuracy. For example, the query “Greece population” returns the correct answer while the similar query
“Canada population” led to no results.
In addition to the overall evaluation, in order to make a comparison between functionality of the
approach for different types of queries (i.e. finding special characteristics of an instance, finding similar
instances and finding associations between instances) the employed queries were categorized based on
their type and a separate evaluation was computed for each type. Our evaluation in Table 2.3 shows the
precision does not differ significantly for different types of queries, while the recall is type dependent. For
instance, in the category “similar instances” the recall is significantly higher rather than in the category
“association between instances”.
2.5.4 Comparative Study based on Relevance Feedback
In the relevance feedback evaluation, four users were asked to assess the quality of the results returned
by several engines by assigning a relevance score to these results. We employed an explicit relevance
feedback approach, in which the users could grade the output of the systems with values between 0 (not
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Figure 2.6: Relevance feedback comparison.
relevant) and 1 (very relevant) as well as with a binary score. The binary relevance feedback was meant to
indicate whether or not the presented results were relevant for a given query, while the graded relevance
feedback scored the relevance on the predefined scale. We compared our approach with a traditional
Web search engine (Google) and three Semantic Web search engines (Sindice, Sig.ma and Falcon) on 40
queries that were selected from Trec-916. In addition, the users were asked to evaluate the engines based
on the top-10 results exclusively. Our search service currently is running on DBpedia data set, whereas
other search services are running on the whole of Web (Web of Data) which probably comparison of
the results is unfair. Therefore, to alleviate this problem, in the case of Google (resp. Sindice), user was
requested to limit the search domain to Wikipedia (DBpedia). Figure 2.6 shows the average of relevance
scores for both graded and binary scales. Alongside, Table 2.4 indicates the agreement rates among
assessors for each search service. Google scores best and consistently returns as rated highly relevant
results. Similarly, Sindice achieves a higher recall due to its larger index and is thus considered to be
more relevant by our assessors. On average, our search service (Semantic search) is at the third position.
2.6 Related Work
Several information retrieval and question answering approaches for the Semantic Web have been
developed over the past years. While several of these approaches are adaptation of document retrieval
approaches for the Semantic Web, some approaches have been devised especially with RDF data as focus.
In the following, we give an overview of these approaches.
16 http://aksw.org/Projects/lodquery/files?get=queries.xlsx
Category Google Sindice Sem. S. Sig.ma Falcons
4 agreements 0.8 0.325 0.475 0.275 0.425
3 agreements 0.2 0.475 0.3 0.475 0.525
2 agreements - 0.2 0.225 0.25 0.05
Table 2.4: Percentage of agreement rates in relevance feedback study.
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Ontology-based information retrieval: Approaches falling into this category annotate and index
documents using a background ontology. The retrieval process is subsequently carried out by mapping
user query terms onto these semantic document annotations. The approaches described in [36–38] are
examples of this paradigm. All these approaches use background knowledge to enhance the retrieval
accuracy. However, they do not utilize the background knowledge for semantically answering user
queries.
Swoogle17 [28] for example is a document-based search engine over ontologies. It enables users
to query ontologies using a keyword-based paradigm. As the result, it represents documents which
query-keywords occur somewhere in them. Swoogle crawls and indexes semantic web documents(SWD),
i.e. documents annotated by RDF or OWL. The metadata around SWDs such as basic information about
the SWDs as well as relations between them are extracted and indexed. Then, a ranking mechanism
different from IR ranking methods is applied to assign a weight to each SWD. A weak point of this
search engine is that relations between documents are limited to relations which explicitly has been
stated. Similarly, Watson18 [29] gives access to semantic web documents. In addition, it allows retrieving
entities in documents. Moreover, Watson also provides APIs to external services. Sindice19 [26] on the
other hand sticks with the document-centric paradigm but integrates data from different sources and
locates relevant sources for the data being queried. It benefits from an indexing approach developed
especially for linked data and integrates reasoning, SPARQL endpoint indexing and the ability to index
large repositories through the Sitemap extension.
In addition to document-centric approaches, entity-centric approaches have emerged over the past years.
Sig.Ma20 [27] for example uses Sindice in the background to present users with aggregated information
about entities. It combines information about a single entity from different sources. Although it does
not provide a high-quality disambiguation engine, its interface facilitates the manual disambiguation of
entities to some extent by allowing users to easily reject irrelevant sources.
A lightweight data consolidation and reasoning approach is implemented by SWSE21 [39], which also
integrates entities from different sources. The data consolidation is based on two types of properties
i.e., owl:sameaAs relating two equivalent entities and
owl:FunctionalProperty defining a class of properties whose value uniquely identifies an entity. SWSE
enables users to filter the resulting objects by specifying class expressions. In a similar fashion, Fal-
cons22 [40] implements an entity-centric approach to Semantic Web search. In addition to retrieving
entities, it can find relations between entities as well as characteristics of entities. However, the basis for
all these services are keyword indexing and retrieval relying on the matching user-issued keywords and
indexed terms.
Ontology-based question answering: Approaches falling into this category take a natural language
question or a keyword-based query and return matching knowledge fragments drawn from the knowledge
base as the answer. Two main categories of approaches achieve this goal. The first category relies on
using linguistic approaches for extracting complete triple-based patterns (including relations) from the
user query and matching these triples to the underlying ontology. Examples of such approaches are those
implemented by AquaLog [30] and OntoNL [31]. AquaLog is a domain-specific question answering
system and it is the predecessor of PowerAqua which is a domain-agnostic system. PowerAqua [41]
17 http://swoogle.umbc.edu
18 http://kmi-web05.open.ac.uk/WatsonWUI/
19 http://sindice.com/
20 http://sig.ma/
21 http://swse.deri.org
22 http://ws.nju.edu.cn/falcons/objectsearch/
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can automatically combine information from multiple ontologies at runtime. The input of this system
is a natural language query and the output is a list of ontology entities that are relevant. PowerAqua
lacks a deep linguistic analysis and can not handle complex queries. Pythia [42] is another question
answering system that employs a deep linguistic analysis. It can handle linguistically complex questions,
but it is highly dependent on a manually created lexicon. Therefore it fails to scale to datasets for
which the lexicon was not designed. Pythia was recently used as kernel for TBSL [43], a more flexible
question-answering system that combines Pythia’s linguistic analysis and the BOA framework [44, 45] for
detecting properties to natural language patterns. The second category of approaches aims at detecting
entities in the user query and discovering relations between these entities by analyzing the knowledge
base. In this second category of approaches, RDF data is regarded as a directed graph and relations
among entities are found through sequences of links (e.g., using graph traversal). The graph traversal
approaches mainly visits nodes using different methods of exploration such as breadth first search [33],
bidirectional search [46], back tracking [47] and top-k exploration [48]. All these approaches start the
exploration from a set of anchor points (nodes bound to the input IRIs) and search iteratively through the
graph until they find a connecting node, i.e., a node that links the paths traversed from all of the anchor
points. System examples for this second group are KIM [32], OntoLook [49] and [33, 34, 50, 51].
Sheth [52] introduced the term semantic association for describing meaningful and complex relations
between entities. Our work differs from these approaches in that it is completely independent of the
underlying schema. Furthermore, schema information is in our approach just implicitly taken into account,
so a complex induction procedure is not required.
Keyword search on relational and XML data: Currently, keyword-based search is the most popular
and convenient way for finding information on the Web [53]. Although the field of IR and database
approximately initiated at the same time, keyword-based search was studied mainly in the area of
IR; because users of databases are mainly experts who have knowledge about a specific language to
interact with a database system. From the last decade, research on keyword search on relational and
XML data attracted research interest. Recently, by emerging the tendency towards annotating web
documents and publishing a vast amount of structured data, this model of search has obtained more focus.
Essentially, current exposure of most Web users to keyword search, the large amount of research on the
successful application of keyword-based search in document retrieval and the acknowledged usability
of this paradigm are convincing reasons for employing the keyword search paradigm on the Semantic
Web. Meanwhile there exist many approaches such as [54–57] for the relational domain and [58–60] for
the XML domain. Especially the relational domain is relevant to our work due to the similarities to the
RDF data model. All these approaches are based on schema graphs (i.e. a graph where tables and their
primary-foreign key relations are represented as nodes and edges, respectively).
Our work lies in an entity-centric model which not only entities but also characteristics and association
of entities simply can be retrieved. Furthermore, it is independent of any linguistic analysis. The main
advantage is that we do not rely on an explicitly given schema, which is often missing for datasets on the
Web of Data. However, achieving sufficient performance for instant query answering is more an issue in
the RDF case, which is why our approach is currently limited to two keywords.
2.7 Conclusion and Future Work
We regard this work as a first step towards the user-friendly querying of the Data Web using rich
semantic structures. By tightly intertwining the keyword interpretation and query generation with the
available background knowledge we are able to obtain results of relatively good quality. We applied a
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number of techniques such as a thorough analysis of potential graph patterns so as to limit the search
space and enable instant question answering. A problem, however, beyond our control is the data quality
and coverage. Currently our evaluation is still limited to 150M facts comprised in DBpedia, yet due to
the generic nature and efficiency of the approach we will be able extend it quickly to the whole Data
Web. For doing so, we aim to apply some optimizations original to our approach, since we currently use
just a plain SPARQL interface. These optimizations will, for example, comprise the pre-computation
of views and statistical summaries for each of our graph pattern templates. A current limitation is the
restriction to two keywords. The rational behind this was to restrict the search space of possible query
interpretations, in order to return the most meaningful results to the user quickly in a compact form.
There are a number of possible advancements: (a) to allow a larger number of keywords or (b) to enable
users to refine obtained queries and to add additional constraints and (c) to make more extensive use of
linguistic features and techniques.
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CHAPTER 3
SINA: Semantic Interpretation of User Queries
for Question Answering on Interlinked Data1
Abstract: The architectural choices underlying Linked Data have led to a compendium of data sources
which contain both duplicated and fragmented information on a large number of domains. One way to
enable non-experts users to access this data compendium is to provide keyword search frameworks that
can capitalize on the inherent characteristics of Linked Data. Developing such systems is challenging
for three main reasons. First, resources across different datasets or even within the same dataset can be
homonyms. Second, different datasets employ heterogeneous schemas and each one may only contain a
part of the answer for a certain user query. Finally, constructing a federated formal query from keywords
across different datasets requires exploiting links between the different datasets on both the schema and
instance levels. We present Sina, a scalable keyword search system that can answer user queries by
transforming user-supplied keywords or natural-languages queries into conjunctive SPARQL queries
over a set of interlinked data sources. Sina uses a hidden Markov model to determine the most suitable
resources for a user-supplied query from different datasets. Moreover, our framework is able to construct
federated queries by using the disambiguated resources and leveraging the link structure underlying
the datasets to query. We evaluate Sina over three different datasets. We can answer 25 queries from
the QALD-1 correctly. Moreover, we perform as well as the best question answering system from the
QALD-3 competition by answering 32 questions correctly while also being able to answer queries on
distributed sources. We study the runtime of SINA in its mono-core and parallel implementations and
draw preliminary conclusions on the scalability of keyword search on Linked Data.
3.1 Introduction
The principles underlying Linked Data have been applied worldwide to engender the Linked Open
Data Cloud, a compendium of more than 300 datasets and more than 31 billions triples.2 Within this
compendium, millions of resources are described, partly over several datasets [61]. The current standard
for accessing this wealth of data is the SPARQL query language. Yet, SPARQL is too complex to be used
by non-expert users. Consequently, several search approaches have been developed over the last years
1 Corresponding publication is: Saeedeh Shekarpour, Edgard Marx, Axel-Cyrille Ngonga Ngomo, and Sören Auer, “SINA:
Semantic Interpretation of User Queries for Question Answering on Interlinked Data”, Journal of Web Semantics Science,
Services and Agents on the World Wide Web, 2014
2 See http://lod-cloud.net/state/ for more details.
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to enable non-experts to access these datasets (e.g., [26, 28, 29, 31, 41, 62]). While these approaches
differ in their details (see section 5.5), they can all be positioned on the following spectrum: On one
end of the spectrum are simple keyword search systems that rely on traditional information retrieval
approaches to retrieve resources that bear a label similar to the input of the user. We dub such approaches
data-semantics-unaware keyword search as they do not take the semantics explicated by the data into
consideration. The main advantage of such approaches is that they scale well as they can make use of
the results of decades of research carried out in the field of information retrieval. On the other end of
the spectrum, we find question answering systems, which assume a natural-language query as input and
convert this query into a full-fledged SPARQL query. These systems rely on natural-language processing
tools such as POS tagging and dependency parsers to detect the relations between the elements of the
query. The detected relations are then mapped to SPARQL constructs.
The basic idea behind this work is to devise a data-semantics-aware keyword search approach, which
stands in the middle of the spectrum. Our approach aims to achieve maximal flexibility by being able
to generate SPARQL queries from both natural-language queries and keyword queries. This goal is
achieved by limiting the type of formal queries (i.e. SPARQL queries) that our approach can generate
to conjunctive SPARQL queries. Several challenges need to be addressed to devise such an approach:
First, a query segmentation and disambiguation approach for mapping input query to resources has to be
devised. To do so, statistical information of the retrieved resources has to be retrieved. Then, a method
for generating conjunctive federated SPARQL queries, which can be sent to SPARQL endpoint to retrieve
relevant data must be developed.
In this paper, we show how our framework, Sina, implements these different steps. In contrast to
previous approaches, Sina can make use of the topology of Linked Data by exploiting links between
resources to devise federated SPARQL queries. Thus, it can deal with both retrieving data from either a
single dataset or several interlinked datasets. Consequently, it can be used over the whole of the Linked
Open Data Cloud. We present a thorough evaluation of our approach on three different datasets: We
use the QALD-1 to detect optimal parameters for Sina and present a first evaluation of the approach on
this benchmark dataset. We then run Sina on the QALD-3 benchmark and show that we can generate
the correct SPARQL queries for 32 of these queries, thus achieving the same results as the best system
tested in the benchmark. Finally, we evaluate Sina in a federated scenario against the queries from the
life science domain used in [61]. In an effort to make Sina easily portable, we refrained from using
dataset-specific indexes and rely fully on the SPARQL endpoint when constructing SPARQL queries.
To ensure that our approach still achieves acceptable runtimes, we implemented both a parallel and a
sequential version of Sina. In the second part of the evaluation, we thus present a study of Sina’s runtime
on the QALD-3 benchmark.
This paper is organized as follows: In the subsequent section, we introduce the architecture of the
proposed search engine. In Section 3.3, we present the problem at hand in more detail and some of the
notations and concepts used in this work. Section 5.3 presents the proposed disambiguation method in
detail along with the evaluation of the bootstrapping. In Section 3.5, we then present the key steps of our
algorithm for constructing a conjunctive query. Our evaluation results are presented in Section 3.6 while
related work is reviewed in Section 5.5. We close with a discussion and future work.
3.2 Overview
In this section, we describe the high-level architecture and implementation of the Sina search engine.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the architecture of Sina, which comprises six main components. Each component
consumes the output of the previous component:
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1. The query preprocessing component receives the textual input query and applies three functions:
1) Tokenization: extraction of individual keywords, removing punctuation and capitalization. 2)
Stop word removal: removal of common words such as articles and prepositions. Since in this
version, we do not recognize type of answers, thus wh-questions are removed as stop words. 3)
Word lemmatization: determining the lemma of the remaining keywords.
2. The segment validation component groups keywords to form segments. This component validates
the grouped segments with respect to the available resources in the underlying knowledge base(s).
3. The resource retrieval component obtains relevant resources from the underlying knowledge
bases. The retrieval is based on the string matching between valid segments and the rdfs:label
of resources. Furthermore, more resources are inferred from lightweight owl:sameAs reasoning.
4. The disambiguation component determines the best subset of resources for the given input query.
5. The query construction component results in formal queries (i.e. SPARQL query) using the
graph-structure of data.
6. The representation component shows the retrieved results after evaluating the generated SPARQL
queries.
We implemented Sina as a Java web application which is available online. We deployed two demo
instances, one employing DBpedia as background knowledge3 and a second one operating on several
interlinked life-science datasets4. Sina has a simple interface similar to common search engines. All
steps of Sina are carried out automatically and the user does not have to interact with the system during
the search process. Moreover, Sina is accessible via api.
3.3 Problem and Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some crucial notions employed throughout the paper and describe the
main challenges that arise when transforming user queries to formal, conjunctive queries on linked data.
An RDF knowledge base can be viewed as a directed, labeled graph Gi = (Vi, Ei) where Vi is a set of
nodes comprising all entities and literal property values, and Ei is a set of directed edges, i.e. the set of
all properties. We define linked data in the context of this paper as a graph G = (V =
⋃
Vi, E =
⋃
Ei)
containing a set of RDF knowledge bases, which are linked to each other in the sense, that their sets of
nodes overlap, i.e. that Vi ∩ V j , ∅.
In this work we focus on user-supplied queries in natural language, which we transform into an ordered
set of keywords by tokenizing, stop-word removal and lemmatization. Our input query thus is an n-tuple
of keywords, i.e. Q = (k1, k2, ..., kn).
Challenge 1: Resource Disambiguation. In the first step, we aim to map the input keywords to a
suitable set of entity identifiers, i.e. resources R = {r1, r2...rm}. Note that several adjacent keywords can
be mapped to a single resource, i.e. m ≤ n. In order to accomplish this task, the input keywords have
to be grouped together into segments. For each segment, a suitable resource is then to be determined.
The challenge here is to determine the right segment granularity, so that the most suitable mapping
to identifiers in the underlying knowledge base can be retrieved for constructing a conjunctive query
answering the input query.
3 http://sina.aksw.org/
4 http://sina-linkeddata.aksw.org/
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of Sina search engine.
For example, the question ‘What are the side effects of drugs used for Tuberculosis?’ is transformed
into the 4-keyword tuple (side, effect, drug, Tuberculosis). This tuple can be segmented into (‘side effect
drug’, ‘Tuberculosis’) or (‘side effect’, ‘drug’, ‘Tuberculosis’). Note that the second segmentation is more
likely to lead to a query that contains the results intended by the user. In addition to detecting the right
segments for a given input query, we also have to map each of these segments to a suitable resource in the
underlying knowledge base. This step is dubbed entity disambiguation and is of increasing importance
since the size of knowledge bases and schemes heterogeneity on the Linked Data Web grows steadily.
In this example, the segment ‘Tuberculosis’ is ambiguous when querying both Sider and Diseasome
because it may refer to the resource diseasome:Tuberculosis describing the disease Tuberculosis or
to the resource sider:Tuberculosis being the side effect caused by some drugs.
Challenge 2: Query Construction. Once the segmentation and disambiguation have been completed,
adequate SPARQL queries have to be generated based on the detected resources. In order to generate
a conjunctive query, a connected subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of G called the query graph has to be de-
termined. The intuition behind constructing such a query graph is that it has to fully cover the set of
mapped resources R = {r1, ..., rm} while comprising a minimal number of vertices and edges (|V ′| + |E′|).
In linked data, mapped resources ri may belong to different graphs Gi. Thus, the query construction
algorithm must be able to traverse the links between datasets at both schema and instance levels. With
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respect to the previous example, after applying disambiguation on the identified resources, we would ob-
tain the following resources from different datasets: sider:sideEffect, diseasome:possibleDrug,
diseasome:1154. The appropriate conjunctive query contains the following triple patterns:
1. diseasome:1154 diseasome:possibleDrug ?v1 .
2. ?v1 owl:sameAs ?v2 .
3. ?v2 sider:sideEffect ?v3 .
The second triple pattern bridges between the datasets Drugbank and Sider.
3.3.1 Resource Disambiguation
In this section, we present the formal notations for addressing the resource disambiguation challenge,
aiming at mapping the n-tuple of keywords Q = (k1, k2, ..., kn) to the m-tuple of resources R = (r1, ..., rm).
Definition 9 (Segment and Segmentation). For a given query
Q = (k1, k2, ..., kn), the segment S (i, j) is the sequence of keywords from start position i to end position j, i.e.,
S (i, j) = (ki, ki+1, ..., k j). A query segmentation is an m-tuple of segments S G(Q) = (S (0,i), S (i+1, j), ..., S (l,n))
with non-overlapping segments arranged in a continuous order, i.e. for two continuous segments
S x, S x+1 : S tart(S x+1) = End(S x) + 1. The concatenation of segments belonging to a segmentation forms
the corresponding input query Q.
Definition 10 (Resource Disambiguation). Let the segmentation
S G′ = (S 1(0,i), S
2
(i+1, j), ..., S
m
(l,n)) be the suitable segmentation for the given query Q. Each segment S
i of
S G′ is first mapped to a set of candidate resources Ri = {r1, r2...rh} from the underlying knowledge base.
The aim of the disambiguation step is to detect an m-tuple of resources (r1, r2, ..., rm) ∈ R1 ×R2 × . . .×Rm
from the Cartesian product of the sets of candidate resources for which each ri has two important
properties: First, it is among the highest ranked candidates for the corresponding segment with respect
to the similarity as well as popularity and second it shares a semantic relationship with other resources
in the m-tuple. Semantic relationship refers to the existence of a path between resources.
The disambiguated m-tuple is appropriate if a query graph [capable of answering the input query] can
be constructed using all resources contained in that m-tuple. The order in which keywords appear in the
original query is partially significant for mapping. However, once a mapping from keywords to resources
is established the order of the resources does not affect the SPARQL query construction anymore. This is
a fact that users will write strongly related keywords together, while the order of only loosely related
keywords or keyword segments may vary. When considering the order of keywords, the number of
segmentations for a query Q consisting of n keywords is 2(n−1). However, not all these segmentations
contain valid segments. A valid segment is a segment for which at least one matching resource can be
found in the underlying knowledge base. Thus, the number of segmentations is reduced by excluding
those containing invalid segments.
Algorithm 2 shows a naive approach for finding all valid segments when considering the order of
keywords. It starts with the first keyword in the given query as first segment, then adds the next keyword
to the current segment and checks whether this addition would render the new segment invalid. This
process is repeated until we reach the end of the query. The input query is usually short. The number of
keywords is mainly less than 65; therefore, this algorithm is not expensive. Table 3.1 shows the set of
valid segments along with some samples of the candidate resources computed for the previous example
using the naive algorithm. Note that ’side effect drug’, ’side’, ’effect’ are not valid segments.
5 http://www.keyworddiscovery.com/keyword-stats.html?date=2012-08-01
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Valid Segments Samples of Candidate Resources
side effect 1. sider:sideEffect 2. sider:side_effects
drug 1. drugbank:drugs 2. class:Offer3. sider:drugs 4. diseasome:possibledrug
tuberculosis 1. diseases:1154 2. side_effects:C0041296
Table 3.1: Generated segments and samples of candidate resources for a given query.
Data : q: n-tuple of keywords, knowledge base
Result : SegmentSet: Set of segments
1 SegmentSet=new list of segments;
2 start=1;
3 while start <= n do
4 i = start;
5 while S (start,i) is valid do
6 S egmentS et.add(S (start,i));
7 i++;
8 end
9 start++;
10 end
Algorithmus 2 : Naive algorithm for determining all valid segments taking the order of keywords into
account.
3.3.2 Construction of Conjunctive Queries
The second challenge addressed by this paper tackles the problem of generating a federated conjunctive
query leveraging the disambiguated resources i.e. R = (r1, ..., rm). Herein, we consider conjunctive
queries being conjunctions of SPARQL algebra triple patterns6. We leverage the disambiguated resources
and implicit knowledge about them (i.e. types of resources, interlinked instances and schema as well as
domain and range of resources with the type property) to form the triple patterns.
For instance, for the running query which asks for a list of resources (i.e. side effects) which have a
specific characteristic in common (i.e. ’caused by drugs used for Tuberculosis’). Suppose the resources
identified during the disambiguation process are: sider:sideEffect, Diseasome:possibleDrug as
well as Diseasome:1154. Suitable triple patterns which are formed using the implicit knowledge are:
1. Diseasome:1154 Diseasome:possibleDrug ?v1 .
2. ?v1 owl:sameAs ?v2 .
3. ?v2 sider:sideEffect ?v3 .
The second triple pattern is formed based on interlinked data information. This triple connects the
resources with the type drug in the dataset Drugbank to their equivalent resources with the type drug in
the Sider dataset using owl:sameAs link. These triple patterns satisfy the information need expressed in
the input query. Since most of common queries commonly lack of a quantifier, thus conjunctive queries to
a large extend capture the user information need. A conjunctive query is called query graph and formally
defined as follows.
Definition 11 (Query Graph). Let a set R = {r1, ..., rn} of resources (from potentially different knowledge
bases) be given. A query graph QGR = (V ′, E′) is a directed, connected multi-graph such that R ⊆ E′∪V ′.
Each edge e ∈ E′ is a resource that represents a property from the underlying knowledge bases.
Two nodes n and n′ ∈ V ′ can be connected by e if n (resp. n′) satisfies the domain (resp. range)
restrictions of e. Each query graph built by these means corresponds to a set of triple patterns, i.e.
QG ≡ {(n, e, n′)|(n, n′) ∈ V2 ∧ e ∈ E}.
6 Throughout the paper, we use the standard notions of the RDF and SPARQL specifications, such as graph pattern, triple
pattern and RDF graph.
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3.4 Resource Disambiguation using Hidden Markov Models
In this section, we describe how we use a HMM for the concurrent segmentation of queries and
disambiguation of resources. First, we introduce the notation of HMM parameters and then we detail how
we bootstrap the parameters of our HMM for solving the query segmentation and entity disambiguation
problems.
Hidden Markov Models: Formally, a hidden Markov model (HMM) is a quintuple λ = (X,Y, A, B, pi)
where:
• X is a finite set of states. In our case, X is a subset of the resources contained in the underlying
graphs.
• Y denotes the set of observations. Herein, Y equals to the valid segments derived from the input
n-tuple of keywords.
• A : X × X → [0, 1] is the transition matrix of which each entry ai j is the transition probability
Pr(S j|S i) from state i to state j;
• B : X × Y → [0, 1] represents the emission matrix. Each entry bih = Pr(h|S i) is the probability of
emitting the symbol h from state i;
• pi : X → [0, 1] denotes the initial probability of states.
Commonly, estimating the hidden Markov model parameters is carried out by employing supervised
learning. We rely on bootstrapping, a technique used to estimate an unknown probability distribution
function. Specifically, we bootstrap7 the parameters of our HMM by using string similarity metrics (i.e.,
Levenshtein and Jaccard) for the emission probability distribution and more importantly the topology of
the graph for the transition probability. The results of the evaluation show that by using these bootstrapped
parameters, we achieve a high mean reciprocal rank (MRR) above 84% (discussed in Section 5.3.1).
Constructing the State Space: A-priori, the state space should be populated with as many states
as the total number of entities in the knowledge base. The number of states in X is thus potentially
large given that X will contain all RDF resources contained in the graph G on which the search is to
be carried out, i.e. X = V ∪ E. For DBpedia, for example, X would contain more than 3 million states.
To reduce the number of states, we exclude irrelevant states based on the following observations: (1) A
relevant state is a state for which a valid segment can be observed (we described the recognition of valid
segments in subsection 3.3.1). (2) A valid segment is observed in a state if the probability of emitting
that segment is higher than a given threshold θ. The probability of emitting a segment from a state is
computed based on the similarity score which we describe in subsection 5.3.1. Thus, we can prune the
state space such that it contains solely the subset of the resources from the knowledge bases for which
the emission probability is higher than θ. In addition to these states, we add an unknown entity state
(UE) which represents all entities that were pruned. Based on this construction of state space, we are now
able to detect likely segmentations and disambiguation of resources, the segmentation being the labels
emitted by the elements of the most likely sequence of states. The disambiguated resources are the states
determined as the most likely sequence of states.
Extension of State Space with reasoning: A further extension of the state space can be carried out by
including resources inferred from lightweight owl:sameAs reasoning. We precomputed and added the
triples inferred from the symmetry and transitivity property of the owl:sameAs relation. Consequently,
for extending the state space, for each state representing a resource x we just include states for all
resources y, which are in an owl:sameAs relation with x.
7 For the bootstrapping test, we used 11 sample queries from the QALD benchmark 2012 training dataset.
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3.4.1 Bootstrapping the Model Parameters
Our bootstrapping approach for the model parameters A and pi is based on the HITS algorithm and
semantic relations between resources in the knowledge base. The rationale is that the semantic relatedness
of two resources can be defined in terms of two parameters: the distance between the two resources
and the popularity of each of the resources. The distance between two resources is the path length
between those resources. The popularity of a resource is simply the connectivity degree of the resource
with other resources available in the state space. We use the HITS algorithm for transforming these
two values to hub and authority values (as detailed below). An analysis of the bootstrapping shows
significant improvement of accuracy due to this transformation. In the following, we first introduce the
HITS algorithm, since it is employed within the functions for computing the two HMM parameters A and
pi. Then, we discuss the distribution functions proposed for each parameter. Finally, we compare our
bootstrapping method with other well-known distribution functions.
Hub and Authority of States. Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) is a link analysis algorithm
that was developed originally for ranking Web pages [63]. It assigns a hub and an authority value to each
Web page. The hub value estimates the value of links to other pages and the authority value estimates the
value of the content on a page. Hub and authority values are mutually interdependent and computed in a
series of iterations. In each iteration the authority value is updated to the sum of the hub scores of each
referring page; and the hub value is updated to the sum of the authority scores of each referring page.
After each iteration, hub and authority values are normalized. This normalization process causes these
values to converge eventually.
Since RDF data forms a graph of linked entities, we employ a weighted version of the HITS algorithm
in order to assign different popularity values to the states based on the distance between states. We
compute the distance between states employing weighted edges. For each two states S i and S j in the state
space, we add an edge if there is a path of maximum length k between the two corresponding resources.
Note that we also take property resources into account when computing the path length.The weight of
the edge between the states S i and S j is set to wi, j = k − pathLength(i, j), where pathLength(i, j) is the
length of the path between the corresponding resources. The authority of a state can now be computed
by: auth(S j) =
∑
S i
wi, j × hub(S i). The hub value of a state is given by hub(S j) = ∑
S i
wi, j × auth(S i). These
definitions of hub and authority for states are the foundation for computing the transition and initial
probabilities in the HMM.
Transition Probability. To compute the transition probability between two states, we take both,
the connectivity of the whole space state as well as the weight of the edge between the two states,
into account. The transition probability value decreases while increasing distance between states. For
example, transitions between entities in the same triple have a higher probability than transitions between
entities in triples connected through auxiliary intermediate entities. In addition to edges representing the
shortest path between entities, there is an edge between each state and the unknown entity (UE) state. The
transition probability of state S j following state S i is denoted as ai j = Pr(S j|S i). Note that the condition∑
S i
Pr(S j|S i) = 1 holds.The transition probability from the state S i to UE is defined as:
aiUE = Pr(UE|S i) = 1 − hub(S i)
Consequently, a good hub has a smaller probability of transition to UE. The transition probability from
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the state S i to the state S j is computed by:
ai j = Pr(S j|S i) = auth(S j)∑
∀aik>0
auth(S k)
× hub(S i)
Here, the probabilities from state S i to the neighbouring states are uniformly distributed based on the
authority values. Consequently, states with higher authority values are more probable to be met.
Initial Probability. The initial probability pi(S i) is the probability that the model assigns to the initial
state S i at the beginning. The initial probabilities fulfill the condition
∑
∀S i
pi(S i) = 1. We denote states for
which the first keyword is observable by InitialS tates. The initial states are defined as follows:
pi(S i) =
auth(S i) + hub(S i)∑
∀S j∈InitialS tates
(auth(S j) + hub(S j))
In fact, pi(S i) of an initial state is uniformly distributed on both hub and authority values.
Emission Probability. Both the labels of states and the segments contain sets of words. For computing
the emission probability of the state S i and the emitted segment h, we compare the similarity of the label
of state S i with the segment h in two levels, namely string-similarity and set-similarity level:
• The string-similarity level measures the string similarity of each word in the segment with the most
similar word in the label using the Levenshtein distance.
• The set-similarity level measures the difference between the label and the segment in terms of the
number of words using the Jaccard similarity.
Our similarity score is a combination of these two metrics. Consider the segment h = (ki, ki+1, ..., k j)
and the words from the label l divided into a set of keywords M and stopwords N, i.e. l = M ∪ N. The
total similarity score between keywords of a segment and a label is then computed as follows:
bih = Pr(h|S i) =
j∑
t=i
argmaxmi∈M(σ(mi, kt))
|M ∪ h| + 0.1 × |N |
This formula is essentially an extension of the Jaccard similarity coefficient. The difference is that we
use the sum of the string-similarity score of the intersections in the numerator instead of the cardinality
of intersections. As in the Jaccard similarity, the denominator comprises the cardinality of the union of
two sets (keywords and stopwords). The difference is that the number of stopwords is down-weighted by
the factor 0.1 to reduce their influence since they do not convey much supplementary semantics.
Viterbi Algorithm for the K-best Set of Hidden States. The optimal path through the HMM for a
given sequence (i.e. input query keywords) generates disambiguated resources which form a correct
segmentation. The Viterbi algorithm or Viterbi path [64] is a dynamic programming approach for finding
the optimal path through a HMM for a given input sequence. It discovers the most likely sequence of
underlying hidden states that might have generated a given sequence of observations. This discovered
path has the maximum joint emission and transition probability of the involved states. The sub-paths of
this most likely path also have the maximum probability for the respective sub sequence of observations.
The naive version of this algorithm just keeps track of the most likely path. We extended this algorithm
using a tree data structure to store all possible paths generating the observed query keywords. Thus,
our implementation can provide a ranked list of all paths generating the observation sequence with the
corresponding probability.
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Figure 3.2: MRR of different distributions per query for bootstrapping the transition probability.
Example 3.13 Let us consider the query: What are the side effects of drugs
used for Tuberculosis?. The validated segments are: ‘side effect’, ‘drug’ and
‘Tuberculosis’. After the retrieval and pruning process, the state space contains the re-
sources listed in Table 5.1:
By running the Viterbi algorithm with the associated probabilities, we have a ranked list of
the chosen resources that the sequence {side effect, drug, Tuberculosis} is observable through
them. In the following, we show the top-4 most likely paths along with their associated
probability.
1. 0.0033: Sider:sideEffect, Diseasome:possibleDrug, Diseasome:1154.
2. 0.0017: Sider:sideEffect, Diseasome:possibleDrug, Sider:C0041296.
3. 6.0257E-4: Sider:sideEffect, Sider:drugs, Diseasome 1154.
4. 4.0805E-4: Sider:sideEffect, Drugbank:Offer, Diseasome:1154.
Segment Resources Label Type
side effect 1. Sider:sideEffect side effect property
2. Sider:side_effects side effect class
drug
1. Drugbank:drugs drug class
2. Drug bank:offer drug class
3. Sider:drugs drug class
4. Diseasome:possibleDrug possible drug property
Tuberculosis 1. Diseasome:1154 tuberculosis instance
2. Sider:C0041296 tuberculosis instance
Table 3.2: The resources contained in the state space for a given query.
3.4.2 Evaluation of Bootstrapping
We evaluated the accuracy of our approximation of the transition probability A (which is basically
a kind of uniform distribution) in comparison with two other distribution functions, i.e., Normal and
Zipfian distributions. Moreover, to measure the effectiveness of the hub and authority values, we ran the
distribution functions with two different inputs, i.e. distance and connectivity degree values as well as
hub and authority values. Note that for a given edge the source state is the one from which the edge
originates and the sink state is the one where the edge ends. We ran the distribution functions separately
with X being defined as the weighted sum of the normalized distance between two states and normalized
connectivity degree of the sink state:
Xi j = α × distance(S i−S j) + (1 − α) × (1 − connectivityDegreeS j)
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Similarly, Y was defined as the weighted sum of the hub of the source state and the authority of the
sink state: Y = α × hub(S i) + (1 − α) × (1 − authorithys j). In addition to measuring the effectiveness of
hub and authority, we also measured a similar uniform function with the input parameters distance and
connectivity degree defined as:
ai j =
distance(S i − S j)∑
∀S k>0
distance(S i − S k) × connectivitydegree(S i)
Given that the model at hand generates and scores a ranked list of possible tuples of resources, we
compared the results obtained with the different distributions by looking at the mean reciprocal rank
(MRR) [65] they achieve. For each query qi ∈ Q in the benchmark, we compare the rank ri assigned by
different algorithms with the correct tuple of resources and set MRR(A) = 1|Q|
∑
qi
1
ri
. Note that if the correct
tuple of resources was not found, the reciprocal rank was assigned the value 0. We used 11 queries from
QALD2-Benchmark 2012 training dataset for bootstrapping8. The criterion of choosing the bootstrapped
queries was the number of the keywords as well as the associated resources. Figure 3.2 shows the MRR
achieved by bootstrapping the transition probability of this model with 3 different distribution functions
per query in 14 different settings. Figure 3.3 compares the average MRR for different functions employed
for bootstrapping the transition probability per setting. Our results show clearly that the proposed function
is superior to all other settings and achieves an MRR of approximately 81%. A comparison of the MRR
achieved when using hub and authority with that obtained when using distance and connectivity degree
reveals that using hub and authority leads to an 8% improvement on average. This difference is trivial in
Zipfian and Normal settings, but very significant in the case of a uniform distribution. Essentially, HITS
fairly assigns qualification values for the states based on the topology of the graph.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of different functions and settings for bootstrapping the transition probability. Uni stands
for the uniform distribution, while Zip stands for the Zipfian and Norm for the normal distribution.
We bootstrapped the emission probability B with two distribution functions based on (1) Levenshtein
similarity metric, (2) the proposed similarity metric as a combination of the Jaccard and Levenshtein
8 http://www.sc.cit-ec.uni-bielefeld.de/qald-2
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measures. We observed the MRR achieved by bootstrapping the emission probability of this model
employing those two similarity metrics per query in two settings (i.e. natural and reverse order of query
keywords). The results show no difference in MRR between these two metrics in the natural order.
However, in the reverse order the Levenshtein metric failed for 81% of the queries, while no failure was
observed with the combination of Jaccard and Levenshtein. Hence, our combination is robust with regard
to change of input keyword order. For bootstrapping the initial probability pi, we compared the uniform
distribution on both – hub and authority – values with a uniform distribution on the number of states for
which the first keyword is observable. The result of this comparison shows a 5% improvement for the
proposed function. Figure 3.4 shows the mean of MRR for different values of the threshold θ employed
for pruning the state space. A high value of θ prevents inclusion of some relevant resources and a low
value adds irrelevant resources. It can be observed that the optimal value of θ is in the range [0.6, 0.7].
Thus, we set θ to 0.6 in the rest of our experiments.
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Figure 3.4: Mean MRR for different values of θ.
3.5 Query Graph Construction
The goal of query graph construction is generating a conjunctive query (i.e. SPARQL query) from
a given set of resource identifiers i.e., R = {r1, r2, ...rm}. The core of SPARQL queries are basic
graph patterns, which can be viewed as a query graph QG. In this section, we first discuss the formal
considerations underlying our query graph generation strategy and then describe our algorithm for
generating the query graph. The output of this algorithm is a set of graph templates. Each graph template
represents a comprehensive set of query graphs, which are isomorphic regarding edges. A query graph A
is isomorphic regarding its edges to a query graph B, if A can be derived from B by changing the labels
of edges.
3.5.1 Formal Considerations
A query graph QG consists of a conjunction of triple patterns denoted by (si, pi, oi). When the set
of resource identifiers R is given, we aim to generate a query graph QG satisfying the completeness
restriction, i.e., each ri in R maps to at least one resource in a triple pattern contained in QG. For a given
set of resources R, the probability of a generated query graph Pr(QG|R) being relevant for answering
the information need depends on the probability of all corresponding triple patterns to be relevant. We
assume that triple patterns are independent with regard to the relevance probability. Thus, we define
the relevance probability for a QG as the product of the relevance probabilities of the n containing
triple patterns. We denote the triple patterns with (si, pi, oi)i=1...n and their relevance probability with
Pr(si, pi, oi), thus rendering Pr(QG|R) =∏ni=1 Pr(si, pi, oi). We aim at constructing QG with the highest
relevance probability, i.e.
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arg max Pr(QG|R). There are two parameters that influence Pr(QG|R): (1) the number of triple pat-
terns and (2) the number of free variables, i.e. variables in a triple pattern that are not bound to any
input resource. Given that ∀(si, pi, oi) : Pr(si, pi, oi) ≤ 1, a low number of triple patterns increases the
relevance probability of QG. Thus, our approach aims at generating small query graphs to maximize the
relevance probability. Regarding the second parameter, more free variables increase the uncertainty and
consequently cause a decrease in Pr(QG|R). As a result of these considerations, we devise an algorithm
that minimizes the number of both the number of free variables and the number of triple patterns in
QG. Note that each triple pattern, the subject si (resp. object oi) should be included in the domain (resp.
range) of the predicate pi or be a variable. Otherwise, we assume the relevance probability of the given
triple pattern to be zero:
(si < domain(pi)) ∨ (oi < range(pi))⇒ Pr(si, pi, oi) = 0.
Forward Chaining. One of the prerequisites of our approach is the inference of implicit knowledge
on the types of resources as well as domain and range information of the properties. We define the
comprehensive type (CT ) of a resource r as the set of all super-classes of explicitly stated classes
of r (i.e., those classes associated with r via the rdf:type property in the knowledge base). The
comprehensive type of a resource can be easily computed using forward chaining on the rdf:type and
rdfs:subClassOf statements in the knowledge base. We can apply the same approach to properties
to obtain maximal knowledge on their domain and range. We call the extended domain and range of a
property p comprehensive domain (CDp) and comprehensive range (CRp). We reduce the task of finding
the comprehensive properties (CPr−r′) which link two resources r and r′ to find properties p such that
the comprehensive domain (resp. comprehensive range) of p intersects with the comprehensive type of r
resp r′ or vice-versa. We call the set OPr (resp. IPr) of all properties that can originate from (resp. end
with) a resource r the set of outgoing (resp. incoming) properties of r.
3.5.2 Approach
To construct possible query graphs, we generate in a first step an incomplete query graph IQG(R) =
(V ′′, E′′) such that the vertices V ′′ (resp. edges E′′) are either equal or subset of the vertices (resp.
edges) of the final query graph V ′′ ⊆ V ′ (resp. E′′ ⊆ E′). In fact, an incomplete query graph (IQG)
contains a set of disjoint sub-graphs, i.e. there is no vertex or edge in common between the sub-graphs:
IQG = {gi(vi, ei)|∀gi , g j : vi ∩ v j = ∅ ∧ ei ∩ e j = ∅}. An IQG connects a maximal number of the
resources detected beforehand in all possible combinations.
The IQG is the input for the second step of our approach, which transforms the possibly incomplete
query graphs into a set of final query graphs QG. Note that for the second step, we use an extension of
the minimum spanning tree method that takes subgraphs (and not sets of nodes) as input and generates a
minimal spanning graph as output. Since in the second step, the minimum spanning tree does not add
any extra intermediate node (except nodes connected by owl:sameAs links), it eliminates both the need
of keeping an index over the neighbourhood of nodes, and of using exploration for finding paths between
nodes.
Generation of IQGs After identifying a corresponding set of resources R = {r1, r2, ...rm} for the input
query, we can construct vertices V ′ and primary edges of the query graph E′′ ⊆ E′ in an initial step. Each
resource r is processed as follows: (1) If r is an instance, CT of this vertex is equivalent to CT (r) and the
label of this vertex is r. (2) If r is a class, CT of this vertex just contains r and the label of this vertex is a
new variable.
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After the generation of the vertices for all resources that are instances or classes, the remaining
resources (i.e., the properties) generate an edge and zero (when connecting existing vertices), one (when
connecting an existing with a new vertex) or two vertices. This step uses the sets of incoming and
outgoing properties as computed by the forward chaining. For each resource r representing a property
we proceed as follows:
• If there is a pair of vertices (v, v′) such that r belongs to the intersection of the set of outgoing
properties of v and the set of incoming properties of v′ (i.e. r ∈ OPv ∩ IPv′), we generate an edge
between v and v′ and label it with r. Note that in case several pairs (v, v′) satisfy this condition, an
IQG is generated for each pair.
• Else, if there is a vertex v fulfilling the condition r ∈ OPv, then we generate a new vertex u with
the CTu being equal to CRr and an edge labeled with the r between those vertices (v, u). Also, if
the condition r ∈ IPv for v holds, a new vertex w is generated with CTw being equal to CDr as well
as an edge between v and w labeled with r.
• If none of the above holds, two vertices are generated, one with CT equal to CDr and another one
with CT equal to CRr. Also, an edge between these two vertices with label r is created.
This policy for generating vertices keeps the number of free variables at a minimum. Note that whenever
a property is connected to a vertex, the associated CT of that vertex is updated to the intersection of
the previous CT and CDp (CRp respectively) of the property. Also, there may be different options for
inserting a property between vertices. In this case, we construct an individual IQG for each possible
option. If the output of this step generates an IQG that contains one single graph, we can terminate as
there is no need for further edges and nodes.
Example 3.14 We look at the query: What are the side effects of drugs used
for Tuberculosis?. Assume the resource disambiguation process has identified the
following resources:
1. diseasome:possibleDrug (type property)
CD={diseasome:disease}, CR={drugbank:drugs}
2. diseasome:1154 (type instance)
CT={diseasome:disease}
3. sider:sideEffect (type property)
CD={sider:drug}, CR={sider:sideeffect}
After running the IQGs generation, since we have only one resource with the type class or
instance, just one vertex is generated. Thereafter, since only the domain of possibleDrug
intersects with the CT of the node 1154, we generate: (1) a new vertex labeled ?v0 with the
CT being equal to
CR =possibleDrug, and (2) an edge labeled possibleDrug from 1154 to ?v0. Since,
there is no matched node for the property sideEffect we generate: (1) a new vertex labeled
?v1 with the CT being equal to sider:drug, (2) a new vertex labeled ?v2 with the CT being
equal to sider:sideeffect, (3) an edge labeled sideEffect from ?v1 to ?v2. Figure 3.5
shows the constructed IQG, which contains two disjoint graphs.
Connecting Sub-graphs of an IQG Since the query graph QG must be a connected graph, we need
to connect the disjoint sub-graphs in each of the IQGs. The core idea of our algorithm utilizes the
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) approach, which builds a tree over a given graph connecting all the
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1154$ ?v0$
possibleDrug$
Graph$1$
?v1$ ?v2$
sideEffect$
Graph$2$
Figure 3.5: IQG for the Example 14.
vertices. We use the idea behind Prim’s algorithm [66], which starts with all vertices and subsequently
incrementally includes edges. However, instead of connecting vertices we connect individual disjoint
sub-graphs. Hence, we try to find a minimum set of edges (i.e., properties) to span a set of disjoint graphs
so as to obtain a connected graph. Therewith, we can generate a query graph that spans all vertices while
keeping the number of vertices and edges at a minimum. Since a single graph may have many different
spanning trees, there may be several query graphs that correspond to each IQG. We generate all different
spanning graphs because each one may represent a specific interpretation of the user query.
To connect two disjoint graphs we need to obtain edges that qualify for connecting a vertex in one
graph with a suitable vertex in the other graph. We obtain these properties by computing the set of
comprehensive properties CP (cf. subsection 3.5.1) for each combination of two vertices from different
sub-graphs. Note that if two vertices are from different datasets, we have to traverse owl:sameAs links
to compute a comprehensive set of properties. This step is crucial for constructing a federated query
over interlinked data. In order to do so, we first retrieve the direct properties between two vertices
?v0 ?p ?v1. In case such properties exist, we add an edge between those two vertices to IQG. Then,
we retrieve the properties connecting two vertices via an owl:sameAs link. To do that, we employ
two graph patterns: (1) ?v0 owl:sameAs ?x. ?x ?p ?v1. (2) ?v0 ?p ?x. ?x owl:sameAs ?v1.
The resulting matches to each of these two patterns are added to the IQG. Finally, we obtain properties
connecting vertices having owl:sameAs links according to the following pattern:
?v0 owl:sameAs ?x. ?x ?p ?y. ?y owl:sameAs ?v1. Also, matches for this pattern are added
to the IQG.
For each connection discovered between a pair of vertices (v, v′), a different IQG is constructed by
adding the found edge connecting those vertices to the original IQG. Note that the IQG resulting from
this process contains less unconnected graphs than the input IQG. The time complexity in the worst case
is O(|v|2) (with |v| being the number of vertices).
Example 3.15 To connect two disjoint graphs i.e. Graph 1 and Graph 2 of the IQG
shown in Example 14, we need to obtain edges that qualify for connecting either the vertex
1154 or ?v0 to either vertex ?v1 or ?v2 in Graph 2. Forward chaining reveals the existence of
two owl:sameAs connections between two vertices i.e. (1) 1154 and ?v2, (2) ?v0 and ?v1.
Therefore, we can construct the first query graph template by adding an edge between 1154
and ?v2 and the second query graph template by adding an edge between ?v0 and ?v1. The
two generated query graph templates are depicted in Figure 3.6.
3.6 Evaluation
Experimental Setup The goal of our evaluation was to determine effectiveness and efficiency of (1)
the resource disambiguation and (2) the query construction with respect to accuracy and runtime. We
employed four different knowledge bases: DBpedia as one individual knowledge base and the three
interlinked knowledge bases Drugbank, Sider and Diseasome. We measured the effectiveness of our
resource disambiguation approach using the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). For each query qi ∈ Q in the
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1154$ ?v0$
possibleDrug$
Template$1$
?v1$ ?v2$
sideEffect$
Owl:SameAs+
1154$ ?v0$possibleDrug$
?v1$ ?v2$sideEffect$
Owl:Sam
eAs+
Template$2$
Figure 3.6: Generated query graph templates.
benchmark, we compare the rank ri assigned by our disambiguation method to the correct m-tuple of
resources: MRR(A) = 1|Q|
∑
qi
1
ri
. Moreover, we measured the accuracy of the query construction in terms
of precision and recall being defined as follows:
Recall =
|correct resources returned by generated query|
|resources in gold standard answer|
Precision =
|correct resources returned by generated query|
|all resources returned by generated query|
The query construction is initiated with the top-2 tuples returned by the disambiguation. For testing
the statistical significance of our results, we used a Wilcoxon signed ranked test with a significance level
of 95%.
3.6.1 Accuracy Benchmark over Interlinked Knowledge Bases
To the best of our knowledge, no benchmark for federated queries over Linked Data has been
created so far. Thus, we created a benchmark consisting of 25 queries on the three interlinked datasets
Drugbank, Sider and Diseasome for the purposes of our evaluation9. The benchmark was created by
three independent SPARQL experts, which provided us with (1) a natural-language query and (2) the
equivalent conjunctive SPARQL query. We selected these three datasets because they are a fragment of
the well interlinked biomedical fraction of the Linked Open Data Cloud10 and thus represent an ideal
case for the future structure of Linked Data sources. The detailed results of our evaluation are shown in
Figure 3.7. We ran our SINA with and without OWL inferencing during the state space construction.
When ran without inferencing, our approach was able to correctly disambiguate 23 out of 25 (i.e. 92%)
of the resources contained in the queries. For Q9 (resp. Q25), the correct disambiguation was only ranked
third (resp. fifth). In the other two cases (i.e. Q10 and Q12), our approach simply failed to retrieve the
correct disambiguation. This was due to the path between Doxil and Bextra not being found for Q10
as well as the mapping from disease to side effect not being used in Q12. Overall, we achieve an
MRR of 86.1% without inferencing.
The MRR was 2% lower (not statistically significant) when including OWL inferencing due to the best
resource disambiguation being ranked at the second position for three queries that were disambiguated
correctly without inferencing (Q5, Q7 and Q20). This was simply due to the state space being larger and
leading to higher transition probabilities for the selected resources. With respect to precision and recall
achieved with and without reasoning, there were also no statistically significant differences between the
9 The benchmark queries are available at http://wiki.aksw.org/Projects/lodquery
10 For example, 859 owl:sameAs links exists between the 924 instances of drugs in Sider and the 4,772 instances of drugs
Drugbank
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two approaches. The approach without reasoning achieved a precision of 0.91 and a recall of 0.88 while
using reasoning led to precision (resp. recall) values of 0.95 (resp. 0.90). Overall the pros and cons of
using inferencing are clearly illustrated in the results of our experiments. On Q12, our approach is unable
to construct a query without reasoning due to the missing equivalence between the terms disease and
side effect. This equivalence is made available by the inference engine, thus making the construction
of the SPARQL query possible. On the downside, adding supplementary information through inferencing
alters the ranking of queries and can thus lead to poorer recall values as in the case of Q20.
3.6.2 Accuracy Benchmark over DBpedia
DBpedia [23] the large knowledge base extracted from Wikipedia is an ideal test case with respect to
size. There is no standard evaluation benchmark for keyword search over RDF data yet. However, there
are the QALD-1, QALD-2 and QALD-3 benchmarks11 tailored towards comparing question answering
systems for natural language queries12 [67]. We employed the QALD-3 test dataset (in order to compare
with the recent systems participated in the campaign) and the QALD-1 dataset (in order to test Sina more)
for evaluation (note that QALD-2 dataset was employed for bootstrapping). Basically, training datasets
were used for tuning and debugging Sina. The QALD-3 test dataset (and the QALD-1 benchmark) consist
of 100 (respectively 50) questions in natural language that were also formulated as SPARQL queries.
The questions are of different levels of complexity. Generally, the reasons for failures are as follows:
1. Complex questions. Questions containing quantifiers, comparatives and superlatives.
2. Coverage. Questions requiring information from beyond DBpedia ontology, i.e., from YAGO or
FOAF.
3. Query expansion. Examples are the keywords “wife”, which should be matched to “spouse” and
“daughter” to “child”.
4. Query cleaning. An example is the question “Through which countries does the Yenisei river flow?”
The keyword flow is not a stop word but does not have any matched resource in the corresponding
SPARQL query of the benchmark; and should therefore be ignored.
Since query expansion and cleaning might result in more noisy input for the model, we did not address
these in this work13. With respect to the QALD-3 test dataset, we take all 100 questions in English
natural language without changes in the original question into account. Accordingly, Sina can correctly
answer 32 questions with precision 0.32, recall 0.32, F-measure 0.32 and of these 32 questions, average
MRR is 0.87. Thus, it outperforms the most state-of-the-art question answering systems14. Note that our
approach is limited to conjunctive queries. Regarding the failures, 14 questions were beyond DBpedia
coverage; 43 queries had query expansion or query cleaning issues; 7 questions were complex questions.
From the remaining questions, in two cases matching to the appropriate resource failed, e.g. due to using
abbreviation. In the other two cases, the constructed query does not fulfill the information need of the
question. The detailed results of this evaluation are shown in Figure 3.8.
In the sequel, we elaborate on the result of the evaluation using QALD-1 benchmark. We excluded
7 complex questions and 13 questions requiring information beyond DBpedia, i.e., from YAGO and
11 http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/
12 Sina did not participate in the running campaign due to the late preparation, but we used these benchmarks for own evaluation.
13 A careful extension of our approach and analysis of the results will be required.
14 http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/3/qald3_results.pdf
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FOAF. From the remaining questions 14 require query expansion or query cleaning to map keywords to
resources correctly. In order to keep these 14 questions while reducing the effect of external parameters
(i.e. expansion and cleaning) in our evaluation analysis, we slightly modified the expression of these 14
questions in such a way that expansion and cleaning is not required anymore. For instance, the query
“Through which countries does the Yenisei river flow?” was slightly rephrased as countries of the
Yenisei river.
Figure 3.9 shows the results of the accuracy study for each of the 30 questions used in our evaluation.
Only the expression of questions printed with pink background has been modified compared to QALD-1.
Out of the 30 questions, our disambiguation method precisely identifies resources for 27 questions with
an MRR higher than 96%. Also, the query graph construction method correctly constructs the query
graphs retrieving answers for 25 questions exactly as required by the benchmark with precision 0.5, recall
0.5 and F-measure 0.5.
In the following, we discuss the reasons of failures. In the case of Q30, the failure is caused by data
quality (i.e., inconsistent domain and range information in DBpedia). Although suitable resources have
been identified i.e. dbp:creator and dbr:Goofy, generating a suitable SPARQL query failed due
to a conflict between the domain of the property dbp:creator and the type of the entity dbr:Goofy.
According to the DBpedia schema the domain of the property dbp:creator is dbo:Work but the type of
the entity dbr:Goofy has been declared as dbo:Person. In other words, there is no intersection between
CT of dbr:Goofy and OP of dbp:creator. In DBpedia, dbr:Goofy is with the type dbo:Person
wrongly placed as the subject of a triple with property dbp:creator. In the case of the Q37, the
constructed query is not matched to the information need of the question. The constructed query contains
the following triples: 1. dbr:Bill-Clinton dbp:child ?c.
2. dbr:Bill-Clinton dbp:spouse ?s. Our approach fails to identify appropriate resources for
Q1, Q2 and Q48. This failure is mainly due to the difficulty of recognizing the correct data granular-
ity and consequently identifying the right resources. The question ‘When did Germany join the
EU?’ needs query expansion. In fact, the segment ‘join the EU’ should be mapped to the property
dbp:accessioneudate. It is very unlikely that a user expresses a query close to the label of that
property. In the case of Q1, the segment ‘computer software’ should be mapped to a literal, whereas
currently the only kind of literal included for looking up is rdfs:label. Improving this is part of
our extension agenda. Q2 is very complex. For the given segment ‘located’ the corresponding
SPARQL query contains three triple patterns with the properties dbo:location, dbp:location and
dbp:locationCountry. Since we assume that each of the known segments in the benchmark could
be mapped to exactly one resource in the SPARQL query, our approach is not yet able to handle such
questions. Q30 does not aim at retrieving any resources (it uses ask instead of select). Although our
method successfully identifies correct resources and triple patterns, this question was not considered a
correct query.
3.6.3 Runtime Benchmark
Although performance was not (yet) the primary focus of our work, we also wanted to provide evidence
that our approach can be used for real-time querying. In the sequential version of Sina, all the requests to
the knowledge bases are performed sequentially. Our intuition was that the runtime can be optimized by
parallelizing those requests. In other to speedup runtime, we thus implemented parallelization over three
components, i.e., segment validation, resource retrieval and query construction. We evaluated the runtime
of our approach on the life-science as well as on QALD-1 benchmark queries. All experiments were
carried out on a Windows 7 machine with an Intel Core M 620 processor, 6GB of RAM and a 230GB
SSD. Table 3.3 shows the average runtime of Sina over DBpedia and the life science datasets (with and
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#K DBpedia Life Science Life Science with Inf.Seq Par %Gain Seq Par %Gain Seq Par %Gain
2 57.3 17.5 69.3 3.7 3.4 3.4 4.4 3.8 12.0
3 38.3 9.3 75.4 13.4 8.5 36.0 13.5 8.3 38.8
4 30.3 12.5 58.6 68.9 54.9 21.3 104.5 86.4 17.3
5 38.9 18.5 52.3 66.3 59.0 10.9 128.8 112.0 13.0
6 - - - 493.1 452.8 8.1 94.7 61.4 35.1
7 39.6 20.5 48.0 - - - - - -
Table 3.3: SINA performance in seconds in sequential mode (Seq) and with parallelization (Par) for different
number of keywords (K) and datasets.
without inferencing during state space construction) for three runs. Through employing parallelization,
we achieved a total performance gain of 60% for DBpedia, 16.8% for life science without inferencing
and 23.3% for life science with inferencing.
Although most life science queries without inferencing take less time than with inferencing their
performance gain is larger. This is due to the fact that the time saved in both versions is almost the same.
For instance, the average performance gain for six keyword queries in the life science scenario with and
without inferencing is approximately 40 and 33.3 seconds.
The observed results of runtime show that number of input keywords is not correlated to the achieved
gain or query execution time. There are several explanations: (1) The number of keywords does not
directly affect the number of requests sent to the knowledge base. In fact, the number of initial requests
sent to the knowledge base for resource retrieval is correlated to the number of valid segments (not input
keywords) while the number of valid segments is not depended on the number of input keywords. For
instance, for two keywords A and B, we may have three valid segments as (A, B, AB) while for three
keywords A, B and C we may have only two valid segments as (A, BC). (2) The size of the state space is
not related to the size of input keywords. For instance, a keyword A can retrieve more resources than
a keyword B, which means that a query containing keyword A will demand more time than a query
containing keyword B. (3) There are also external factors that affect the query execution runtime such as
the knowledge base indexing strategy.
3.7 Related Work
We analyze semantic search approaches in five dimensions, i.e., input query format, disambiguation,
expansion, data distribution and query transformation. With respect to the first dimension, there are two
common types of input query, i.e., natural language query and keyword query. There is a contradiction in
usability studies of these two types of input queries. While [68] shows that users prefer using natural
language queries to keywords, [69] presents that students prefer keyword query. Second dimension is
using a disambiguation approach which selects the best interpretation of the input query. Third dimension
is query expansion like taking into account synonyms in order to improve retrieval performance. Fourth
dimension is related to the number of the underlying knowledge bases, whether the search engine runs on
either a single knowledge base or multiple interlinked knowledge bases. The last dimension refers on
how to transform the input query to a formal query. Several approaches have been developed for this
transformation, i.e., document-centric, entity-centric and question-answering approaches.
Most of these approaches are adaptations of document retrieval approaches. For instance, Swoogle [28],
Watson [29], Sindice [26] stick to the document-centric paradigm. Entity-centric approaches (e.g.
Sig.Ma [27], Falcons [40], SWSE [39]) have recently emerged. However, the basis for all these services
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Systems Input query Disam. Expan. Data dis. Transformation
Sina NL & Keyword X - Multiple Question answering
Sindice Keyword - - Multiple Document retrieval
Sigma Keyword - - Multiple Entity retrieval
Swoogle Keyword - - Multiple Document retrieval
PowerAqua NL X X Multiple Question answering
TBSL NL X X Single Question answering
Table 3.4: Comparison of Semantic Web search engines in five dimensions.
are keyword indexing and retrieval relying on the matching user keywords and indexed terms. Examples
of question answering systems are PowerAqua [41] and OntoNL [31]. PowerAqua can automatically
combine information from multiple knowledge bases at runtime. The input is a natural language query
and the output is a list of relevant entities. PowerAqua lacks a deep linguistic analysis and can not handle
complex queries. Pythia [42] is a question answering system that employs deep linguistic analysis. It
can handle linguistically complex questions, but is highly dependent on a manually created lexicon.
Therefore, it fails with datasets for which the lexicon was not designed. Pythia was recently used as kernel
for TBSL [62], a more flexible question-answering system that combines Pythia’s linguistic analysis and
the BOA framework [45] for detecting properties to natural language patterns. Exploring schema from
anchor points bound to input keywords is another approach discussed in [48]. Querying Linked datasets
is addressed with the work mainly treat both the data and queries as bags of words [40, 70]. [71] presents
a hybrid solution for querying linked datasets. It runs the input query against one particular dataset
regarding the structure of data, then for candidate answers, it finds and ranks the linked entities from
other datasets. Table 3.4 compares six Semantic Web search engines in five dimensions. Our approach is
a prior work as it queries all the datasets at hand and then according to the structure of the data, it makes
a federated query. Furthermore, our approach is independent of any linguistic analysis and does not fail
when the input query is an incomplete sentence.
Segmentation and disambiguation are inherent challenges of keyword-based search. Keyword
queries are usually short and lead to significant keyword ambiguity [72]. Segmentation has been studied
extensively in the natural language processing (NLP) literature (e.g., [73]). NLP techniques for chunking
such as part-of-speech tagging or name entity recognition cannot achieve high performance when applied
to query segmentation. [74] addresses the segmentation problem as well as spelling correction and
employs a dynamic programming algorithm based on a scoring function for segmentation and cleaning.
An unsupervised approach to query segmentation in Web search is described in [75]. [76] is a supervised
method based on Conditional Random Fields (CRF) whose parameters are learned from query logs. For
detecting named entities, [77] uses query log data and Latent Dirichlet Allocation. In addition to query
logs, various external resources such as Web pages, search result snippets, Wikipedia titles and a history
of the user activities have been used [78–81]. Still, the most common approach is using the context for
disambiguation [82–84]. In this work, resource disambiguation is based on the structure of the knowledge
at hand as well as semantic relations between the candidate resources mapped to the keywords of the
input query.
3.8 Discussion and Conclusion
The result of evaluation shows the effectiveness as well as scalability of this approach. In the current
implementation forward chaining is carried out on the fly. Consequently, the runtime can be further
significantly increased by pre-processing the knowledge base, adding all statements that can be generated
via forward chaining and constructing an index for the label information. After implementing further
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performance optimizations (e.g. caching computed values such as resource distances), we expect our
implementation to require less than 10s for up to 5 keywords. Note that a main assumption of this work
is that some schema information is available for the underlying knowledge base and resources are typed
according to the schema. Regarding the disambiguation, the superiority of our model is related to the
transition probabilities. We achieved a fair balance between the qualification of states for transiting by
reflecting the popularity and distance in the hub and authority values and setting a transition probability
to the unknown entity state (depending on the hub value).
ID Query MRR Pr Re MRR+ Pr+ Re+
1 Which&are&possible&drugs&against&rickets? 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 Which&are&the&drugs&whose&side&effects&are&associated&with&&the&gene&TRPM6? 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 Which&diseases&are&associated&with&the&gene&FOXP2? 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 Which&are&targets&of&Hydroxocobalamin? 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 Which&genes&are&associated&with&diseases&whose&possible&drug&&targets&Cubilin? 1 1 1 0.5 1 1
6 Which&are&possible&drugs&for&diseases&associated&with&the&gene&ALD? 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 Which&are&targets&for&possible&drugs&for&diseases&associated&with&the&gene&ALD? 1 1 1 0.5 1 1
8 Which&are&the&side&effects&of&Penicillin&G? 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 Which&drugs&have&hypertension&and&vomiting&as&side&effects? 0.33 1 0.2 0.33 1 0.2
10 What&are&the&common&side&effects&of&&Doxil&and&Bextra? 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 Which&diseases&is&Cetuximab&used&for? 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 What&are&the&diseases&caused&by&Valdecoxib? 0 0 0 1 1 1
13 What&are&the&side&effects&of&Valdecoxib? 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 What&is&the&side&effects&of&drugs&used&for&Tuberculosis? 1 0.99 1 1 0.99 1
15 What&are&enzymes&of&drugs&used&for&anemia? 1 1 1 1 1 1
16 What&are&diseases&treated&by&tetracycline?& 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 What&are&side&effect&and&enzymes&of&drugs&used&for&ASTHMA? 1 0.99 1 1 0.98 1
18 List&references&of&drugs&targeting&Prothrombin! 1 1 1 1 1 1
19 What&are&drugs&interacting&with&allopurinol? 1 1 1 1 1 1
20 What&are&associate&genes&of&diseases&treated&with&Cetuximab? 1 1 1 0.5 1 0.46
21 What&is&the&food&interaction&of&allopurinol? 1 1 1 1 1 1
22 Which&drug&does&have&fever&as&side&effect? 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 What&is&the&associated&genes&of&breast&cancer?& 1 1 1 1 1 1
24 What&is&the&target&drug&of&Vidarabine? 1 1 1 1 1 1
25 Which&drugs&do&target&Multidrug&resistance&protein&1? 0.2 1 1 0.2 1 1
mean 0.8612 0.9192 0.888 0.8412 0.9588 0.9064
21.53
Figure 3.7: MRR, precision and recall for the life science benchmark.
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ID Query MRR Pr Re
2 Who%was%the%successor%of%John%F.%Kennedy? 0.5 1 1
15 What%is%the%longest%river? 1 1 1
21 What%is%the%capital%of%Canada? 0.5 1 1
22 Who%is%the%governor%of%Wyoming? 1 1 1
24 Who%was%the%father%of%Queen%Elizabeth%II? 1 1 1
26 How%many%official%languages%are%spoken%on%the%Seychelles? 1 1 1
30 What%is%the%birth%name%of%Angela%Merkel? 1 1 1
33 Give%me%all%Australian%nonprofit%organizations. 1 1 1
35 Who%developed%Minecraft? 1 1 1
39 Give%me%all%companies%in%Munich. 1 1 1
40 List%all%games%by%GMT. 1 1 1
41 Who%founded%Intel? 0.33 1 1
43 Give%me%all%breeds%of%the%German%Shepherd%dog. 1 1 1
54 What%are%the%nicknames%of%San%Francisco? 1 1 1
56 When%were%the%Hells%Angels%founded? 1 1 1
57 Give%me%the%Apollo%14%astronauts. 1 1 1
58 What%is%the%time%zone%of%Salt%Lake%City? 1 1 1
60 Give%me%a%list%of%all%lakes%in%Denmark. 1 1 1
61 How%many%space%missions%have%there%been? 0.2 1 1
62 Did%Socrates%influence%Aristotle? 1 1 1
63 Give%me%all%Argentine%films. 1 1 1
64 Give%me%all%launch%pads%operated%by%NASA. 1 1 1
65 Which%instruments%did%John%Lennon%play? 1 1 1
73 How%many%children%did%Benjamin%Franklin%have? 1 1 1
76 List%the%children%of%Margaret%Thatcher. 1 1 1
78 Was%Margaret%Thatcher%a%chemist? 1 1 1
81 Which%books%by%Kerouac%were%published%by%Viking%Press? 0.2 1 1
86 What%is%the%largest%city%in%Australia? 1 1 1
87 Who%composed%the%music%for%Harold%and%Maude? 1 1 1
88 Which%films%starring%Clint%Eastwood%did%he%direct%himself? 0.25 1 1
90 Where%is%the%residence%of%the%prime%minister%of%Spain? 1 1 1
100 Who%produces%Orangina? 1 1 1
Figure 3.8: MRR, precision and recall for QALD-3 questions on DBpedia.
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ID Query MRR Pr Re
29
In%which%films%directed%by%Garry%Marshall%was
%Julia%Roberts%starring?
1 1 1
46 What%is%the%highest%place%of%Karakoram? 1 1 1
30 Is%proinsulin%a%protein? 1 1 1
33 Who%created%Goofy? 1 0 0
27 What%is%the%revenue%of%IBM? 1 1 1
13 In%which%country%is%the%Limerick%Lake? 1 1 1
32 Which%television%shows%were%created%by%Walt%Disney? 1 1 1
40 Who%is%the%author%of%WikiLeaks? 1 1 1
19 What%is%the%currency%of%the%Czech%Republic? 1 1 1
11 What%is%the%area%code%of%Berlin? 1 1 1
16 Who%is%the%owner%of%Universal%Studios? 1 1 1
26 Give%me%all%soccer%clubs%in%Spain. 1 1 1
43 Which%river%does%the%Brooklyn%Bridge%cross? 1 1 1
5 What%are%the%official%languages%of%the%Philippines? 1 1 1
47 Death%cause%of%Bruce%Carver. 1 1 1
7 Death%place%of%Abraham%Lincoln. 1 1 1
49 Height%of%Claudia%Schiffer. 1 1 1
8 Date%of%Battle%of%Gettysburg. 0.5 1 1
34 Countries%of%the%Yenisei%river. 1 1 1
15 Occupation%of%Frank%Herbert. 1 1 1
12 Classis%of%the%Millepede. 1 1 1
31 Museum%of%The%Scream.% 1 1 1
50 Source%country%of%Nile. 1 1 1
10 Spouse%of%Barak%%Obama. 1 1 1
2
Which%telecommunications%organizations%
are%located%in%Belgium?
0 0 0
6 Name%of%leader%of%New%York%City. 0.5 1 1
41 Designer%of%Brooklyn%Bridge? 1 1 1
1
Which%companies%are%in%the%computer%
software%industry?
0 0 0
37 Spouse%of%child%of%%Bill%Clinton. 1 0 0
48 When%did%Germany%join%the%EU? 0 0 0
Figure 3.9: MRR, precision and recall for QALD-1 questions on DBpedia.
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CHAPTER 4
Keyword Query Expansion on Linked Data
Using Linguistic and Semantic Features1
Abstract: Effective search in structured information based on textual user input is of high importance
in thousands of applications. Query expansion methods augment the original query of a user with
alternative query elements with similar meaning to increase the chance of retrieving appropriate resources.
In this work, we introduce a number of new query expansion features based on semantic and linguistic
inferencing over Linked Open Data. We evaluate the effectiveness of each feature individually as well as
their combinations employing several machine learning approaches. The evaluation is carried out on
a training dataset extracted from the QALD question answering benchmark. Furthermore, we propose
an optimized linear combination of linguistic and lightweight semantic features in order to predict the
usefulness of each expansion candidate. Our experimental study shows a considerable improvement in
precision and recall over baseline approaches.
4.1 Introduction
With the growth of the Linked Open Data cloud, a vast amount of structured information was made
publicly available. Querying that huge amount of data in an intuitive way is challenging. SPARQL, the
standard query language of the semantic web, requires exact knowledge of the vocabulary and is not
accessible by laypersons. Several tools and algorithms have been developed that make use of semantic
technologies and background knowledge [85], such as TBSL [62], SINA [61] and Wolfram|Alpha2. Those
tools suffer from a mismatch between query formulation and the underlying knowledge base structure
that is known as the vocabulary problem [86]. For instance, using DBpedia as knowledge base, the query
“Who is married to Barack Obama?” could fail, because the desired property in DBpedia is labeled
“spouse” and there is no property labeled “married to”.
Automatic query expansion (AQE) is a tried and tested method in web search for tackling the vo-
cabulary problem by adding related words to the search query and thus increase the likelihood that
appropriate documents are contained in the result. The query is expanded with features such as synonyms,
e.g. “spouse” and “married to” in the example above, or hyponym-hypernym relations, e.g. “red” and
1 Corresponding publication is: Saeedeh Shekarpour, Konrad Höffner, Jens Lehmann, and Sören Auer, “Keyword Query
Expansion on Linked Data Using Linguistic and Semantic Features”, 2013 IEEE Seventh International Conference on
Semantic Computing, Irvine, CA, USA, September 16-18, 2013, 2013 pp. 191–197
2 http://www.wolframalpha.com
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“color”. We investigate, which methods semantic search engines can use to overcome the vocabulary
problem and how effective AQE with the traditional linguistic features is in this regard. Semantic search
engines can use the graph structure of RDF and follow interlinks between datasets. We employ this to
generate additional expansion features such as the labels of sub- and superclasses of resources. The
underlying research question is whether interlinked data and vocabularies provide features which can be
taken into account for query expansion and how effective those new semantic query expansion features
are in comparison to traditional linguistic ones.
We do this by using machine learning methods to generate a linear combination of linguistic and
semantic query expansion features with the aim of maximizing the F1-score and efficiency on different
benchmark datasets. Our results allow developers of new search engines to integrate AQE with good
results without spending much time on its design. This is important, since query expansion is usually not
considered in isolation, but rather as one step in a pipeline for question answering or keyword search
systems.
Our core contributions are as follows:
• Definition of several semantic features for query expansion.
• Creation of benchmark test sets for query expansion.
• Combining semantic and linguistic features in a linear classifier.
• An analysis of the effect of each feature on the classifier as well as other benefits and drawbacks of
employing semantic features for query expansion.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 4.2, the overall approach is described, in particular the
definition of features and the construction of the linear classifier. Section 4.3 provides the experiment on
the QALD-1, QALD-2 and QALD-3 test sets and presents the results we obtained. In the related work
in section 5.5, we discuss in which settings AQE is used. Finally, we conclude and give pointers to future
work.
4.2 Approach
In document retrieval, many query expansion techniques are based on information contained in the
top-ranked retrieved documents in response to the original user query, e.g. [87]. Similarly, our approach is
based on performing an initial retrieval of resources according to the original keyword query. Thereafter,
further resources are derived by leveraging the initially retrieved ones. Overall, the proposed process
depicted in Figure 4.1 is divided into three main steps. In the first step, all words closely related to the
original keyword are extracted based on two types of features – linguistic and semantic. In the second
step, various introduced linguistic and semantic features are weighted using learning approaches. In the
third step, we assign a relevance score to the set of the related words. Using this score we prune the
related word set to achieve a balance between precision and recall.
4.2.1 Extracting and Preprocessing of Data using Semantic and Linguistic Features
For the given input keyword k, we define the set of all words related to the keyword k as Xk =
{x1, x2, ..., xn}. The set Xk is defined as the union of the two sets LEk and S Ek. LEk (resp. S Ek) is
constructed as the collection of all words obtained through linguistic features (resp. semantic). Linguistic
features extracted from WordNet are:
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Figure 4.1: AQE Pipeline.
• synonyms: words having a similar meanings to the input keyword k.
• hyponyms: words representing a specialization of the input keyword k.
• hypernyms: words representing a generalization of the input keyword k.
The set S E comprises all words semantically derived from the input keyword k using Linked Data. To
form this set, we match the input keyword k against the rdfs:label property of all resources available as
Linked Open Data3. It returns the set APk = {r1, r2, ..., rn} as APk ⊂ (C ∪ I ∪ P) where C, I and P are
the sets of classes, instances and properties contained in the knowledge base respectively, whose labels
contain k as a sub-string or are equivalent to k. For each ri ∈ APk, we derive the resources semantically
related to ri by employing a number of semantic features. These semantic features are defined as the
following semantic relations:
• sameAs: deriving resources having the same identity as the input resource using owl:sameAs.
• seeAlso: deriving resources that provide more information about the input resource using rdfs:seeAlso.
• class/property equivalence: deriving classes or properties providing related descriptions for the
input resource using owl:equivalentClass and owl:equivalentProperty.
• superclass/-property: deriving all super classes/properties of the input resource by following the
rdfs:subClassOf or
rdfs:subPropertyOf property paths originating from the input resource.
• subclass/-property: deriving all sub resources of the input resource ri by following the rdfs:subClassOf
or
rdfs:subPropertyOf property paths ending with the input resource.
• broader concepts: deriving broader concepts related to the input resource ri using the SKOS
vocabulary properties skos:broader and skos:broadMatch.
• narrower concepts: deriving narrower concepts related to the input resource ri using skos:narrower
and skos:narrowMatch.
• related concepts: deriving related concepts to the input resource ri using skos:closeMatch,
skos:mappingRelation and skos:exactMatch.
3 via http://lod.openlinksw.com/sparql
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Note that on a given ri only those semantic features are applicable which are consistent with its associated
type. For instance, super/sub class/property relations are solely applicable to resources of type class or
property.
For each ri ∈ APk, we derive all the related resources employing the above semantic features. Then,
for each derived resource r′, we add all the English labels of that resource to the the set S Ek. Therefore,
S Ek contains the labels of all semantically derived resources. As mentioned before, the set of all related
words of the input keyword k is defined as Xk = LEk ∪ S Ek. After extracting the set Xk of related words,
we run the following preprocessing methods for each xi ∈ Xk:
1. Tokenization: extraction of individual words, ignoring punctuation and case.
2. Stop word removal: removal of common words such as articles and prepositions.
3. Word lemmatisation: determining the lemma of the word.
Vector space of a word
A single word xi ∈ Xk may be derived via different features. For example, as can be observed in
Figure 4.2, the word “motion picture” and “film” is derived by synonym, sameAs and equivalent relations.
Thus, for each derived word xi, we define a vector space representing the derived features resulting in
including that word. Suppose that totally we have n linguistic and semantic features. Each xi ∈ Xk is
associated with a vector of size n as Vxi = [α1, α2, . . . , αn]. Each αi represents the presence or absence
of the word xi in the list of the words derived via the feature fi. For instance, if we assume that f1 is
dedicated to the synonym feature, the value 1 for α1 in the Vxi means that xi is included in the list of the
words derived by the synonym feature. There are features and those features generate a set of expansion
words.
4.2.2 Feature Selection and Feature Weighting
In order to distinguish how effective each feature is and to remove ineffective features, we employ a
weighting schema ws for computing the weights of the features as ws : fi ∈ F → wi. Note that F is the
set of all features taken into account. There are numerous feature weighting methods to assign weight
to features like information gain [88], weights from a linear classifier [89], odds ratio, etc. Herein, we
consider two well-known weighting schemas.
Information Gain (IG)
Information gain is often used (see section 5.5) to decide which of the features are the most relevant.
We define the information gain (IG) of a feature as:
IG( fi) =
∑
c∈{+,−}
fi∈{present,absent}
Pr(c, fi) ln
Pr(c, fi)
Pr( fi)Pr(c)
In our approach, we used the ID3 decision tree algorithm with information gain.
Feature weights from linear classifiers
Linear classifiers, such as for example SVMs, calculate predictions by associating the weight wi to the
feature fi. Features whose wi is close to 0 have a small influence on the predictions. Therefore, we can
assume that they are not very important for query expansion.
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Figure 4.2: Exemplary expansion graph of the word movie using semantic features.
4.2.3 Setting the Classifier Threshold
As a last step, we set the threshold for the classifiers above. To do this, we compute the relevance
score value score(xi) for each word xi ∈ Xk. Naturally, this is done by combining the feature vector
Vxi = [α1, α2, . . . , αn] and the feature weight vector W = [w1, w2, . . . , wn] as follows:
score(xi) =
∑
i=1:n
αiwi
.
We can then compute a subset Yk of Xk by selecting all words, which are above a threshold θ:
Yk = {y|y ∈ Xk ∧ score(y) ≥ θ}
.
This reduces the set of query expansion candidates Xk to a set Yk containing only the words in Xk
above threshold θ. Since we use a linear weighted combination of features, words which exhibit one or
more highly relevant features are more likely to be included in the query expansion set Yk. Thus, the
threshold can be used to control the trade-off between precision and recall. A high threshold means
higher precision, but lower recall whereas a low threshold improves recall at the cost of precision.
To sum up, Yk is the output of the AQE system and provides words semantically related to the
input keyword k. Retrieval of resources from the underlying knowledge base is based on the match
of a given keyword with the rdfs:label of resources. Thus, this expansion increases the likelihood of
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recognizing more relevant resources. Because in addition to resources matching their rdfs:label to the
input keyword k, we take into account resources having match of their rdfs:label with the words contained
in Y . Subsequently, this causes an increase in recall. On the contrary, it may result in loss of precision
by including resources which may be irrelevant. A severe loss in precision significantly hurts retrieval
performance. Therefore, we investigate a moderate tradeoff between speed and accuracy, although the
final result highly depends on requirements of the search service( precision is more important or recall).
Herein, the set Y includes all xi ∈ X with a high relevance likelihood and excludes those with a low
likelihood.
4.3 Experiment and Result
4.3.1 Experimental Setup
The goal of our evaluation is to determine (1) How effective linguistic as well as semantic query
expansion features perform and (2) How well a linear weighted combination of features performs. To
the best of our knowledge, no benchmark has been created so far for query expansion tasks over Linked
Data. Thus, we created one benchmark dataset. This dataset called QALD benchmark contains 37
keyword queries obtained from the QALD-1 and QALD-2 benchmarks4. The QALD-1 and QALD-2
benchmarks are essentially tailored towards comparing question answering systems based on natural
language queries. We extracted all those keywords contained in the natural language queries requiring
expansion for matching to the target knowledge base resource.
An example are the keywords “wife” and “husband” which should be matched to dbpedia-owl:spouse.
Note that in the following all experiments are done on this dataset except the last experiment.
Features derived words matches
synonym 503 23
hyponym 2703 10
hypernym 657 14
sameAs 2332 12
seeAlso 49 2
equivalent 2 0
super class/property 267 4
sub class/property 2166 4
broader concepts 0 0
narrower concepts 0 0
related concepts 0 0
Table 4.1: Number of the words derived by each feature and their associated matches.
4.3.2 Results
Generally, when applying expansion methods, there is a risk of yielding a large set of irrelevant words,
which can have a negative impact on further processing steps. For this reason, we were interested in
4 http://www.sc.cit-ec.uni-bielefeld.de/qald-n for n = 1, 2.
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measuring the effectiveness of all linguistic as well as semantic features individually in order to decide
which of those are effective in query expansion. Table 4.1 shows the statistics over the number of derived
words and the number of matches per feature. Interestingly, sameAs has even more matches than synonym,
but also leads to a higher number of derived words. The hyponym and sub class/property return a huge
number of derived words while the number of matches are very low. The features hypernym and super
class/property in comparison to the rest of the features result in a considerable number of matches. The
features broader concepts, narrower concepts and related concepts provide a very small amount of
derived words and zero number of matches. Thus, we exclude the skos features in the later experiments.
In continuation, we investigate the accuracy of each individual feature. Thus, we employ a SVM
classifier and individually make an evaluation over the accuracy of each feature. This experiment was
done on the dataset with 10 fold cross validation. Table 4.4 presents the results of this study. In this table,
the precision, recall and F-Measure for the positive (+), negative (-) and all (total) examples are shown.
In addition, six separate evaluations are carried out over a subset of features which are semantically close
to each other e.g. hyponym+sub class/property.
In the following, we only mention the most prominent observations of this study. The features hyponym,
super class/property and sub class/property have the highest value for F-Measure. The precision of
sameAs is the same as for synonym. The feature equivalent has a high precision although the recall is
very low. The precision of the sub class/property and hyponym is high for negative examples. At last, the
combined features always behave better than the individual features.
Feature GR SVM IG
synonym 0.92 0.4 0.3
hyponym 0.4 0.81 0.49
hypernym 1 0.4 0.67
sameAs 0.4 0.8 0.49
seeAlso 0.4 1.36 0.3
equivalent 0.3 0.49 0.3
super class/property 0.45 1.45 0.7
sub class/property 1.5 0.67 1.12
Table 4.2: Computed weights of the features using the schemas Gain Ratio (GR), Support Vector Machines (SVM)
and Information Gain (IG).
The second goal of our experimental study is how well a linear weighted combination of features
can predict the relevant words? To do that, firstly we employed two weighting schemas as described in
the approach, i.e. information gain (IG) and the weighting of the linear classifier SVM. Secondly, these
computed weights are used for reformulating the input keyword.
Table 4.2 shows the weights computed by SVM schemas. The feature super class/property is ranked as
the highest distinguishing feature. The computed value of Hyponym is relatively high but this feature
has a negative influence on all examples. Interestingly, in SVM schema sameAs and seeAlso as well as
synonym are acquired the equal values. This may result in that sameAs and seeAlso can be a comparable
alternative for synonym. Furthermore, subproperty and subclass are excluded in this schema.
Thereafter, we scored all the derived words according to the beforehand computed weights. We set up
two different settings. In each setting, respectively, only linguistic features and only semantic features are
taken into account. A separate evaluation is carried out for each setting with respect to the computed
weights SVM.
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Table 4.3 shows the results of this study. Interestingly, the setting with only semantic features result in
an accuracy at least as high as the setting with only linguistic features. This observation is an important
finding of this paper that semantic features appear to be competitive with linguistic features.
Features Weighting P Recall F-Score
Linguistic SVM 0.73 0.65 0.62
Semantic SVM 0.68 0.63 0.6
Linguistic Decision Tree / IG 0.588 0.579 0.568
Semantic Decision Tree / IG 0.755 0.684 0.661
Table 4.3: Accuracy results of predicting the relevant derived words.
4.4 Related Work
Automatic Query Expansion (AQE) is a vibrant research field and there are many approaches that
differ in the choice and combination of techniques.
4.4.1 Design Choices for Query Expansion
In the following, we describe the most important choices of data sources, candidate feature extraction
methods and representations, feature selection methods and expanded query representations (cf. [90] for
a detailed survey).
Data sources are organized collections of words or documents. The choice of the data source is
crucial because it influences the size of the vocabulary as well as the available relations; and thus possible
expansion features. Furthermore, a data source is often restricted to a certain domain and thus constitutes
a certain context for the search terms. For example, corpora extracted from newspapers yield good results
when expanding search queries related to news but are generally less suited for scientific topics. Thus a
search query with the keyword “fields” intended for electromagnetic fields could be expanded to “football
fields” and yield even worse results then the original query.
Popular choices for data sources are text corpora, synsets, hyponyms and hypernyms, anchor texts,
search engine query logs or top ranked documents. Our approach uses both WordNet as a source for
synonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms as well as the LOD cloud to obtain labels of related classes or
properties, such as equivalent, sub- and super-resources (cf. section 4.2). WordNet is used frequently but
it suffers from two main problems [90]:
1. There is a lack of proper nouns which we tackle by using the LOD cloud including DBpedia which
contains mainly instances.
2. The large amount of ambiguous terms leads to a disambiguation problem. However, this does
not manifest itself in the relatively small models of the benchmarks we used (cf. section 4.3).
Disambiguation is not the focus of this work but may need to be addressed separately when our
approach is used in larger domains.
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Features P Recall F-Score
synonym 0.44 0.68 0.54 −
0.33 0.15 0.21 +
0.39 0.42 0.37 total
hyponym 0.875 0.368 0.519 −
0.6 0.947 0.735 +
0.737 0.658 0.627 total
hypernym 0.545 0.947 0.692 −
0.8 0.211 0.333 +
0.673 0.579 0.513 total
sameAs 0.524 0.579 0.55 −
0.529 0.474 0.5 +
0.527 0.526 0.525 total
seeAlso 0.471 0.842 0.604 −
0.25 0.053 0.087 +
0.36 0.447 0.345 total
equivalent 0.48 0.89 0.63 −
0.33 0.053 0.091 +
0.41 0.47 0.36 total
super class/property 0.594 1 0.745 −
1 0.316 0.48 +
0.797 0.658 0.613 total
sub class/property 0.48 0.89 0.63 −
0.33 0.05 0.09 +
0.52 0.41 0.47 total
sameAs, seeAlso, equivalent 0.5 0.579 0.53 −
0.5 0.42 0.45 +
0.5 0.5 0.49 total
synonym, sameAs, seeAlso, equivalent 0.47 0.579 0.52 −
0.46 0.36 0.41 +
0.47 0.47 0.46 total
hyponym, subresource 0.875 0.368 0.519 −
0.6 0.947 0.735 +
0.737 0.658 0.627 total
hypernym, superresource 0.594 1 0.745 −
1 0.316 0.48 +
0.797 0.658 0.613 total
Table 4.4: Separate evaluations of the precision, recall and f-score of each individual feature.
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Feature selection [91] consists of two parts: (1) feature weighting assigns a scoring to each feature
and (2) the feature selection criterion determines which of the features to retain based on the weights.
Some common feature selection methods are mutual information, information gain, divergence from
randomness and relevance models. A framework for feature weighting and selection methods is presented
in [91]. The authors compare different feature ranking schemes and (although not the primary focus of
the article) show that SVMs achieve the highest F1-score of the examined methods. We use information
gain and SVMs separately and compare the results. To learn the feature rankings we use the data mining
software Weka [92].
Expanded query representation can take the form of a Boolean or structured query, vectors of
concept types or unweighted terms and many others. Because our query is a set of keywords, our extended
query is an extended set of keywords and thus consists of unweighted terms.
4.4.2 Semantic Search and Question Answering Engines
While AQE is prevalent in traditional web search engines, the semantic search engines we examine in
the following either do not address the vocabulary problem or tackle it in a different way.
Table 4.5 shows how the participants of the QALD/ILD 2012 workshop and selected other approaches
tackle the vocabulary problem. Interestingly, two of the three considered approaches did not use any kind
of query expansion, relying instead only on exact string matching between the query keyword and the
label of the associated resource. Alexandria [93] uses Freebase to include synonyms and different surface
forms.
MHE5 combines query expansion and entity recognition by using textual references to a concept and
extracting Wikipedia anchor texts of links. For example, when looking at the following link:
<a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/United_Nations">UN</a>
Here the word “UN” is mapped to the concept United_Nations. This approach takes advantage of a large
amount of hand-made mappings that emerge as a byproduct. However, this approach is only viable for
Wikipedia-DBpedia or other text corpora whose links are mapped to resources.
Engine Method
TBSL [62] WordNet synonyms and BOA pattern library [94]
PowerAqua [41] WordNet synonyms and hypernyms, owl:sameAs
Eager [95] resources of the same type using Wikipedia categories
Alexandria [93] alternative names (synonyms and different surface forms) from Freebase [96]
SemSeK [97] no AQE
QAKiS [98] no AQE
MHE Wikipedia anchor texts from links pointing to the concept
Table 4.5: Prevalence of AQE in RDF based search or question answering engines.
Eager [95] expands a set of resources with resources of the same type using DBpedia and Wikipedia
categories (instead of linguistic and semantic features in our case). Eager extracts implicit category and
synonym information from abstracts and redirect information, determines additional categories from the
5 http://ups.savba.sk/~marek
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DBpedia category hierarchy and then extracts additional resources which have the same categories in
common.
PowerAqua [41] is an ontology-based system that answers natural language queries and uses WordNet
synonyms and hypernyms as well as resources related with the owl:sameAs property.
A prerequisite of feature-based Query Expansion is, that the data about the features used, i.e. the
pairs contained in the relations, is available. Relation equivalency (owl:equivalentProperty) links in
particular are often not, or not completely, defined for a knowledge base. There is however an approach
for mining equivalent relations from Linked Data, that relies on three measures of equivalency: triple
overlap, subject agreement and cardinality ratio. [99]
An approach similar to ours is [100], however it relies on supervised learning and uses only semantic
expansion features instead of a combination of both semantic and linguistic ones.
4.5 Conclusions
Semantic search is one of the most important applications for demonstrating the value of the semantic
web to real users. In the last years, a number of approaches for semantic search have been introduced.
However, other than in traditional search, the effect of query expansion has not yet been studied. With
semantically structured knowledge, we can also employ additional semantic query expansion features.
In this work, we performed a comprehensive study of semantic query expansion. We compared the
effectiveness of linguistic and semantic query expansion as well as their combination. Based on a query
expansion benchmark we created, our results suggest that semantic features are at least as effective as
linguistic ones and the intelligent combination of both brings a boost in precision and recall.
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CHAPTER 5
Query Reformulation on RDF Knowledge Bases
using Hidden Markov Models1
Abstract: Textual querying is the most popular and simple way to retrieve information. Query
expansion is a way to reformulate the input query in order to increase the chance of retrieving appropriate
information. A common way is to derive words from linguistic resources (e.g. WordNet). However,
taking all words derived from the input keywords into account significantly increases retrieval cost. We
introduce a novel method for automatic query expansion with respect to background knowledge. Our
method uses a Hidden Markov Model to determine the most suitable derived words from linguistic
resources. We employ the co-occurrence of words in the background knowledge for connecting derived
words. The evaluation is carried out on a test query set extracted from the QALD question answering
benchmark. Our experimental study shows the feasibility and high accuracy of the method.
5.1 Introduction
There is increasingly much structured data being published on the Web. So far, more than 31 billion
triples2) are publicly available. Yet, retrieving information is a challenge mainly due to the need of having
accurate knowledge of the used vocabularies. Most of the schema-aware search systems, for example,
question answering systems such as TBSL [62] and SINA [61], suffer from a vocabulary mismatch
between the input query keywords and the underlying knowledge base schema [86]. For instance, using
DBpedia as knowledge base, the query “Who is wife of Barack Obama?” could fail, because the desired
property in DBpedia is labeled “spouse”.
Automatic query expansion is a long-standing research topic in information retrieval. It is a way
of reformulating the input query in order to overcome the vocabulary mismatch problem. In case of
a vocabulary mismatch, schema-aware search systems are unable to retrieve data. Therefore, query
expansion can be a crucial step in question answering or keyword search pipeline. A naive way for
automatic query expansion is adding words derived from linguistic resources. In this regard, expansions
are synonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms of the input keywords. In practice, this naive approach fails due
to high retrieval cost and substantially decreasing precision.
1 Corresponding publication is: Saeedeh Shekarpour and Sören Auer, “Query Reformulation on RDF Knowledge Bases using
Hidden Markov Models”, Submitted to the Eighth International Conference on Web Search and Web Data Mining, WSDM
2015, 2015
2 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/lodcloud/state/ (March 1th, 2014)
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Traditional information retrieval approaches cannot exploit the internal structure of data due to their
use of bag-of-words semantics. For searching information on the Data Web we need similar informational
retrieval concepts like words co-occurence which takes the internal structure of the data into account.
An RDF knowledge base can be viewed as a directed, labeled graph Gi = (Vi, Ei) where Vi is a set of
nodes comprising all entities and literal property values, and Ei is a set of directed edges, i.e. the set of
all properties.
In order to address the vocabulary mismatch problem, we employ a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
to obtain the optimal tuple of words. We test different bootstrapping methods for the HMM parameters
using various distributions as well as an algorithm based on Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS).
Our proposed functions for HMM parameters produce the best results for expansion.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We define the concept of triple-based co-occurrence of words in RDF knowledge bases.
• We extend the Hidden Markov Model approach for choosing the most likely derived words.
• We create a benchmark test set for query expansion.
• We analyze the effect of this approach for both – queries requiring expansion and those which do
not.
The paper is structured as follows: In the following section, we present the problem at hand in more
detail and some of the notations and concepts used in this work. Section 5.3 presents the proposed
reformulation method in detail. Our evaluation results are presented in Section 5.4 while related work is
reviewed in Section 5.5. Finally, we conclude and give pointers to future work.
5.2 Problem and Preliminaries
In this work we focus on user-supplied queries in natural language, which we transform into an ordered
sets of keywords through tokenizing and stop-word removal. Our input query thus is an n-tuple of
keywords, i.e. Q = (k1, k2, ..., kn).
Definition 12 (Segment). For a given query Q = (k1, k2, ..., kn), the segment S (i, j) is the sequence of
keywords from start position i to end position j, i.e., S (i, j) = (ki, ki+1, ..., k j).
The segment set is the list of all segments S (i, j) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) derived for the input query Q with respect
to the order of keywords. Since the number of keywords is in most queries less than six 3, retrieving the
list of all segments is not computationally expensive.
The desired output of our approach is a ranked list of reformulated queries. A reformulated query
formally is defined as follows:
Definition 13 (Reformulated query). For an n-tuple query Q = (k1, k2, ..., kn), a reformulated query is
an m-tuple of keywords R(Q) = (k′1, k
′
2, ..., k
′
m) where each k
′
i either matches a keyword k j in Q or was
linguistically derived from a segment S (l, j).
For each segment si, we derive related words via linguistic features. Linguistic features extracted from
WordNet [101] are:
• Synonyms: words having the same or a very similar meaning to the input segment si.
3 http://www.keyworddiscovery.com/keyword-stats.html?date=2012-08-01
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• Hyponyms: words representing a specialization of the input segment si.
• Hypernyms: words representing a generalization of the input segment si.
Definition 14 (Expansion set). For the given query Q, we define the expansion set as the union of all the
following items:
1. Original words: segments extracted from the input query with respect to the order.
2. Lemmatized words: words determined as the lemma of the extracted segments.
3. Linguistic words: words derived via applying linguistic features over the extracted segments.
5.3 Reformulating Query Using Hidden Markov Model
In this section, we describe how we use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for reformulating the input
query. First, we introduce the notation of HMM parameters and then we detail how we bootstrap the
parameters of our HMM for reformulating.
Hidden Markov Models: Formally, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a quintuple λ = (X,Y, A, B, pi)
where:
• X is a finite set of states. In our case, X equals to the expansion set associated with the input n-tuple
of keywords.
• Y denotes the set of observations. Herein, Y equals to the set of all segments derived from the input
n-tuple of keywords.
• A : X × X → [0, 1] is the transition matrix. Each entry ai j is the transition probability Pr(S j|S i)
from state i to state j.
• B : X × Y → [0, 1] represents the emission matrix. Each entry bih = Pr(h|S i) is the probability of
emitting the symbol h from state i.
• pi : X → [0, 1] denotes the initial probability of states.
Commonly, supervised learning is employed for estimating the Hidden Markov Model parameters.
We rely on bootstrapping, a technique used to estimate an unknown probability distribution function.
Specifically, we bootstrap the parameters of our HMM by using statistical information as well as
parameter sensitivity evaluation for the emission probability and more importantly the topology of
the RDF graph for the transition probability. The results of the evaluation show that by using these
bootstrapped parameters, we achieve a high Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) above 69% (as discussed in
Section 5.4).
Constructing the State Space: A-priori, the state space is populated with as many states as the total
number of words in the the expansion set. Note that the expansion set is formed based on the input
n-tuple of keywords. In each state, the observable item is a segment that the associated word originated
from. For instance, the word spouse is derived from the segment wife, so wife is emitted from the
state spouse. Based on this construction of the state space, we are able to detect more likely derived
words through the sequence of observable input keywords. The reformulated query is then determined
through the most likely sequence of states.
Relations between States: There is a transition between two states, if the associated words are
co-occurring. For RDF knowledge bases, we define co-occurrence of words in terms of triple-based
co-occurrence.
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Definition 15 (Triple-based Co-occurrence). In a given triple t = (s, p, o), two words w1 and w2 are
co-occurring, if they appear in the labels (rdfs:label) of at least two resources (i.e., (s, p), (s, o) or
(o, p)). The following SPARQL query checks the co-occurrence of w1 and w2 in the subject-predicate
position.
ASK WHERE { {
?s ?p ?o .
?s rdfs:label ?sl .
?p rdfs:label ?pl .
FILTER(regex(?sl,"word1") AND
regex(?pl,"word2"))
} UNION {
?s ?p ?o .
?s rdfs:label ?sl .
?p rdfs:label ?pl .
FILTER(regex(?sl,"word2") AND
regex(?pl,"word1"))
}
FILTER(langMatches(lang(?sl),"en") AND
langMatches(lang(?pl),"en")) }
5.3.1 Bootstrapping the Model Parameters
Our bootstrapping approach for the model parameters A and pi is based on the HITS algorithm and
relations between words in the knowledge base. The rationale is that the relatedness of two resources can
be defined in terms of two parameters: the co-occurrence between the two words and the popularity of
each of the words. The co-occurrence between two words is based on triple-based co-occurrence. The
popularity of a word is simply the co-occurrence degree of the words available in the state space. We use
the HITS algorithm for transforming these two values to hub and authority values (as detailed below).
An analysis of the bootstrapping shows significant improvement of accuracy. In the following, we first
introduce the HITS algorithm, since it is employed within the functions for computing the two HMM
parameters A and pi. Then, we discuss the distribution functions proposed for each parameter. Finally, we
compare our bootstrapping method with other well-known distribution functions.
Hub and Authority of States. Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) is a link analysis algorithm
that was developed originally for ranking Web pages [63]. It assigns a hub and an authority value to each
Web page. The hub value estimates the value of links to other pages and the authority value estimates the
value of the content on a page. Hub and authority values are mutually interdependent and computed in a
series of iterations. In each iteration the authority value is updated to the sum of the hub scores of each
referring page; and the hub value is updated to the sum of the authority scores of each referring page.
After each iteration, hub and authority values are normalized. This normalization process causes these
values to converge eventually.
For each two states S i and S j in the state space, we add an edge if he two corresponding words
co-occurs in one triple. The authority of a state can now be computed by: auth(S j) =
∑
S i
hub(S i). The
hub value of a state is given by hub(S j) =
∑
S i
auth(S i). These definitions of hub and authority for states
are the foundation for computing the transition and initial probabilities in the HMM.
Transition Probability. To compute the transition probability between two states, we take the
connectivity of the whole space state into account. The transition probability of state S j following
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state S i is denoted as ai j = Pr(S j|S i). Note that the condition ∑
S i
Pr(S j|S i) = 1 holds. The transition
probability from the state S i to the state S j is computed by:
ai j = Pr(S j|S i) = auth(S j)∑
∀aik>0
auth(S k)
× hub(S i)
Here, the probabilities from state S i to the neighbouring states are uniformly distributed based on the
authority values. Consequently, states with higher authority values are more probable to be met.
Initial Probability. The initial probability pi(S i) is the probability that the model assigns to the initial
state S i at the beginning. The initial probabilities fulfill the condition
∑
∀S i
pi(S i) = 1. We denote states for
which the first keyword is observable by InitialS tates. The initial states are defined as follows:
pi(S i) =
auth(S i) + hub(S i)∑
∀S j∈InitialS tates
(auth(S j) + hub(S j))
In fact, pi(S i) of an initial state is uniformly distributed on both hub and authority values.
Emission Probability. For computing the emission probability of the state S i and the emitted segment
h, we consider the origin type of the word associated to the state S i. Words associated with the states
originated from one of following:
1. Original words: segments extracted from the input query with respect to the original order.
2. Lemmatized words: words representing lemmas of the extracted segments.
3. Linguistic words: words obtained by through linguistic relations from the extracted segments.
We assign the probability θ if the word has as origin either original words or lemmatized words.
bih = Pr(h|S i) = θ
We assign the probability η if the word is a linguistic word.
bih = Pr(h|S i) = η
Intuitively, θ should be larger than η. A statistical analysis with our query corpus confirms this
assumption. Accordingly, around 82% of the words do not have a vocabulary mismatch problem. Hence,
taking either the original words or lemmatised words into account suffices to a large extent. Only around
12% of the words have a vocabulary mismatch problem. However, we can not solely rely on this statistics.
We consider the difference γ between θ and η and perform a parameter sensitivity evaluation on γ.
Viterbi Algorithm for the K-best Set of Hidden States. The optimal path through the HMM for a
given sequence (i.e. input query keywords) generates a reformulated query. The Viterbi algorithm or
Viterbi path [64] is a dynamic programming approach for finding the optimal path through a HMM for
a given input sequence. It discovers the most likely sequence of underlying hidden states that might
have generated a given sequence of observations. This discovered path has the maximum joint emission
and transition probability of the involved states. The sub-paths of this most likely path also have the
maximum probability for the respective sub-sequence of observations. The naive version of this algorithm
just keeps track of the most likely path. We extended this algorithm using a tree data structure to store all
possible paths generating the observed query keywords. Thus, our implementation can provide a ranked
list of all paths generating the observation sequence with the corresponding probability.
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Example 5.16 Let us consider the input query: altitude of Everest. The observa-
tion list is shown in the first column of Table 5.1. After constructing and pruning state space,
it contains the words listed in the second column of Table 5.1 (only a subset of state space is
presented). By running the Viterbi algorithm, we have a ranked list of the chosen words that
the sequence altitude of Everest is observable through. In the following, we show the
top-4 most likely paths along with their associated probability.
0.02451: altitude, Everest.
0.01681: elevation, Everest.
0.01145: length, Everest.
0.01145: height, Everest.
Observation States Origin Type
Everest Everest original keyword
altitude
altitude original keyword
elevation synonym
height synonym
ceiling hyponym
level hyponym
distance hypernym
altitude Everest altitude Everest original keyword
Table 5.1: A subset of state space along with the origin type, list of all observations for the given query altitude
Everest.
5.4 Evaluation
In general, when applying expansion methods, there is a high risk of yielding a large set of irrelevant
words, which will have a negative impact on the runtime and the accuracy of the question answering
system. For this reason, the goal of our evaluation is to determine: (1) How effective is our method
with regard to a correct reformulation of queries which have vocabulary mismatch problem? (2) How
robust is the method for queries which do not have vocabulary mismatch problem? To the best of our
knowledge, no benchmark has been created so far for query expansion tasks over Linked Data. Thus,
we created a benchmark dataset, which contains 20 keyword queries obtained from the QALD-1 and
QALD-2 benchmarks4. The QALD-1 and QALD-2 benchmarks are essentially tailored for comparing
question answering systems based on natural language queries. Out of the overall 20 queries 10 have a
vocabulary mismatch problem and require to be reformulated. Table 5.2 lists the entire set of queries. In
addition, the last column of this table shows the statistics over the number of derived words per query. As
it can be seen, for a low number of input keywords, relatively high number of derived words can be taken
into account.
Our experimental study is divided into two parts. First, we perform an evaluation of the bootstrapping
parameters of the Hidden Markov Model. We dedicate 10 initial queries from the benchmark for this
purpose. Second, we evaluate the overall accuracy using the remaining queries. In this step, we employ
the optimal parameter setting learned during the first step.
Since the output of our approach is a ranked list, the metric employed for evaluation is rank R and
cumulative rank CR. If the desired output is placed in the position i, the dedicated rank is i. Moreover, it
4 http://www.sc.cit-ec.uni-bielefeld.de/qald-n for n = 1, 2.
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ID Query Mismatch word Match word # Derived words
Q1 profession bandleader profession occupation 47
Q2 Barak Obama wife wife spouse 48
Q3 Is Natalie Portman an actress? actress actor 139
Q4 Lawrence of Arabia conflict conflict battle 114
Q5 children of Benjamin Franklin children child 41
Q6 capital of Canada - - 52
Q7 companies in Munich - - 11
Q8 governor of Texas - - 25
Q9 official languages of the Philippines - - 108
Q10 Who founded Intel? - - 6
Q11 movies with Tom Cruise movie film 77
Q12 husband of Amanda Palmer wife husband spouse 32
Q13 altitude of Everest altitude elevation 16
Q14 companies in California company organisation 117
Q15 writer of Wikipedia writer author 966
Q16 soccer clubs in Spain - - 1 9
Q17 employees of Google - - 10
Q18 successor of John F. Kennedy - - 77
Q19 nicknames of San Francisco - - 15
Q20 Statue of Liberty built - - 43
Table 5.2: List of the queries in our benchmark along with the number of the derived words.
is probable that several items have the same rank, thus, we define cumulative rank in the position p as:
CR =
p∑
i=1
ni. The goal is to reach a minimum for R and CR.
As mentioned in the previous section, γ is the difference between the emission probabilities θ and
η. γ = 0 means that we do not differentiate between original words and derived words. We measured
the accuracy of the approach by assigning different values to γ. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 shows the
results of evaluation. Figure 5.2 shows rank and cumulative rank for queries required to be reformulated
and Figure 5.3 shows the results for queries which do not. Obviously, assigning a positive value to γ
prioritizes original words. The optimum value is γ = 0.3.
We bootstrapped transition probability on uniform distribution once with applying HITS algorithm
and once without. Figure 5.1 compares the results of this bootstrapping. On average, the cumulative rank
(CR) without applying HITS is higher. It can be observed, that by applying HITS, a model can produce
more distinguishable probability values. Applying HITS is slightly more effective.
Figure 5.4 represents rank (R) and cumulative rank (CR) for test queries from the benchmark. The
first five queries require to be reformulated and the rest do not. Although the size of state space is
relatively high, the desired reformulated query appears in top-4 items. An important observation is that
this approach is quite robust in case of queries that do not have vocabulary mismatch problem. In fact,
including a high number of derived words does not affect the priority of original words.
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Figure 5.1: Rank (R) and Cumulative Rank (CR) with uniform distribution with and without applying HITS
algorithm.
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Figure 5.2: Rank (R) and Cumulative Rank (CR) for different values of γ for queries that require expansion.
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Figure 5.3: Rank (R) and Cumulative Rank (CR) for different values of γ for queries that do not require expansion.
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Figure 5.4: Rank (R) and Cumulative rank (CR) for the test queries.
5.5 Related Work
Automatic Query Expansion (aqe) has been focus of researchers for a long time. It aims at improving
retrieval efficiency. Here we divide available works into two parts. The first part discusses a load of
approaches employed for query expansion on Web of Documents. The second part presents state of art of
query expansion on Semantic Web.
5.5.1 Query Expansion on Web of Documents
Various approaches differ in the choice of data sources and features. Data source is a collections of
words or documents. The choice of the data source influences the size of the vocabulary (expansion
terms) as well as the available features. Furthermore, a data source is often restricted to a certain domain
and thus constitutes a certain context for the search terms. Common choices for data sources are text
corpora, WordNet synsets, hyponyms and hypernyms, anchor texts, search engine query logs or top
ranked documents. A popular way of choosing data source is Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) based
query expansion. In this method, top-n retrieved documents are assumed to be relevant and employed
as data source. [102] as one of the early works expands queries based on word similarity using cosine
coefficient. [103, 104] give the theoretical basis for detecting similarity based on co-occurence.
Feature selection [91] consists of two parts: (1) feature weighting assigns a scoring to each feature
and (2) the feature selection criterion determines which of the features to retain based on the weights.
Some common feature selection methods are mutual information, information gain, divergence from
randomness and relevance models. A framework for feature weighting and selection methods is presented
in [91]. The authors compare different feature ranking schemes and show that SVM achieves the highest
F1-score of the examined methods.
[90] presents a comprehensive survey of aqe in information retrieval and detail a large amount of
candidate feature extraction methods.
5.5.2 Query Expansion on Semantic Web
Since Semantic Web is publishing structured data, expansion methods can be enhanced by taking
the structure of data into account. A very important choice is defining and employing new features.
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For instance, our previous work [105] introduces a number of new query expansion features based on
semantic and linguistic inferencing over Linked Open Data. It evaluates the effectiveness of each feature
individually as well as their combinations employing several machine learning approaches. An approach
similar to ours is [100], however it relies on supervised learning and uses only semantic expansion
features instead of a combination of both semantic and linguistic ones. A prerequisite of feature-based
Query Expansion is, that the data about the features used, i.e. the pairs contained in the relations,
is available. Relation equivalency (owl:equivalentProperty) links in particular are often not, or not
completely, defined for a knowledge base. There is however an approach for mining equivalent relations
from Linked Data, that relies on three measures of equivalency: triple overlap, subject agreement and
cardinality ratio. [99]
However, While aqe is prevalent in traditional web search engines, the current semantic search engines
either do not address the vocabulary problem or tackle it in a different way. SemSeK [97], SINA [61],
QAKiS [98] are semantic search engines which still do not use any kind of query expansion and rely
instead only on exact string matching between the query keyword and the label of the associated resource.
Alexandria [93] uses Freebase to include synonyms and different surface forms. MHE5 combines query
expansion and entity recognition by using textual references to a concept and extracting Wikipedia anchor
texts of links. This approach takes advantage of a large amount of hand-made mappings that emerge as a
byproduct. However, this approach is only viable for Wikipedia-DBpedia or other text corpora whose
links are mapped to resources. Eager [95] expands a set of resources with resources of the same type
using DBpedia and Wikipedia categories (instead of linguistic and semantic features in our case). Eager
extracts implicit category and synonym information from abstracts and redirect information, determines
additional categories from the DBpedia category hierarchy and then extracts additional resources which
have the same categories in common. PowerAqua [41] is an ontology-based system that answers natural
language queries and uses WordNet synonyms and hypernyms as well as resources related with the
owl:sameAs property.
The presented approach here benefits structure of data for expanding query. With respect to the
available methods fiting to Semantic Web, it is a pioneer.
5.6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a method for automatic query expansion. It employs a Hidden Markov
Model for generating a suitable reformulated query. The relations between states in this model are formed
using triple-based co-occurrence of words in the RDF knowledge base. With this approach we are able to
exclude less likely derived words. The result of the evaluation confirms the feasibility and high accuracy
of this model. We plan to extend this work in different directions. Up to now, all computations are
carried out on the fly. We plan to create an index especially for co-occurrence of words in order to reduce
the computational load during runtime. Another possible extension is applying a supervised learning
approach for learning Hidden Markov Model parameters. As a next step, we plan to extend the size of
our benchmark and perform further evaluations. We are also interested in applying more features (e.g.
obtained from Wikipedia) for constructing the expansion set.
5 http://ups.savba.sk/~marek
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APPENDIX A
Keyword-Driven Resource Disambiguation over
RDF Knowledge Bases1
In this appendix, we attach our publication Keyword-Driven Resource Disambiguation over RDF
Knowledge Bases [9] which provides more experimental study on query segmentation and resource
disambiguation.
1 Published as: Saeedeh Shekarpour, Axel-Cyrille Ngonga Ngomo, and Sören Auer, “Keyword-Driven Resource Disambigua-
tion over RDF Knowledge Bases”, Semantic Technology, Second Joint International Conference, JIST 2012, Nara, Japan,
December 2-4, 2012. Proceedings, Springer, 2012 pp. 159–174
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Department of Computer Science, University of Leipzig, Johannisgasse 26,
04103 Leipzig, Germany
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Abstract. Keyword search is the most popular way to access informa-
tion. In this paper we introduce a novel approach for determining the
correct resources for user-supplied queries based on a hidden Markov
model. In our approach the user-supplied query is modeled as the ob-
served data and the background knowledge is used for parameter es-
timation. We leverage the semantic relationships between resources for
computing the parameter estimations. In this approach, query segmenta-
tion and resource disambiguation are mutually tightly interwoven. First,
an initial set of potential segments is obtained leveraging the underlying
knowledge base; then, the final correct set of segments is determined after
the most likely resource mapping was computed. While linguistic anal-
ysis (e.g. named entity, multi-word unit recognition and POS-tagging)
fail in the case of keyword-based queries, we will show that our statis-
tical approach is robust with regard to query expression variance. Our
experimental results reveal very promising results.
1 Introduction
The Data Web currently amounts to more than 31 billion triples1 and contains
a wealth of information on a large number of different domains. Yet, accessing
this wealth of structured data remains a key challenge for lay users. The same
problem emerged in the last decade when users faced the huge amount of infor-
mation available of the Web. Keyword search has been employed by popular Web
search engines to provide access to this information in a user-friendly, low-barrier
manner. However, keyword search in structured data raises two main difficulties:
First, the right segments of data items that occur in the keyword queries have
to be identified. For example, the query ‘Who produced films starring Natalie
Portman’ can be segmented to (‘produce’, ‘film’, ‘star’, ‘Natalie Portman’ ) or
(‘produce’, ‘film star’, ‘Natalie’, ‘Portman’). Note that the first segmentation
is more likely to lead to a query that contain the results intended for by the
user. Second, these segments have to be disambiguated and mapped to the right
resources. Note that the resource ambiguity problem is of increasing importance
1 See http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/lodcloud/state/ (May 23th, 2012).
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as the size of knowledge bases on the Linked Data Web grows steadily. Consid-
ering the previous example2, the segment ‘film’ is ambiguous because it may
refer to the class dbo:Film (the class of all movies in DBpedia) or to the prop-
erties dbo:film or dbp:film (which relates festivals and the films shown during
these festivals). In this paper, we present an automatic query segmentation and
resource disambiguation approach leveraging background knowledge. Note that
we do not rely on training data for the parameter estimation. Instead, we leverage
the semantic relationships between data items for this purpose. While linguistic
methods like named entity, multi-word unit recognition and POS-tagging fail
in the case of an incomplete sentences (e.g. for keyword-based queries), we will
show that our statistical approach is robust with regard to query expression vari-
ance. This article is organized as follows: We review related work in Section 2.
In Section 3 we present formal definitions laying the foundation for our work. In
the section 4 our approach is discussed in detail. For a comparison with natural
language processing (NLP) approaches section 5 introduces an NLP approach
for segmenting query. Section 6 presents experimental results. In the last section,
we close with a discussion and an outlook on potential future work.
2 Related Work
Our approach is mainly related to two areas of research: text and query segmen-
tation and entity disambiguation. Text segmentation has been studied exten-
sively in the natural language processing (NLP) literature, and includes tasks
such as noun phrase chunking where the task is to recognize the chunks that
consist of noun phrases (see e.g., [16]). Yet, such approaches cannot be applied
to query segmentation since queries are short and composed of keywords. Conse-
quently, NLP techniques for chunking such as part-of-speech tagging [4] or name
entity recognition [7,5] cannot achieve high performance when applied to query
segmentation. Segmentation methods for document-based Information Retrieval
can be categorized into statistical and non-statistical algorithms. As an example
of none statistical methods, [15] addresses the segmentation problem as well as
spelling correction. Each keyword in a given query is first expanded to a set
of similar tokens in the database. Then, a dynamic programming algorithm is
used to search for the segmentation based on a scoring function. The statisti-
cal methods fall into two groups, namely supervised and unsupervised methods.
For example, the work presented in [19] proposes an unsupervised approach to
query segmentation in Web search. Yet this technique can not be easily applied
to structured data. Supervised statistical approaches are used more commonly.
For example, [25] presents a principled statistical model based on Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) whose parameters are learned from query logs. For de-
tecting named entities, [9] uses query log data and Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
In addition to query logs, various external resources such as Webpages, search
2 The underlying knowledge base and schema used throughout the paper for examples
and evaluation is DBpedia 3.7 dataset and ontology.
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Data: q: n-tuple of keywords, knowledge base
Result: SegmentSet: Set of segments
1 SegmentSet=new list of segments;
2 start=1;
3 while start <= n do
4 i = start;
5 while S(start,i) is valid do
6 SegmentSet.add(S(start,i));
7 i++;
8 end
9 start++;
10 end
Algorithm 1. Naive algorithm for determining all valid segments taking the order
of keywords into account
result snippets and Wikipedia titles have been used [17,20,3]. Current segmen-
tation algorithms are not applicable to our segmentation problem for several
reasons. First, because they mostly are not intended for search on structured
data, it is not guaranteed that the segments they retrieve are actually part of
the underlying knowledge base. Another problem with these segmentation al-
gorithms is that they ignore the semantic relationships between segments of a
segmentation. Thus, they are likely to return sub-optimal segmentations.
An important challenge in Web search as well as in Linked Data Search is
entity disambiguation. Keyword queries are usually short and inherently lead to
significant keyword ambiguity as one query word may represent different infor-
mation needs for different users [21]. There are different ways for tackling this
challenge; firstly, query clustering [6,23,2] applies unsupervised machine learning
to cluster similar queries. The basic insight here is that it has been observed that
users with similar information needs click on a similar set of pages, even though
the queries they pose may vary. Other approaches apply query disambiguation,
which tries to find the most appropriate sense of each keyword. To achieve this
goal, one way is involving the user in selecting the correct sense [11,10,24]. An-
other technique for disambiguation is personalized search by using a history of
the user activities to tailor the best choice for disambiguation [1,18,26]. Still,
the most common approach is using context for disambiguation [14,8,13]. Albeit
context has been defined vaguely (with various definitions), herein we define
context as information surrounding the given query which can be employed for
augmenting search results. In this work, resource disambiguation is based on
a different type of context: we employ the structure of the knowledge at hand
as well as semantic relations between the candidate resources mapped to the
possible segmentations of the input query.
3 Formal Specification
RDF data is modeled as a directed, labeled graph G = (V,E) where V is a
set of nodes i.e. the union of entities and property values, and E is a set of
directed edges i.e. the union of object properties and data value properties.
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The user-supplied query can be either a complete or incomplete sentence. How-
ever, after removing the stop words, typically set of keywords remains. The
order in which keywords appear in the original query is partially significant.
Our approach can map adjacent keywords to a joint resource. However, once a
mapping from keywords to resources is established the order of the resources
does not affect the SPARQL query construction anymore. This is a reasonable
assumption, since users will write strongly related keywords together, while the
order of only loosely related keywords or keyword segments may vary. The input
query is formally defined as an n-tuple of keyword, i.e. Q = (k1, k2, ..., kn). We
aim to transform the input keywords into a suitable set of entity identifiers, i.e.
resources R = {r1, r2...rm}. In order to accomplish this task the input keywords
have to be grouped together as segments and for each segment a suitable resource
should be determined.
Definition 1 (Segment and Segmentation). For a given query Q, a segment
S(i,j) is a sequence of keywords from start position i to end position j which
is denoted as S(i,j) = (ki, ki+1, ..., kj). A query segmentation is an m-tuple of
segments SGq = (S(0,i), S(i+1,j), ..., S(m,n)) where the segments do not overlap
with each other and arranged in a continuous order, i.e. for two continuous
segments Sx, Sx+1 : Start(Sx+1) = End(Sx)+ 1. The concatenation of segments
belonging to a segmentation forms the corresponding input query Q.
Definition 2 (Resource Disambiguation). Let the segmentation
SG′ = (S1(0,i), S
2
(i+1,j), ..., S
x
(m,n)) be a suitable segmentation for the given query
Q. Each segment is mapped to multiple candidate resources from the underlying
knowledge base, i.e. Si → Ri = {r1, r2...rh}. The aim of disambiguation is to
choose an x-tuple of resources from the Cartesian product of sets of candidate
resources (r1, r2, ..., rx) ∈ {R1×R2× ...Rx} for which each ri has two important
properties. First, it is among the highest ranked candidates for the corresponding
segment with respect to the similarity as well as popularity and second it shares
a semantic relationship with other resources in the x-tuple.
When considering the order of keywords, the number of segmentations for a
query Q consisting of n keywords is 2(n−1) . However, not all these segmenta-
tions contain valid segments. A valid segment is a segment for which at least
one matching resource can be found in the underlying knowledge base. Thus,
the number of segmentations is reduced by excluding those containing invalid
segments. Algorithm 1 is an extension of the greedy approach presented in [25].
This naive approach finds all valid segments when considering the order of key-
words. It starts with the first keyword in the given query as first segment, then it
includes the next keyword into the current segment as a new segment and checks
whether adding the new keyword would make the new segment no longer valid.
We repeat this process until we reach the end of the query. As a running exam-
ple, lets assume the input query is ‘Give me all video games published by Mean
Hamster Software’. Table 1 shows the set of valid segments based on naive algo-
rithm along with some samples of the candidate resources. Note that the suitable
segmentation is (’video games’, ’published’, ’Mean Hamster Software’).
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Table 1. Generated segments and samples of candidate resources for a given query
Segments Samples of Candidate Resources
video 1. dbp:video
video game 1. dbo:VideoGame
game
1. dbo:Game 2. dbo:games 3. dbp:game
4. dbr:Game 5. dbr:Game_On
publish 1. dbo:publisher 2. dbp:publish 3. dbr:Publishing
mean 1. dbo:meaning 2. dbp:meaning 3. dbr:Mean 4. dbo:dean
mean hamster 1. dbr:Mean_Hamster_Software
mean hamster software 1. dbr:Mean_Hamster_Software
hamster 1. dbr:Hamster
software 1. dbo:Software 2. dbp:software
Resource Disambiguation Using a Ranked List of Cartesian Product
Tuples: A naive approach for finding the correct x− tuple of resources is using
a ranked list of tuples from the Cartesian product of sets of candidate resources
{R1 × R2 × ...Rn}. The n-tuples from the Cartesian product are simply sorted
based on the aggregated relevance score (e.g. similarity and popularity) of all
contained resources.
4 Query Segmentation and Resource Disambiguation
Using Hidden Markov Models
In this section we describe how hidden Markov models are used for query seg-
mentation and resource disambiguation. First we introduce the concept of hidden
Markov models and then we detail how we define the parameters of a hidden
Markov model for solving the query segmentation and entity disambiguation
problem.
4.1 Hidden Markov Models
The Markov model is a stochastic model containing a set of states. The pro-
cess of moving from one state to another state generates a sequence of states.
The probability of entering each state only depends on the previous state. This
memoryless property of the model is called Markov property. Many real-world
processes can be modeled by Markov models. A hidden Markov model is an
extension of the Markov model, which allows the observation symbols to be
emitted from each state with a finite probability. The main difference is that by
looking at the observation sequence we cannot say exactly what state sequence
has produced these observations; thus, the state sequence is hidden. However,
the probability of producing the sequence by the model can be calculated as well
as which state sequence was most likely to have produced the observations.
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a quintuple λ = (X,Y,A,B, π) where:
– X is a finite set of states, Y denotes the set of observed symbols;
– A : X × X → R is the transition matrix that each entry aij = Pr(Sj |Si)
shows the transition probability from state i to state j;
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– B : X × Y → R represents the emission matrix, in which each entry bih =
Pr(h|Si) is associated with the probability of emitting the symbol h from
state i;
– π denoting the initial probability of states πi = Pr(Si).
4.2 State Space and Observation Space
State Space. A state represents a knowledge base entity. Each entity has an
associated rdfs:label which we use to label the states. The actual number of
states X is potentially high because it contains theoretically all RDF resources,
i.e. X = V ∪ E. However, in practice we limit the state space by excluding
irrelevant states. A relevant state is defined as a state for which a valid segment
can be observed. In other words, a valid segment is observed in an state if the
probability of emitting that segment is higher than a certain threshold θ. The
probability of emitting a segment from a state is computed based on a similarity
scoring which we describe in the section 4.3. Therefore, the state space of the
model is pruned and contains just a subset of resources of the knowledge base, i.e.
X ⊂ V ∪E. In addition to these candidate states, we add an unknown entity
state to the set of states. The unknown entity (UE) state comprises all entities,
which are not available (anymore) in the pruned state space. The observation
space is the set of all valid segments found in the input user query (using e.g.
the Algorithm 1). It is formally is defined as O = {o|o is a valid segment}.
4.3 Emission Probability
Both the labels of states and the segments contain sets of words. For computing
the emission probability of the state i and the emitted segment h, we compare the
similarity of the label of state i with the segment h in two levels, namely string-
similarity level and set-similarity level: (1) The set-similarity level measures
the difference between the label and the segment in terms of the number of
words using the Jaccard similarity. (2) The string-similarity level measures the
string similarity of each word in the segment with the most similar word in the
label using the Levenshtein distance. Our similarity scoring method is now a
combination of these two metrics. Consider the segment h = (ki, ki+1, ..., kj)
and the words from the label l divided into a set of keywords M and stopwords
N , i.e. l = M ∪ N . The total similarity score between keywords of a segment
and a label is then computed as follows:
bih = Pr(h|Si) =
j∑
t=i
argmax∀mi∈M (σ(mi, kt))
|M ∪ h|+ 0.1 ∗ |N |
This formula is essentially an extension of the Jaccard similarity coefficient. The
difference is that in the numerator, instead of using the cardinality of intersec-
tions the sum of the string-similarity score of the intersections is computed. As
in the Jaccard similarity, the denominator comprises the cardinality of the union
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of two sets (keywords and stopwords). The difference is that the number of stop-
words have been down-weighted by the factor 0.1 to reduce their influence (since
they do not convey much meaningful information).
4.4 Hub and Authority of States
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) is a link analysis algorithm for ranking
Web pages [12]. Authority and hub values are defined in terms of one another
and computed in a series of iterations. In each iteration, hub and authority values
are normalized. This normalization process causes these values to converge even-
tually. Since RDF data is graph-structured data and entities are linked together,
we employed a weighted version of the HITS algorithm in order to assign differ-
ent popularity values to the states in the state space. For each state we assign a
hub value and an authority value. A good hub state is one that points to many
good authority states and a good authority state is one that is pointed to from
many good hub states. Before discussing the HITS computations, we define the
edges between the states in the HMM. For each two states i and j in the state
space, we add an edge if there is a path in the knowledge base between the two
corresponding resources of maximum length k. Note, that we also take property
resources into account when computing the path length.The path length between
resources in the knowledge base is assigned as weight to the edge between cor-
responding states. We use a weighted version of the HITS algorithm to take the
distance between states into account. The authority of a state is computed as:
For all Si ∈ S which point to Sj : authSj =
∑
∀iwi,j ∗ hubSi And the hub value
of a state is computed as: For all Si ∈ S which are pointed to by Sj : hubSj =∑
∀iwi,j ∗authSi The weight wi,j is defined as wi,j = k−pathLength(i, j), where
pathLength(i, j) is the length of the path between i and j. These definitions of
hub and authority for states are the foundation for computing the transition
probability in the underlying hidden Markov model.
4.5 Transition Probability
As mentioned in the previous section, each edge between two states shows the
shortest path between them with the length less or equal to k-hop. The edges are
weighted by the length of the path. Transition probability shows the probability
of going from state i to state j. For computing the transition probability, we take
into account the connectivity of the whole of space state as well as the weight of
the edge between two states. The transition probability values decrease with the
distance of the states, e.g. transitions between entities in the same triple have
higher probability than transitions between entities in triples connected through
extra intermediate entities. In addition to the edges recognized as the shortest
path between entities, there is an edge between each state and the Unknown
Entities state. The transition probability of state j following state i denoted
as aij = Pr(Sj |Si). For each state i the condition
∑
∀Sj
Pr(Sj |Si) = 1 should
be held. The transition probability from the state i to Unknown Entity (UE)
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Fig. 1. Trellis representation of Hidden Markov Model
state is defined as: aiUE = Pr(UE|Si) = 1 − hubSi And means a good hub has
less probability to go to UE state. Thereafter, the transition probability from
the state i to state j is computed as: aij = Pr(Sj |Si) = authSj∑
∀aik>0
authSk
∗ hubSi .
Here, the edges with the low distance value and higher authority values are more
probable to be met.
4.6 Initial Probability
The initial probability πSi is the probability that the model assigns to the initial
state i in the beginning. The initial probabilities fulfill the condition
∑
∀Si
πSi = 1.
We denote states for which the first keyword is observable by InitialStates. The
initial states are defined as follows:
πSi =
authSi + hubSi∑
∀Sj∈InitialStates
(authSj + hubSj)
In fact, πSi of an initial state depends on both hub and authority values. Figure 1
illustrates an instantiated hidden markov model. The set of hidden states are
represented by circles. The state UE refers to the absent resources in the model
and other hidden states are relevant resources. Each segment box represents a
possible observation. The arrows show a transition from one state to another
state and the dashed arrows shows an emitted observation associated with a
specific state.
4.7 Viterbi Algorithm for the K-Best Set of Hidden States
The optimal path through the Markov model for a given sequence (i.e. input
query keywords) reveals disambiguated resources forming a correct segmenta-
tion. The Viterbi algorithm or Viterbi path is a dynamic programming approach
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for finding the optimal path through the markov model for a given sequence.
It discovers the most likely sequence of underlying hidden states that might
have generated a given sequence of observations. This discovered path has the
maximum joint emission and transition probability of involved states. The sub
paths of this most likely path also have the maximum probability for the re-
spective sub sequence of observations. The naive version of this algorithm just
keeps track of the most likely path. We extended this algorithm using a tree
data structure to store all possible paths generating the observed query key-
words. Therefore, in our implementation we provide a ranked list of all paths
generating the observation sequence with the corresponding probability. After
running the Viterbi algorithm for our running example, the disambiguated re-
sources are: {dbo:VideoGame, dbo:publisher, dbr:Mean-Hamster-Software} and
consequently the reduced set of valid segments is: {VideoGam, publisher, Mean-
Hamster-Software} .
5 Query Segmentation Using Natural Language
Processing
Natural language processing (NLP) techniques are commonly used for text seg-
mentation. Here, we use a combination of named entity and multi-word unit
recognition services as well as POS-tagging for segmenting the input-query. In
the following, we discuss this approach in more detail.
Detection of Segments: Formally, the detection of segments aims to transform
the set of keywords K = {k1, .., kn} into a set of segments T = {t1, ..., tm}
where each ki is a substring of exactly one tj ∈ T . Several approaches have
already been developed for this purpose, each with its own drawbacks: Semantic
lookup services (e.g., OpenCalais3 and Yahoo! SeoBook4 as used in the current
implementation) allow to extract named entities (NEs) and multi-word units
(MWUs) from query strings. While these approaches work well for long queries
such as “Films directed by Garry Marshall starring Julia Roberts”, they fail
to discover noun phrases such as “highest place” in the query “Highest place
of Karakoram”. We remedy this drawback by combining lookup services and a
simple noun phrase detector based on POS tags. This detector first applies a
POS tagger to the query. Then, it returns all sequences of keywords whose POS
tags abide by the following right-linear grammar:
1. S → adj A 2. S → nn B 3. A → B
4. B → nn 5. B → nn B
where S is the start symbol, A and B are non-terminal symbols and nn (noun)
as well as adj (adj) are terminal symbols. The compilation of segments is carried
as follows: We send the input K to the NE and MWU detection services as well
as to the noun phrase detector. Let N be the set of NEs, M the set of MWUs
3 http://viewer.opencalais.com/
4 http://tools.seobook.com/yahoo-keywords/
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and P the set of noun phrases returned by the system. These three sets are
merged to a set of labels L = (N ⊕M)⊕ P , where ⊕ is defined as follows:
A⊕B = A ∪B\{b ∈ B|∃a ∈ A overlap(a, b)} (1)
where overlap(a, b) is true if the strings a and b overlap. The operation ⊕ adds
the longest elements of B to A that do not overlap with A. Note that this
operation is not symmetrical and prefers elements of the set A over those of
the set B. For example, “river which Brooklyn Bridge crosses” leads to N
= {“Brooklyn Bridge”}, M = {“Brooklyn” , “Brooklyn Bridge”} and P =
{“Brooklyn Bridge”}. Thus, L = (N ⊕M)⊕P = {“Brooklyn Bridge”}. The
final set of segments T is computed by retrieving the set of all single keywords
that were not covered by the approaches above and that do not occur in a
list of stopwords. Thus, for the query above, T = {“Brooklyn Bridge”, “river”,
“cross”}.
6 Evaluation
The goal of our experiments was to measure the accuracy of resource disam-
biguation approaches for generating adequate SPARQL queries. Thus, the main
question behind our evaluation was as follows: Given a keyword-based query(KQ)
or a natural-language query (NL) and the equivalent SPARQL query, how well
do the resources computed by our approaches resemble the gold standard. It is
important to point out that a single erroneous segment or resource can lead to
the generation of a wrong SPARQL query. Thus, our criterion for measuring the
correctness of segmentations and disambiguations was that all of the recognized
segments as well as all of the detected resources had to match the gold standard.
Experimental Setup. So far, no benchmark for query segmentation and resource
disambiguation has been proposed in literature. Thus, we created such a bench-
mark from the DBpedia fragment of the question answering benchmark QALD-
2 5. The QALD-2 benchmark data consists of 100 training and 100 test questions
in natural-language that are transformed into SPARQL queries. In addition, it
contains a manually created keyword-based representation of each of the natural-
language questions. The benchmark assumed the generic query generation steps
for question answering: First, the correct segments have to be computed and
mapped to the correct resources. Then a correct SPARQL query has to be in-
ferred by joining the different resources with supplementary resources or liter-
als. As we are solely concerned with the first step in this paper, we selected 50
queries from the QALD-2 benchmark (25 from the test and 25 from the training
data sets) that were such that each of the known segments in the benchmark
could be mapped to exactly one resource in the SPARQL query and vice-versa.
Therewith, we could derive the correct segment to resource mapping directly
from the benchmark6. Queries that we discarded include “Give me all soccer
5 http://www.sc.cit-ec.uni-bielefeld.de/qald-2
6 The queries and result of the evaluation and source code is available for download
at http://aksw.org/Projects/lodquery
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clubs in Spain”, which corresponds to a SPARQL query containing the resources
{dbo:ground, dbo:SoccerClub, dbr:Spain }. The reason for discarding this
particular query was that the resource dbo:ground did not have any match in
the list of keywords. Note that we also discarded queries requiring schema infor-
mation beyond DBpedia schema. Furthermore, 6 queries out of the 25 queries
from the training data set 7 and 10 queries out of 25 queries from the test data
set 8 required a query expansion to map the keywords to resources. For in-
stance, the keyword “wife” should be matched with “spouse” or “daughter” to
“child”. Given that the approaches at hand generate and score several possible
segmentations (resp. resource disambiguation), we opted for measuring the mean
reciprocal rank MRR [22] for both the query segmentation and the resource dis-
ambiguation tasks. For each query qi ∈ Q in the benchmark, we compare the
rank ri assigned by different algorithms to the correct segmentation and to the
resource disambiguation: MRR(A) = 1|Q|
∑
qi
1
ri
. Note that if the correct seg-
mentation (resp. resource disambiguation) was not found, the reciprocal rank is
assigned the value 0.
Results. We evaluated our hidden Markov model for resource disambiguation
by combining it with the naive (Naive & HMM) and the greedy segmentation
(Greedy & HMM) approaches for segmentation. We use the natural language
processing (NLP) approach as a baseline in the segmentation stage. For the re-
source disambiguation stage, we combine ranked Cartesian product (RCP) with
the natural language processing (NLP & RCP) and manually injected the correct
segmentation (RCP) as the baseline. Note that we refrained from using any query
expansion method. The segmentation results are shown in Figure 2. The MRR
are computed once with the queries that required expansion and once without.
Figure 2(a), including queries requiring expansion, are slightly in favor of NLP,
which achieves on overage a 4.25% higher MRR than Naive+HMM and a 24.25%
higher MRR than Greedy+HMM. In particular, NLP achieves optimal scores
when presented with the natural-language representation of the queries from the
“train” data set. Naive+HMM clearly outperforms Greedy+HMM in all settings.
The main reason for NLP outperforming Naive+HMM with respect to the seg-
mentation lies in the fact that Naive+HMM and Greedy+HMM are dependent
on matching segments from the query to resources in the knowledge base (i.e. seg-
mentation and resource disambiguation are interwoven). Thus, when no resource
is found for a segment (esp. for queries requiring expansion) the HMM prefers an
erroneous segmentation, while NLP works independent from the disambiguation
phase. However, as it can be observed NLP depends on the query expression.
Figure 2(b) more clearly highlights the accuracy of different approaches. Here,
the MRR without queries requiring expansion is shown. Naive+HMM perfectly
segments both natural language and keyword-based queries. The superiority of
intertwining segmentation and disambiguation in Naive+HMM is clearly shown
by our disambiguation results in the second stage in Figure 3. In this stage,
7 Query IDs: 3, 6, 14, 43, 50, 93.
8 Query IDs: 3, 20, 28, 32, 38, 42, 46, 53, 57, 67.
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Fig. 2. Mean reciprocal rank of query segmentation (first stage)
Naive+HMM outperforms Greedy+HMM, NLP+RCP and RCP in all four ex-
perimental settings. Figure 3(a) shows on average 24% higher MRR, although
queries requiring expansion are included. In the absence of the queries that re-
quired an expansion (Figure 3(b)), Naive+HMM on average by 38% superior
to all other approaches and 25% superior to RCP. Note that RCP relies on
correct segmentation which in reality is not always a valid assumption. Gener-
ally, Naive+HMM being superior to Greedy+HMM can be expected, since the
naive approach for segmentation generates more segments from which the HMM
can choose. Naive+HMM outperforming RCP (resp. NLP+RCP) is mostly re-
lated to RCP (resp. NLP+RCP) often failing to assign the highest rank to the
correct disambiguation. One important feature of our approach is, as the evalu-
ation confirms, the robustness with regard to the query expression variance. As
shown in Figure 3, Naive+HMM achieves the same MRR on natural-language
and the keyword-based representation of queries on both – the train and the
test – datasets. Overall, Naive+HMM significantly outperforms our baseline
Greedy+HNM as well as state-of-the-art techniques based on NLP. Figure 4
shows the mean of MRR for different values of the threshold θ applied for
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Fig. 3. Mean reciprocal rank of resource disambiguation (second stage)
punning the state space. As it can be observed the optimal value of θ is in the
range [0.6, 0.7]. A high value of θ prevents including some relevant resources and
a low value causes a load of irrelevant resources. We set θ to 0.7.
The success of our model relies on transition probabilities which are based on
the connectivity of both the source and target node (hub score of source and
sink authority) as well as taking into account the connectivity (authority) of all
sink states. Especially, employing the HITS algorithm leads to distributing a
normalized connectivity degree across the state space. To compare the proposed
method for bootstrapping transition probability, we tested two other methods
(i.e., normal and Zipfian distribution). Assume the random variable X is defined
as the weighted sum of the normalized length of the path (distance) between two
states and normalized connectivity degree: X = α ∗ distance + (1 − α) ∗ (1 −
connectivityDegree). We bootstrapped the transition probability based on the
normal and Zipfian distribution for the variable X . Table 2 shows the MRR
of the HMM based on different methods (i.e., normal distribution, Zipfian and
the proposed method) employed for bootstrapping the transition probability.
The results achieved with the first two methods only led to a low accuracy. The
proposed method is superior to the other two methods in all settings.
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Table 2. MRR based on different methods employed in transition probability for 10
queries from train dataset
Query ID 12 15 19 22 23 25 31 33 34 35
Zipf α = 1 0.3 0.5 0.25 0.2 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5
Zipf α = 0.75 0.3 0.5 0.25 0.2 0.05 0.05 0.16 0.2 0.2 0.5
Zipf α = 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.25 0.2 0.05 0.05 0.16 0.2 0.2 0.5
Zipf α = 0.25 0.3 0.5 0.25 0.2 0.045 0.05 0.16 0.2 0.2 0.5
Zipf α = 0 0.3 0.5 0.25 0.2 0.045 0.05 0.16 0.2 0.2 0.5
The proposed method 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Normal α = 1 1 0.5 0.07 0.25 0.034 0.041 0.3 0.1 1 0.16
Normal α = 0.75 1 0.5 0.07 0.3 0.034 0.041 0.125 0.1 1 0.25
Normal α = 0.5 1 0.5 0.07 0.3 0.041 0.052 0.14 0.1 1 0.25
Normal α = 0.25 1 0.5 0.07 0.3 0.058 0.58 0.2 0.125 1 0.2
Normal α = 0 1 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.083 0.045 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
7 Discussion and Future Work
We explored different methods for bootstrapping the parameters (i.e. different
distributions tested e.g., normal, Zipf) of the HMM. The results achieved with
these methods only led to a very low accuracy. The success of our model relies on
transition probabilities which are based on the connectivity of both the source
and target node (hub score of source and sink authority) as well as taking into
account the connectivity (authority) of all sink states. Employing the HITS
algorithm leads to distributing a normalized connectivity degree across the state
space. More importantly, note that considering a transition probability to the
unknown entity state is crucial, since it arranges states with the same emitted
segments in a descending order based on their hub scores. Most previous work
has been based on finding a path between two candidate entities. For future,
we aim to realize a search engine for the Data Web, which is as easy to use as
search engines for the Document Web, but allows to create complex queries and
returns comprehensive structured query results9. A first area of improvements
is related to using dictionary knowledge such as hypernyms, hyponyms or co-
hyponyms. Query expansion might also, however, result in a more noisy input for
9 A prototype of our progress in this regard is available at http://sina.aksw.org
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our model. Thus, a careful extension of our approach and analysis of the results
will be required. In addition, we will extend our approach with a query cleaning
algorithm. The input query might contain some keywords which semantically are
not related to the rest of keywords. Since user usually is looking for information
semantically closely related to each other, these unrelated keywords (i.e. noise)
should be cleaned.
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In the last years an increasing number of structured data was published on the Web
as Linked Open Data (LOD). Despite recent advances, consuming and using Linked
Open Data within an organization is still a substantial challenge. Many of the LOD
datasets are quite large and despite progress in RDF data management their loading
and querying within a triple store is extremely time-consuming and resource-demanding.
To overcome this consumption obstacle, we propose a process inspired by the classical
Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) paradigm. In this article, we focus particularly on the
selection and extraction steps of this process. We devise a fragment of SPARQL dubbed
SliceSPARQL, which enables the selection of well-defined slices of datasets fulfilling typ-
ical information needs. SliceSPARQL supports graph patterns for which each connected
subgraph pattern involves a maximum of one variable or IRI in its join conditions. This
restriction guarantees the efficient processing of the query against a sequential dataset
dump stream. Furthermore, we evaluate our slicing approach on three different optimiza-
tion strategies. Results show that dataset slices can be generated an order of magnitude
faster than by using the conventional approach of loading the whole dataset into a triple
store.
Keywords: RDF Dataset Slicing; SPARQL; Graph processing.
1. Introduction
In the last years an increasing number of structured data was published on the
Web as Linked Open Data (LOD). Despite recent advances, consuming and using
Linked Open Data within an organization is still a substantial challenge. Many of
the LOD datasets are quite large and despite progress in RDF data management
their loading and querying within a triple store is extremely time consuming and
resource demanding. Examples of such datasets are DBpedia (version 3.8)a and
LinkedGeoDatab, which encompass more than 1 billion triples each. Loading these
ahttp://dbpedia.org
bhttp://linkedgeodata.org, version of May 3rd, 2013
1
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Fig. 1. Linked Open Data consumption process.
datasets into a triple store requires substantial amounts of resources and time (e.g. 8
hours for DBpedia and 100 hours for LinkedGeoData on standard server hardware).
Rapid prototyping, experimentation and agile development of semantic applications
is currently effectively prevented this way. However, many users are not interested
in the whole dataset, but in a very specific part of it. A search engine specialized
on entertainment topics, for example, might aim to enrich its search results with
facts on actors and movies from DBpedia. A location-based service might want
to provide information on points-of-interest in the neighborhood of the users loca-
tion from LinkedGeoData. In both scenarios, only a tiny fraction of the respective
knowledge bases is required: From DBpedia, we need in the first case essentially all
instances from the classes Actor (2,431 instances) and Film (71,715 instances). For
the location-based service scenario, we can omit all nodes, ways and relations from
LinkedGeoData, which do not belong to the class point-of-interest or any of
its sub-classes. In that case, 98% of LinkedGeoData can be purged, thus lowering
resource requirements and increasing query performance by several orders of mag-
nitude. If we enable users to efficiently extract slices from knowledge bases, which
comprise exactly the information they require, building special-purpose Semantic
Web applications will become significantly more efficient.
Figure 1 depicts a conceptual LOD consumption process. The process is inspired
by the classical Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process known from data warehous-
ing. However, other than ETL the LOD consumption considers both new dataset
versions being published and revisions being applied to internally used (parts of)
these datasets. The steps are:
(1) Publication is a prerequisite for the remaining consumption steps and comprises
the publication of an RDF dataset by a data publisher, mostly as a dataset
dump or SPARQL endpoint.
(2) Selection comprises the definition and specification of a relevant fragment of a
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dataset, which is envisioned to be used internally by a consuming organization.
(3) Extraction processes the dataset dump and extracts the relevant fragment.
(4) Transformation comprises the mapping and mapping execution of the extracted
data structure to match organization internal data structures.
(5) Reconciliation applies revisions made by the organization to earlier versions of
the dataset to the actual version.
(6) Loading makes the dataset available for internal services and applications, for
example, by means of a SPARQL endpoint.
(7) Revisioning allows the organization to apply (manual) changes to the dataset,
such as deleting instances changing properties etc. Revisions applied to a certain
version of the dataset should be persistent and be automatically reapplied (after
an update of the dataset in the respective reconciliation step.
In this article, we focus particularly on the selection and extraction steps. We
devise a fragment of SPARQL dubbed SliceSPARQL, which enables the selection
of well-defined slices of datasets fulfilling typical information needs. SliceSPARQL
supports graph patterns for which each connected subgraph pattern involves a max-
imum of one variable or IRI in its join conditions. This restriction guarantees the
efficient processing of the query against a sequential dataset dump stream. As a
result our evaluation shows that dataset slices can be generated an order of magni-
tude faster than by using the conventional approach of loading the whole dataset
into a triple store and retrieving the slice by executing the query against the triple
store’s SPARQL endpoint.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. section 2 briefly introduces
some important formalisms such as the RDF data model and SPARQL algebra.
section 3 discusses our approach for Linked Data graph selection and extraction.
section 6 presents a comprehensive field study comparing conventional and SliceS-
PARQL Linked Data selection and extraction using a testbed involving a variety of
different selections and datasets. section 7 discusses related works. Finally, section 8
concludes with an outlook on future work.
2. Background
According to the current state of the LOD cloudc, 295 datasets containing more
than 31 billion triples have been published [?].
Commonly the selection of subsets of RDF is performed using the SPARQL
query languaged. The SPARQL RDF query language can be used to express queries
across diverse data sources. It is composed by three main parts: 1. Query Forms, 2.
WHERE clause as well as 3. Solution Sequence and Modifiers (SSM).
The Query Forms contains variables that will appear in a solution result. It
can be used to select all or a subset of the variables bound in a pattern match.
cRetrieved 10th November 2013.
dhttp://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query
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Query Forms are designed to form result sets or RDF graphs. There are the four
different select query forms SELECT, CONSTRUCT, ASK and DESCRIBE. The
SELECT query form is the most common one and is used to return rows of variable
bindings. CONSTRUCT allows to create a new RDF graph or modify the existing
one through substituting variables in a graph templates for each solution. ASK
returns a Boolean value indicating whether the graph contains a match or not.
Finally, DESCRIBE is used to return all triples about the resources matching the
query.
The WHERE clause is composed by a Graph Pattern and some constraints
helpers such as FILTER. OPTIONAL was designed for situations where there is a
necessity to select also some RDF term that is not bound in some BGP. Filters are
used to restrict a set of matched RDF terms to a subset where the filter expression
evaluates to TRUE. The triple patterns in a BGP could be or not connected by a
join condition. BGPs are a composition of one or more triple patterns that contains
only variables or both, variables and constants. By rule, a triple pattern cannot be
composed only by constants. BGPs are used to select RDF terms from a certain
data subgraph and are composed by one or more triple patterns which contains
only variables or both, variables and constants. The selected RDF terms are those
of the matching subgraphs that was mapped to variables. Please refer to Definition
2 for better understanding.
The use of query Forms and WHERE clauses generates an unordered set of
solutions. Solution Sequence and Modifiers (SSM) can be applied to this set to gen-
erate another sequence or select a portion of the result set. The SSM is composed
by six modifiers: ORDER, PROJECTION, DISTINCT, REDUCED, OFFSET and
LIMIT. The subsequent formalization of RDF and core SPARQL is closely follow-
ing [?].
Definition 1. (RDF definition) Assume there are pairwise disjoint infinite sets
I, B, and L (IRIs, blank nodes, and RDF literals, respectively). A triple (vs, vp, vo) ∈
(I ∪B)× I × (I ∪B ∪L) is called an RDF triple. In this tuple, vs is the subject, vp
the predicate and vp the object. We set T = I ∪ B ∪ L and call T ’s elements RDF
terms.
In the following, the same notion is applied to triple patterns and triple maps. An
RDF graph is a set of RDF triples (also called RDF dataset, or simply a dataset).
Additionally, we assume the existence of an infinite set V of variables with V ∩T = ∅.
The W3C recommendation SPARQL is a query language for RDF. By using graph
patterns, information can be retrieved from SPARQL-enabled RDF stores. This
retrieved information can be further modified by a query’s solution modifiers, such
as sorting or ordering of the query result. Finally the presentation of the query
result is determined by the query type, return either a set of triples, a table or a
Boolean value. The graph pattern of a query is the base concept of SPARQL and as
it defines the part of the RDF graph used for generating the query result, therefore
graph patterns are the focus of this discussion. We use the same graph pattern
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syntax definition as [?].
Definition 2. (SPARQL Basic Graph Pattern syntax) The syntax of a
SPARQL Basic Graph Pattern expression is defined recursively as follows:
(1) A tuple from (I ∪ L ∪ V ) × (I ∪ V ) × (I ∪ L ∪ V ) is a graph pattern (a triple
pattern).
(2) The expressions (P1 AND P2), (P1 OPT P2) and (P1 UNION P2) are graph
patterns, if P1 and P2 are graph patterns.
(3) The expression (P FILTER R) is a graph pattern, if P is a graph pattern and
R is a SPARQL constraint.
SPARQL constraints are composed of functions and logical expressions, and are
supposed to evaluate to Boolean values. Additionally, we assume that the query
pattern is well-defined according to [?]. Table 1 categorizes the types of joins in
graph patterns consisting of two triple patterns. For example, the join type SS
means that the two triple patterns have the same subject, while SO means that
the subject of the first triple pattern is the same as the object of the second triple
pattern.
Although SPARQL allows a variety of types of selections, an empirical study
over real queries [?] shows that the most frequent Query Forms executed against
DBpedia and SWDFe is SELECT, comprising 96.9% and 99.7% respectively while
ASK, CONSTRUCT and DESCRIBE are scarcely used. This study also states that
the most common triple patterns found only have a variable at the object position
(DBpedia 66.35%; SWDF 47.79%). The authors also conclude that most queries are
simple, i.e., 66.41% of DBpedia queries and 97.25% of SWDF just contain a single
triple pattern. Another important finding is that joins are typically of the types SS
(∼60%), SO (∼35%) and OO (∼4.5%). The study also shows that most of queries
(99.97%) have a star-shaped graph pattern, and the chains in 98% of the queries
have length one, with the longest path having a length of five.
Regarding published datasets in LOD cloud, in our study we find out the exis-
tence of tree types of sorting files. According to the sort type, files could be classified
as (1) instance segmented, (1) sorted or (3) unsorted. In (1) instance segmented sort
the triples concerning one subject are grouped together, in sequence. Sorted (2) files
are those where the subject of the triples fallow the lexical order. For instance, in
the lexical order between 10 and 9, 10 preceed 9. Thereafter the set of files that are
sorted belongs to the set of files that are instance segmented but the iverse is not
true. Finnaly, unsorted (3) files are those that do not belongs to any of the previous
sets.
ehttp://data.semanticweb.org
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Acronym Join Type Graph Patterns
SS subject-subject (s1, p1, o1)(s1, p2, o2)
PP predicate-predicate (s1, p1, o1)(s2, p1, o2)
OO object-object (s1, p1, o1)(s2, p2, o1)
SO subject-object (s1, p1, o1)(s2, p2, s1)
SP subject-predicate (s1, p1, o1)(s2, s1, o2)
OP object-predicate (s1, p1, o1)(s2, o1, o2)
Table 1. Categorization of join types in graph patterns consisting of two triple patterns.
3. RDF Dataset Slicing
The goal of our slicing approach is to compute portions of a given set of RDF
streams that abide by a description provided in a restricted SPARQL vocabulary
which we call SliceSPARQL. An overview of the approach is given in Figure 2.
We base our slicing approach on matching triple patterns of SliceSPARQL queries
sequentially against the data read from the dataset dump file.
Definition 3. (SliceSPARQL) SliceSPARQL is the fragment of SPARQL for
which each connected subgraph pattern of the SPARQL graph pattern involves a
maximum of one variable or IRI in its join conditions.
The process of dataset slicing as depicted in Figure 2 comprises three stages.
In the first stage, the SliceSPARQL query is analyzed in order to recognize the
maximally connected subgraph patterns and an associated most restrictive triple
pattern. Then, the most restrictive pattern is used to extract the matching join
candidate triples from the dataset dump file. In the second stage, the datasets are
processed again in order to verify which of the join candidates match the remain-
ing triple patterns of the respective SliceSPARQL’s maximally connected subgraph
pattern.
Definition 4. (Most Restrictive Triple Patterns) For a given triple pattern
t, the number of constants contained in t is denoted by tc. The set of the most
restrictive triple patterns of a SliceSPARQL query is the set of triple patterns
having maximum tc.
The type of joins in graph patterns consisting of two triple patterns can be
categorized in six categories. Table 1 shows the list of all possible join types.
Definition 5. (Set of join candidates) A graph pattern p matching the triple
t is denoted by p(t). Consider all maximally connected subgraph patterns P of a
SliceSPARQL query with respect to the join position. For a given graph pattern
p ∈ P , the set of the join candidates is the set of all RDF terms in the join position
of triples matching p. This set is denoted by Cp and formally is defined as:
Cp = {RDFTerm(t)|t ∈ D ∧ p(t) ∧ p ∈ P}
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Fig. 2. Overview of the RDF data slicing approach: (1) dataset dumps are accessed on the Web, (2)
the SliceSPARQL patterns are evaluated against the sequential dataset dump stream, (3) relevant
fragments from different datasets can be combined into an application specific knowledge base.
Considering the set of all patterns P , the set of join candidate C is the intersection
of all Cp.
C =
⋂
∀p∈P
Cp
Finally, in the third stage, we process the dataset once more and select all triples
containing an RDF term which matches all patterns in SliceSPARQL.
The two final stages are omitted in any of the following situations: 1. All triple
patterns are disjoint; 2. The dataset is segmented by subject and the graph pattern
contains only SS-joins; 3. The dataset is sorted and the graph pattern contains
only SS, SO or SP join conditions. The first stage can be also omitted if the triple
patterns do not contain any variables. In this (rather rare) case the constants used
for joining are the join candidates.
We decided to perform the extraction in the three stages for efficiency reasons.
Note that the data could be extracted in just a single stage, but doing that could
take as long as loading the data into a triple store. The last stage could also be
omitted if we select all possible triples already in the second stage. This would save
a little bit space once possible join candidates were selected in the first stage, but
most of the candidates would not fulfill the triple patterns. For example, in case that
we aim to create a slice with data about cities from New York state all world cities
would be candidates, but just a small portion are actually relevant. A three-stage
process is better suited, since it allows to determine the desired slice more precisely
in the first two stages and to extract the required information in a targeted way in
the third stage.
Example 1.
Let us look at the selection of drugs from the following example dataset com-
posed out of triples extracted from DBpedia:
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3 dbr:Aspirin a dbo:Drug .
4 dbr:Aspirin rdfs:label "Aspirin"@en .
5 dbr:California rdf:type dbo:Place .
6 dbr:California dbo:largestCity dbpedia:Los_Angeles .
The following query can be used to select all instances of the DBpedia class
Drug and all resources referring to them:
1 SELECT * WHERE { {
2 ?s a dbo:Drug .
3 ?s ?p ?o.
4 } UNION {
5 ?s1 a dbo:Drug .
6 ?o1 ?p1 ?s1. }
7 } }
In the first stage the SPARQL query is split into two BGPs (lines 2-3 and 5-6)
each containing two triple patterns. The first one has an SS join condition using the
variable ?s (SSv). The second one has an SO join condition using the variable ?s1
(SOv). The more restrictive triple pattern is then chosen for each of them. In both
cases, the first triple pattern (i.e. line 2 and 5) is the more restrictive one. In the
first stage, all triples in the dataset matching one of these restrictive patterns are
then selected as join candidates. Note that the triple in line 1 of the given dataset
matches both more restrictive patterns:
In the second stage the RDF terms of the join candidates used in a join condition
(variables or constants) are then used to evaluate which of the join candidates
matches all other triple patterns in each of the BGPs. In our example, the RDF term
of our candidate fully matches only one BGP. The RDF term dbpedia:Aspirin
matches both triples ?s a dbo:Drug and ?s ?p ?o.
In the last and final stage all triples in which the RDF term in the join condition
fulfills all triple patterns of some BGP are extracted, i.e.:
1 dbr:Aspirin a dbo:Drug
2 dbr:Aspirin rdfs:label "Aspirin"@en.
4. Complexity analysis
In order to better understand the time complexity of the approach we look at all
types of join in Table 1. An extraction can be performed in one, two or three
stages depending on the SliceSPARQL pattern and the representation of the source
dataset. The complexity of each of this methods is shown in Table 2 and described
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in the sequel. Please note that the join candidates are stored in a B-tree structure.
Case 1. Selection in unsorted datasets with any type of joins.
Case 1.1. The time complexity of the process where the join RDF term is a
variable (e.g. Q1, Q3, Q4, Q5 in Table 4) is O(n log n). We call this the generic
method because it can be used for unsorted datasets with any type of join. The
complexity of the generic process is as follows:
The first stage comprises the (1) selection of a most restrictive pattern and
the (2) selection of join candidates. The selection of a most restrictive pattern is
carried out by retrieving the triple patterns in the graph pattern with the least
variables. With t we refer to the number of triple patterns in the graph pattern
and as we discussed in section 2 t is small (i.e., t << n). After selecting the most
restrictive triple pattern, the selection of the join candidates is performed by reading
the dataset sequentially. Let n be the number of triples in the dataset. Each triple
that matches the most restrictive triple pattern requires an insertion in a B-tree
structure, which can be performed in O(logm)where m is the number of elements
in the B-tree, i.e. the size of the join candidate dataset. Consequently, the first
stage can be described with the follow formula and complexity t +
∑n
m=1 logm ≈
O(n log n).
The second stage consists of reading the target dataset and checking each triple
for whether it matches some of the triple patterns. This can be done in O(t). If the
triple matches some triple pattern, then an update is necessary. Such an update
can be carried out in O(logm). Taking the size n of the dataset into account, the
second stage can be carried out in
∑n
m=1 t× logm = t×O(n log n).
The third stage performs the actual extraction. For each triple in the dataset
it is checked if the triple contains an RDF term from the join candidates matches
all triple patterns from some of the graph patterns. Searching in the stored join
candidates can be performed in logm. Hence, the time complexity of this stage is∑n
m=1 logm = O(n log n).
The final complexity of the generic method is the sum of the complexity of each
stage, i.e. t×O(n log n) ≈ O(n log n).
Case 1.2. The time complexity in case of a constant join RDF term (e.g. Q2 in
Table 4) is O(n).
Since the join constant in the graph pattern is already defined, there is no
necessity to perform stage one. The slicing takes two stages. (1) First checking if
all triple patterns appear in the dataset and a second one selecting the matching
triples. As the both stages require O(n) the final complexity is O(n).
Case 2. The extraction from sorted datasets using SO and SP triple patterns
where the most restrictive triple pattern has is joined via the object or predicate
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respectively can be performed in one stage.
Case 2.1. The RDF join term is a constant and the most restrictive triple pattern
contains a constant as subject (e.g. Q7 in Table 4).
In the case of the RDF join term being a constant, the extraction can be per-
formed using two binary searches, one to find the target subject and another one
to find the target object (
∑2
1 log n = O(log n)).
Case 2.2. The join RDF term is a variable (SOv) (Q8 in Table 4).
One stage through the dataset leads to all triples matching the triple pattern
having the join RDF term as object or predicate. However, after finding these
triples a binary search then finds the corresponding triple pair. Consequently, the
time complexity is
∑n
n=1 logn = O(n log n). Nevertheless, despite Case 1 and Case
2 have the same complexity they require a different number of stages (three for
Case 1 and one for Case 2 ).
Some other triple patterns can also be profiled in one stage e.g. SO where the
most restrictive pattern has the join RDF term as subject. In that case, choosing
the less restrictive triple pattern can also lead to extracting the desired data in one
stage. As the process with tree stages selects the more restrictive triple pattern,
we can say that the first approach requires 3 ∗ mlogn where m ≤ n. For typical
RDF term distributions 3 ∗ m ≤ n. For instance, 99% of properties instances in
DBpedia belongs to only 10% of the properties. A similar distribution can be found
in the generic-infobox, mapping-base infobox and pagelinks datasets in terms of
node indegree [?].
Case 3. Extraction from sorted or subject segmented dataset dumps.
Case 3.1. The complexity with a variable as join RDF term (SSv) and the dataset
segmented by subject (Q2 in Table 4) is O(n).
Since the number of triples for a particular subject segment is small enough to
fit into memory, there is no need for more than one stage. Loading each segment of
the instance in memory and checking the patterns contained in SS can be performed
in one stage. The time complexity in this case is
∑n
m=1 5 = O(n).
Case 3.2. The complexity with a constant join RDF term (SSc) and the dataset
being sorted by subject (Q6 in Table 4) is O(log n).
The extraction can be performed with one binary search to find the target
subject, i.e.
∑2
1 logn = O(log n).
5. Implementation
To profile the implementation of the approach we use a set of applications devel-
oped in Java. To ease the file management we create three applications for the (1)
download, (2) sorting and (3) decompression of files respectively. All the tests were
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Placeholder Join type Unsorted Instance Segmented Sorted
variable
SS O(n logn) O(n) O(n)
PP O(n logn) O(n logn) O(n logn)
OO O(n logn) O(n logn) O(n logn)
SO O(n logn) O(n logn) O(n logn)
SP O(n logn) O(n logn) O(n logn)
OP O(n logn) O(n logn) O(n logn)
constant
SS O(n) O(n) O(logn)
PP O(n) O(n) O(n)
OO O(n) O(n) O(n)
SO O(n) O(n) O(logn)
SP O(n) O(n) O(logn)
OP O(n) O(n) O(n)
Table 2. Time complexity from different join types.
profiled using Virtuoso Server f , for this propose we implemented a (4) Virtuoso
utility application. The Virtuoso application was built using the Virtuoso JDBC
Driverg. The rationale of using the Virtuoso JDBC Driver was to communicate di-
rectly with the Virtuoso instance without the overhead generated by other methods
as HTTP clients. The Virtuoso utility allows dropping graphs, loading dump files
and profiling queries natively as ISQL client. To load the dump files into Virtuoso
the function ld dirh was used in order to speed up the loading.
To profile the slicing approach we created another application (5). The slicing
approach was developed and main tested with N-Triple files and is due to the SliceS-
PARQL fragment not compatible with SPARQL 1.1i. Thereafter two other versions
of the slicing application with different optimization strategies subsection 5.1 were
created.
The storage of join candidates was achieved by using a custom file storage which
relies on B-trees. The structure of the each stored join candidate is composed by:
Join Term, GP position, Join Condition and Match Vector. The GP position is the
position where the GP appears in query e.g. the first GP is zero, second GP is one
and the n-th position is n minus one. The join term is the term used to join triple
patterns in a GP. The join condition is one of the join conditions listed in Table 1.
The match vector is a string with length n where n is the number of triple patterns
in BGP. Each position of the match vector represents a triple pattern, containing
one if the triple pattern matches or zero if not.
5.1. Performance improvement
So far we have presented the approach and its basic time complexity. In this section
we describe how the time performance can be further improved. Firstly, we explain
fhttp://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
ghttp://docs.openlinksw.com/virtuoso/VirtuosoDriverJDBC.html
hhttp://docs.openlinksw.com/virtuoso/fn_ld_dir.html
ihttp://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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why the entire process can be carried out with parallel hardware. Later, we show
another way to reduce runtime by using a cache in the slicing stage.
5.2. Parallelization
In general, two main reasons subsist behind parallelization:
• Computation can be better distributed in multi-core machines;
• Idle time can be exploited to execute other operations.
In stages two and three for unsorted files (Q1), described in section 4, our ap-
proach performs database queries in order to know whether the URI in a placeholder
is one of the candidates selected in stage one. Since the read/write operation in hard
drives is not immediate, the processor stays on idle for a certain amount of time
waiting for the database to respond [?]. By using parallel computing, the processor
can use this time interval to profile another read/write operation on the hard drive.
The rule above applies for local streams as well as for remote files.
In our case, as depicted in Figure 3, we will focus on two types of parallel work:
• Parallelization by file, wherein each file – or dataset partition – can be assigned
to a different thread;
• Parallelization by blocks, wherein each block – or file partition – can be assigned
to a different thread.
The basic assumption is that all the entries stored in one or more N-Triple files
are independent from each other and can be processed separately. However, the
first type of parallelization might not lead to good results, especially when files
have different sizes. Thus, splitting files into blocks of the same size is required to
optimize the synchronous job.
Fig. 3. Each file is divided into blocks which are queued randomly before being processed.
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Fig. 4. In this example, four blocks are popped from the queue and processed by two threads.
5.3. Cache
The basic idea behind using cache is that we can avoid many database requests
by caching the URIs of the triples which have been already fetched. As mentioned
before in Definition 2, a query is generated for each triple that matches at least one
Basic Graph Pattern. The aim of such query is to know whether the URI in the
placeholder is one of the selected candidates. Intuitively, if among the Basic Graph
Patterns there exists a triple pattern with no constants, i.e. ?s ?p ?o, then any
triple is a candidate.
5.4. Domain
In order to further optimize the execution runtime, a reduction on the working do-
main can be applied. This is possible because triples involving placeholders require
to have object properties. Thus, many database accesses can be avoided by discard-
ing triples that show a literal in the placeholder position. Such situation may occur
in three cases, i.e. when the join type is OO, SO or OP (see Table 1).
6. Evaluation
The goal of our evaluation was to determine: (1) How efficient is the slicing approach
for various queries? (2) How does the slicing scale for datasets of different size? (3)
How does our approach compare to the traditional approach (i.e. loading complete
dumps into the triplestore and extracting by querying)? All files generated during
the evaluation as well as logs and tables are available onlinej.
jhttp://aksw.org/projects/RDFSlice
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Dataset Size Triples Entities
DBpedia 102 GB 283,928,812 22,857,222
DBpedia-slice 29 GB 125,554,842 13,410,215
DrugBank 98 MB 517,150 19,696
Sider 16 MB 91,569 2,674
Diseasome 12 MB 72,463 8,152
Table 3. Evaluation datasets statistics.
6.1. Experimental Setup
We used four interlinked datasets, i.e. Drugbank, Sider, Diseasome and DBpedia
Version 3.8 for the evaluation. Table 3 shows the sizes of these datasets. DBpedia-
slice refers to a version of DBpedia comprising all DBpedia datasets excluding
the page links undirected dataset. We selected Drugbank, Sider, Diseasome and
DBpedia because they are a fragment of the well interlinked part of Linked Open
Data. Especially, DBpedia is an ideal case with respect to size as it is very large.
Two students expert to SPARQL and schema of the underlying datasets created
eight SPARQL queries shown in Table 3. The provided queries take into account the
two most frequent type of join (i.e. SS and SO) as well as different time complexities.
The type of the joins of the associated BGPs and the related dataset are shown. For
instance, the query Q1 running on DBpedia contains eight triple patterns which can
be divided to four disjoint BGPs having as join type either subject-subject (SS)
or subject-object (SO). We do not take queries into account containing patterns
with join types SP, OP and OO, since they seem to be very rare in real SPARQL
queries (5%) [?] and have the same complexity as in the SO case. We measured the
performance of our slicing approach in terms of runtime and memory consumption.
All experiments were carried out on a Windows 7 machine with an Intel Core M
620 processor and 6GB of RAM and a 230GB SSD.
6.2. Results
Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the runtime versus memory (being either explored or
used) for four parameters of the entire slicing process. These four parameters are:
(1) Explored graph: The size of the associated graph of the underlying file which is
being explored.
(2) RAM: The size of RAM memory which is occupied.
(3) Slice: The size of the generated slice from data.
(4) Disk space: The size of the disk used to run the application (excluding the slice
size).
These parameters are recorded after reading and processing 1 MB and 1 GB for
small and large files respectively. Accordingly, the diagrams a-f in Figure 5 represent
the above parameters for the Diseasome, Drugbank, Sider, DBpedia and DBpedia-
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slice datasets, respectively. A general behavior which can be observed in all diagrams
is: During the slicing process, the associated dataset dump is analyzed maximum
three times. Therefore, the diagram of the explored graph shows three hops except
of the 5(f). That is due to DBpedia files being segmented by subject and the the
query Q2 containing only subject-subject joins. Thus, one exploration suffices for
slicing. With respect to the slice graph, since only in the last pass matches are being
found and stored, the size is increasing. Monitoring the last two graphs reveal that
a maximum 50 MB of RAM and a very low amount of disk space are occupied.
More interestingly, a short while after starting the process, RAM and disk usage
are remaining fixed, since in the entire process only join candidates are required to
be stored.
With regarding to the optimizations discussed in subsection 5.1, we introduce
two evaluations over DBpedia dataset in Figure 6. Both evaluations are using costum
domain optimization, but with different strategies. In 6(a) the tool utilize cache to
avoid many database queries. In 6(b) both strategies cache and parallelization are
used. The results shows that the use of cache achieve 25% of gain while the use
of parallelization and cache 13.5%. Further investigations are needed in order to
indentify the reasons behind the performace decrease using parallelization.
Table 5 compares total runtime requiring for slicing DBpedia on data being
available in triple store and files. Since an advantage of our approach is the extrac-
tion directly from files, the load time (i.e. loading data into the triple store) was
taken into account. From the five queries (i.e Q1, Q2, Q6, Q7, Q8) used in this ex-
periment, four queries (i.e. Q2, Q6, Q7, Q8) perform an order of magnitude faster
in comparison to the total time computed over triple store (800% faster). Unlike
the other queries, the total runtime of Q1 is very high (still 18% faster than the
triple store approach). That is due to the fact that the query is applied on unsorted
files and contains triple patterns of the join type SO. Furthermore, Table 6 presents
the extraction time in the unsorted version of underlying datasets using the queries
i.e. Q1, Q3, Q4 and Q5. Although the queries Q1, Q3 and Q4 have both the SS
and SO join type, the selection time is considerable low because due to the small
size of the underlying datasets. In case of DBpedia and DBpedia-slice, the effect of
file size is more tangible (70% decrease in the file size leads to a 70% decrease in
the extraction time). Table 7 compares total runtime requiring for slicing DBpedia
using different optimization strategies.
6.3. Slicing Interlinked Data
Linked Data enables data to be connected from different sources. Considering the
employed datasets, as it can be seen in Figure 7 the classes representing drugs
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Query Triple Patterns Join Dataset
Q1
{?s a dbo:Drug.
SS+SO DBpedia
?s ?p ?o.}
{?s1 a dbo:Drug.
?o1 ?p1 ?s1.}
{?s2 a dbo:Disease.
?s2 ?p2 ?o2.}
{?s3 a dbo:Disease.
?o3 ?p3 ?s3.}
Q2
{?s a dbo:Drug.
SS+SS DBpedia?s ?p ?o.}
{?s1 a dbo:Disease.
?s1 ?p1 ?o1.}
Q3
{?s a diseasome:diseases.
SS+SO Diseasome?s ?p ?o.}
{?s1 a diseasome:diseases.
?s1 ?p1 ?o1.}
Q4
{?s a DrugBank:Drugs.
SS+SO DrugBank?s ?p ?o.}
{?s1 a DrugBank:Drugs.
?s1 ?p1 ?o1.}
Q5
{?s a Sider:Drugs.
SS+SO Sider?s ?p ?o.}
{?s1 a Sider:Drugs.
?s1 ?p1 ?o1.}
Q6 {dbr:Cladribine dbo:iupacName ?o. SS DBpedia
dbr:Cladribine ?p1 ?o1.}
Q7 {dbr:Delirium dbo:wikiPageWikiLink ?o. SO DBpedia
?o ?p ?q.}
Q8 {?s1 dbo:lastWin ?o. SO DBpedia?o ?p ?o1.}
Q9
{?s a dbo:Drug.
SS+SO DBpedia
?s ?p ?o.}
{?s1 a dbo:Drug.
?o1 ?p1 ?s1.}
{?s2 a dbo:Disease.
?s2 ?p2 ?o2.}
{?s3 a dbo:Disease.
?o3 ?p3 ?s3.}
{?s4 a dbo:Drug.
?s4 owl:sameAs ?o4.
?o4 ?p5 ?o5. }
{?s5 a dbo:Disease.
?s5 owl:sameAs ?o6.
?o6 ?p6 ?o7.}
Table 4. Evaluation queries.
in Drugbank , DBpedia and Sider are linked using owl:sameAs and diseases from
Diseasome are linked to drugs in Drugbank using possible Drug and possible
Disease target. Furthermore, diseases from Diseasome are linked to diseases in
DBpedia using owl:sameAs. Diseases and side effects between Sider and Diseasome
are linked using the owl:sameAs property. An interesting and novel aspect of our
slicing approach is that it is applicable to interlinked datasets.
With this respect, Q9 contains patterns requiring traversal of owl:sameAs over
the employed interlinked datasets.
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(a) Slicing unsorted dataset Diseasome using
query Q3.
(b) Slicing unsorted dataset Drugbank using
query Q4.
(c) Slicing unsorted dataset Sider using query
Q5.
(d) Slicing unsorted dataset DBpedia using
query Q1.
(e) Slicing unsorted dataset DBpedia-slice us-
ing the Q1.
(f) Slicing sorted dastaset DBpedia using
query Q2.
Fig. 5. Slicing different datasets without optimization with different types of queries in log scale.
7. Related Work
Our approach and the SliceSPARQL fragment are meant to be part of a broader
project dubbed RDFSlice k. To the best of our knowledge, [?] is the first work
specifically targeting RDF data slicing. However, it is related to approaches in the
three areas of RDF data a) crawling, b) streaming and c) replication, which we
briefly discuss in the following subsections.
khttp://aksw.org/projects/RDFSlice
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(a) Slicing unsorted dataset DBpedia using
cache.
(b) Slicing unsorted dataset DBpedia using
cache and parallelization.
Fig. 6. Slicing DBpedia with different optimization strategies using Q1 in log scale.
Approach Query Sort Load Extraction Total % Gain
Triplestore
Q1
- 875.6 1.8 877.4
18.6
File - - 713.8 713.8
Triplestore
Q2
- 875.6 2.1 877.7
94.8
File - - 45.9 45.9
Triplestore
Q6
- 875.6 0.0 875.6
91.4
File 75.3 - 0.0 75.3
Triplestore
Q7
- 875.6 0.0 875.6
91.4
File 75.3 - 0.0 75.3
Triplestore
Q8
- 875.6 2.95 878.55
89.4
File 75.3 - 17.38 92.68
Table 5. Total runtime in minutes requiring for slicing DBpedia against five different queries on
data being available in triple store and files without optimization.
7.1. Crawling
RDF data crawlers harvest and index RDF content from the Web of Data and
Documents. MultiCrawler [?] allows to extract information not only from HTML
documents but also from structured data on the Web. It focuses on locating relevant
links to content in order to extract data. MultiCrawler explores the use of not only
Dataset Query Extraction
DBpedia Q1 713.8
DBpedia-slice Q1 202.2
Drugbank Q4 3.2
Sider Q5 1.2
Diseasome Q3 0.5
Table 6. Extraction time in minutes for unsorted datasets of different sizes without optimization.
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Diseasome 
Sider 
Drugs 
sameAs 
Disease 
Drug Side Effect 
sameAs 
DrugBank!
Drugs 
DBpedia!
Disease 
sameAs 
sameAs 
Fig. 7. Schema interlinking for four datasets i.e. DBpedia, DrugBank, Sider, Diseasome.
well-known text indexing but also structured data indexing, by converting all non-
structured information found into corresponding structured data. This approach
is useful for indexing and finding documents with relevant content, but not to
extract fragments of larger datasets. LDSpider [?] is a lightweight LOD crawler
for integration into Semantic Web applications. LDSpider can be used to traverse
LOD content and deliver the extracted data via an API to the application through
listeners. The application itself has to select the relevant content. One of LDSpider’s
main features is the capability to process a variety of Web data formats including
Turtle, RDF/XML, Notion 3 and RDFa employing different crawler strategies as
breadth-first and load-balancing. Semantic Web Client library [?] was developed
to crawl the Web of Data in order to facilitate query answering. The rationale
is to discover relevant information in the crawled structured data from different
sources during query execution time. Similar as crawlers RDFSlice can be used to
retrieve and extract relevant RDF data from the Web. However, our RDF data
slicing approach focuses on structured data in large files, it does not traverse links
and uses specific selection criteria (i.e. SliceSPARQL graph patterns) instead of
heuristics.
7.2. Streaming
Linked Streaming Data (LSD) is an extension of the RDF data model to support the
representation of stream data generated from sensors and social network. They are
designed for continuous query data with high rate of change, e. g. once per second.
Strategy Query Extraction % Gain
Cache Q1 532.3 25.4
Cache and Parallelization Q1 421.5 41.0
Table 7. Extraction time in minutes for DBpedia dataset using different optimization strategies.
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There are already many proposed approaches for RDF Streaming as CQELS [?],
Streaming SPARQL [?], C-SPARQL [?], Sparql stream [?] and EP-SPARQL [?].
These approaches work in a similar fashion: In LSD approaches, the user defines a
time window in which the data will be selected. When the window expires, the data
collected is then used to query. The approaches could also use some Linked Data
to enrich the information or easily the selection. Differently from the SPARQL
Streaming approaches, the Slicing is not designed for querying streaming data.
Rather, we aim to extract relevant fragments from large files in the distributed
static RDF LOD. Nevertheless, Slicing could also be used as a prefilter in RDF
streaming data, helping to select a relevant subset of the data during the time
window.
7.3. Replication
Although data replication is a well known study in database field to improve perfor-
mance and availability, there is still a lack in methods and approaches into concerns
Linked Data. We also observed that, most of the existing approaches focus in triple
stores instead of dump files, their work are also simplified by focusing in managing
existing instances rather than create new ones. Some related problems are data selec-
tion and synchronization. RDFSync [?] profile data replication between triple stores
by decomposing the graphs into smaller Minimum Self-Contained Graphs (MSGs)
and comparing their hashes. However, RDFSync does not take into account rele-
vant data replication. Another related work is sparqlPuSH [?]. SparqlPuSH works
as a notification message system, notifying the servers registered as listeners about
changes into the triple store. SparqlPush could also provide relevant data replica-
tion with some restriction by the use of subsection notification of PubSubHubbub
protocoll.
7.4. Future work
The number of links in the Linked Data cloud has been growing dramatically since
its conception [?], as the 4th Linked Data principle recommends to include links to
other URIs for discovering more data [?]. Several Link Discovery frameworks [?, ?]
and approaches [?, ?, ?, ?] aim at having the network more and more connected.
Hence, we expect the Slicing process to be harder and slower in the future. A solution
to this problem can be to reduce the number of considered links, by assigning weights
to them or filtering them by type.
Moreover, we will investigate what is the relationship between the number of
threads and the execution runtime, according to Go¨etz’s equation for the recom-
mended number of threads:
Nthreads = Ncpu · Ucpu ·
(
1 +
W
C
)
(1)
lhttp://code.google.com/p/pubsubhubbub/
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where U is the CPU usage (%) and W/C is the ratio of wait time to compute
time [?].
8. Conclusions
In this article we presented an approach facilitating Linked Data consumption by
effectively selecting relevant parts and efficiently extracting these from very large
RDF datasets. We deem this to be a major step towards simplifying the consumption
of large RDF datasets.
We see this work as the first step in a larger research agenda to dramatically
improve Linked Data consumption. The presented approach focuses only on two
out of six stages of the consumption process. In future, we aim to develop and
integrate support for subsequent stages such as transformation, reconciliation, and
revisioning. We envision that organizations will thus be empowered to seamlessly
integrate LOD data into their internal processes and applications. A particular
challenge is the mapping of the LOD data to existing internal information structures
and the establishment of a co-evolution between private and public data involving
continuous update propagation from LOD sources while preserving revisions applied
to prior versions of these datasets.
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Abstract , The aim of this work is two folds. Firstly, some of the well
known methods of trust modeling and trust evaluation that
relates mainly to the semantic web structure are reviewed
and analyzed. A categorization for calculation of trust and an
analytical view of possible models of trust rating through a
chain of acquaintances are presented. Based on experimental
results the well known methods are compared and contrasted.
Secondly a new method for evaluating trust is also proposed.
This new model has the advantages of simplicity in calcula-
tion and enhanced accuracy. The method is associated with
two algorithms, an algorithm for propagation and another
for aggregation. The propagation algorithm utilizes statisti-
cal techniques and the aggregation algorithm is based on a
weighting mechanism. The technique is named Maxweight
method and is also implemented and the results are compared
based on a designed accuracy metric. The proposed method
may be employed as a subsystem for trust management in
semantic web and trust evaluation in human interaction in a
social networks as well as machines (artificial agents). Expe-
rimental results illustrate the efficiency and effectiveness of
the proposed method.
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